New products find TV a medium that produces sales. p27
C-P's piggyback stand begins to influence stations. p36
Heaps, Le page, all have duty to make ETV grow. p44
TV shows: what's on the networks this fall. p83
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The final touch that makes the difference

Not much added light, but it completes the setting. With Spot Radio you select the best setting for your message—when people are using your product, for example. Spot Radio's timeliness increases the effectiveness of impressions made in other media. It's the final touch that sells your product.

RADIO DIVISION

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

KDB Albuquerque
WSB Atlanta
WGR Buffalo
WGN Chicago
WLW Cincinnati
WDOA Cleveland
WFAM Dallas-Ft. Worth
KBTR Denver
KDAL Duluth-Superior
KPRC Houston
WOAF Kansas City
KARK Little Rock
WINZ Miami
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul
Intermountain Network
WTAR Norfolk-Portsmouth
KFBW Omaha
KPOJ Portland
WRNL Richmond
WROC Rochester
KGRA Sacramento
KALL Salt Lake City
WDAI San Antonio
KFMB San Diego
KYA San Francisco
KMA Shenandoah
WGTO Tampa-Lakeland-Orlando
KVOD Tulsa
Radio New York Worldwide

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
A New
Broadcast Representative
Corporation

NEW in the sense that the firm is a brand new corporate entity, namely BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC.

But not new in the sense that the firm is one of the oldest broadcast sales organizations in the industry. What used to be the sales organization of the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation is now B.C.G.

Our raison d'être is to represent other dynamic broadcast facilities across the nation in addition to the Crosley Radio and Television Stations.

Rather than make majestic statements about corporate creeds and accomplishments, we shall let the past and the future speak for us.

BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC.
Selling broadcast time since 1941

EXECUTIVE OFFICE: 415 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10017
H. Peter Lasker, President
NEW YORK CHICAGO CLEVELAND

WLW RADIO, Cincinnati / TELEVISION STATIONS: WLW-T, Cincinnati / WLW-C, Columbus / WLW-D, Dayton / WLW-I, Indianapolis
vital buy in houston/Kirk TV
Reach the whole market

Not ONE segment over and over—Whether your product is food, drugs, gasoline, appliances, automotive, or general merchandise—WGAL-TV SELLS because you reach the whole market every time. No other station or combination of stations in the Channel 8 area can claim total-market reach.

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Steinman Television Stations • Clair McCollough, Pres.
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. • KDAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M. • KVDA-TV Tucson, Ariz.

316,000 WATTS

MULTI-CITY TV MARKET
Polishing Emmy

National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences reportedly is proposing to scrap former Emmy award selection system of choosing winners by vote of whole membership and use new and complicated procedure described as arrangement of “panel plateaus.” Major criticism of former method was that voting practices gave rise to “bloc balloting” among networks, with NATAS members often voting on programs they didn’t actually see. New plan is designed to avoid that criticism.

Academy officials met with CBS-TV executives Friday (Oct. 2) and were scheduled to meet with ABC and NBC people this week. If networks accept new Emmy awards procedure, Acad- emy is tentatively set to announce it on Oct. 15, probably at news conferences held on both coasts.

Teeth for code

Confidential 88-page draft of interim report of Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee recommends (1) broadcasters take steps to curb alleged excesses in violence and sex in programs, (2) National Association of Broadcasters provide “more effective sanctions” for its code and (3) failing this, broadcasters “should give serious thought to supporting legislation that would make the NAB code mandatory.” Now in hands of eight-member panel headed by Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.), and believed to have approval of four Democrats, draft makes no legislative recommendations to Congress but hints heavily that legislation would be sought if broadcasters fail to perform to panel’s satisfaction.

Draft bows to constitutional protections of free speech and press and acknowledges government shouldn’t control programs, but urges FCC do more to keep licenses in line. As expected, Dodd subcommittee’s staff found evidence that, it claims, shows causal relationship between violence children view and aggressive behavior. Meanwhile, NAB-government study group, set up in 1962, is about to announce grants for research in this field.

Dig that crazy noise

FCC Chairman E. William Henry apparently can now count several of his fellow commissioners in on his belief that solution of problem of “loud” commercials is complicated. At least some of six commissioners (including Mr. Henry) who last Thursday visited CBS broadcast center and Reeves Sound Studio, commercial recording house, in New York, bore out Mr. Henry’s heretofore expressed opinion that voltage unit readings do not indicate so-called “loudness,” but that other factors are inherent in recording which appear to “irritate” viewers. General opinion is that determination of these factors will take considerable discussion and study. Visit to CBS and Reeves was made by all commissioners except Robert T. Bartley, who remained in Washington.

Manhunt

It’s still wide-open race for top job at National Association of Broadcasters, as indicated last week when NAB presidential selection committee solicited recommendations from all NAB members (story page 58). But committee hopes to submit recommendations for decision of NAB boards at Palm Springs, Calif., Jan. 29-30.

Here are some men who are under active consideration but whose availability has not yet been checked: Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.); Eugene Zucker, secretary of Air Force; Fred A. Seaton, former Republican senator from Nebraska and secretary of interior in 1956-61 whose family owns stations and newspapers in Nebraska and Kansas; C. Howard Lane, KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland, Ore.; Edmund C. Bunker, president, Radio Advertising Bureau, and Lester W. Lindow, executive director, Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. Number of prominent broadcasters have told selection committee they’re not available. They include Clair McCollough, J. Leonard Reinsch, Donald McGann, John Hayes, Ward Quaal, A. Louis Reid, Dwight Martin and Otto Brandt.

Fixit study

Broadcast lawyers have set out to figure ways of persuading FCC to tone down its requirement that stations solicit public comments to FCC whenever they apply for license renewal or major facilities change. Rule, which has been in effect four years, has laid an egg—as special analysis in Broad- casting, Aug. 31 indicated. Despite requirement that stations make announcements on own air and in newspaper ads, public response has averaged only one letter per station—and 80% of what little mail there is has been favorable to licensees.

What galls broadcasters most about public-notice rule is its insistence that they buy space in rival advertising medium. Federal Communications Bar Association has begun study of situation, hopes to come up with recom- mended changes by end of year. Thomas W. Wilson, TCBA president, says regulation has benefitted nobody and is burden to small-station owners.

TV booster

Outlook is bright for banner year in television by General Mills, whose gross time billing in network and spot may reach as high as $40 million in 1964 as compared with $29.4 million in 1963. Television Bureau of Advertising figures show that General Mills investment in TV in first half of this year rose by more than 30% over last year’s comparable figure of $14 million, and second half is traditionally bigger spending period for company. Company’s sales for present fiscal year’s first quarter increased by almost $6 million over $128.7 million sales of first quarter of preceding fiscal year.

Curtis radio quest

Curtis Publishing Co., headed by ex-NBC Radio chief Joe Culligan, is actively bidding for radio stations in major markets. Last week $5 million offer for 50 kw property in one of top 10 markets was rejected. Curtis is now expected to go after 5 kw independent in same market.

On the barrelhead

Multi-million budgets of major political parties are being handled haphazardly, particularly in purchase of TV and radio time. Organizations thrown together for short campaign haven’t operated smoothly and have experienced difficulties in clearances with stations as well as with networks, particularly since payment in advance is required and cash, even with well-heeled Democrats, isn’t easy to find.

Each party has to watch its expenditures because law allows only $3 million for national campaigns through national committees. With each party expected to spend several times that amount, money must be channeled through state and even local organizations which must be given air exposure as purchasers. Whole story won’t come out until after elections and, if current methods continue, it will be masterpiece of confusion and contradictions.
MORE ADULT WOMEN

listen to

WIBG Radio 99

6 AM to Midnight

than any other Philadelphia Radio Station

MORE total listeners  MORE total homes in
MORE adult listeners  MORE time periods

All estimated and limited as shown in reports. Based on average audience estimates, Monday to Friday, 6 AM to 12 PM, Pulse—May-June, 1964; Adult Audience Age 18-35, Adult Audience Age 35 and over, Pulse (Q3—November, 1964); Leads all other Philadelphia stations in circulation, Day and Night, Metro and Total, NCS ’64; Share of Audience: Total Rated Time Periods, HOOPER—June-July, 1964.
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This summer more than 130 new products took the plunge into television, according to Broadcast Advertiser Reports. Highlights of success of campaigns, which were diverse in products and TV usage, are given. See...

SOMETHING NEW TO SELL? TRY TV . . . 27

Stuttering campaign to find new president for National Association of Broadcasters takes new twist: letters seeking suggestions go to NAB members. Selection committee has interviewed 24 candidates. See...

PRESIDENCY UP FOR GRABS . . . 58

FCC decides President Johnson's news conferences during election campaign are open to equal-time demands. Decision on CBS query provokes protests from network, NAB, three commissioners who dissented. See...

NEWS SESSIONS AND SEC. 315 . . . 45

There are bright spots in Arbitrons for all three TV networks, although CBS has taken lead. NBC hasn't introduced all new shows. ABC continues hold on viewers in spite of spurt of competition. See...

CBS LEADS IN ARBITRONS . . . 52

FCC sets aside license renewal applications of TV outlets with CATV holdings, reportedly will ask for justification of cross-ownership. Commission indicates it will also defer similar renewals. See...

TV RENEWALS AND CATV . . . 66

Pay-TV debate picks up in intensity. Don Belding writes letter asking broadcasters for money to help outlaw pay TV in California. Jack Harris and Pat Weaver argue pros and cons in Hollywood. See...

PROBLEMS OF PAY TV . . . 60, 61

Colgate-Palmolive finds encouraging signs in its fight on behalf of television piggybacks. Some stations make adjustments to carry the spots, others stand firm. C-P determined not to back down. See...

COLGATE'S PIGGYBACKS . . . 36

Major parties each pour about $1 million into network TV time in last four weeks of campaign, undetermined amount into local radio-TV. GOP shuns network spots to concentrate on regional issues. See...

POLITICIANS SATURATE TV . . . 32

Are ETV's poverty pockets? FCC Chairman Henry thinks so and urges commercial operators to help them survive and prosper. If they do, he indicates, pressure may be less for public service programming. See...

HENRY DEPLORES ETV POVERTY . . . 44

The television networks have their fall line-ups set. Specials will feature, not surprisingly, politics and sports, with the Tokyo Olympics on NBC and election specials on all three nets leading the parade. See...

ON TV NETS THIS FALL . . . 83
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LET'S TALK MOVIES!

LAST YEAR WTIC-TV TELECAST

- 180 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BEFORE SHOWN BY A CONNECTICUT TELEVISION STATION.
- 157 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BEFORE SHOWN BY A CONNECTICUT OR A WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS TELEVISION STATION.

NOT ONLY NEW, BUT FINE MOVIES, SUCH AS —

On The Waterfront ... Sayonara ... Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit ... Ruby Gentry ... The Old Man and the Sea ...
The Bad Seed ... Duel in the Sun ... Battle Cry
... The Spirit of St. Louis ... No Time for Sergeants
... Hercules ... Atilla the Hun ... The Pajama Game ... A Face in the Crowd ... Kiss Them
for Me ... Indiscreet ... The Gift of Love ...
Man in a Cocked Hat ... Home Before Dark
... Top Secret Affair ... Too Much, Too
Soon ... The Lady Killers ... and more.

THIS YEAR, WTIC-TV HAS CONTINUED TO ENCHANT ITS AUDIENCE WITH —

Auntie Mame ... The Dark at the Top of the Stairs ...
The Nun's Story ... Bachelor Party ... Cash McCall
... Ice Palace ... Marjorie Morningstar ... Tall Story
... The Fugitive Kind ... The Hanging Tree ... Happy Anniversary ... The Miracle ... Hercules Unchained ...
The Night Holds Terror ... Thief of Bagdad ... Walk
Into Hell ... Wonders of Aladdin ... Aphrodite
with many, many more to come!

For television leadership in movies, look to

WTIC-TV3
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
REPRESENTED BY HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
RKO, Philco turned down

Pleas for reconsideration of Philadelphia ch. 3 case fall on deaf ears of FCC

FCC has rejected requests of RKO General Inc. and Philco Broadcasting Co. that it reconsider order providing for swap of NBC and Westinghouse Broadcasting properties in Philadelphia and Cleveland, respectively.

Commission action, announced Friday (Oct. 2) was taken on Wednesday, two days after NBC and WBC filed applications for trade of WBCV-AM-TV Philadelphia for KYYW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland (see page 64).

RKO, which had hoped to trade its Boston stations, WNSA-AM-TV and WBZ-FM, for NBC's Philadelphia properties, had requested stay of order as well as reconsideration. Philco hoped to supplant NBC on Philadelphia channel 3.

Commission, in adhering to its July 30 decision (Broadcasting, Aug. 3), dismissed RKO's petition and denied Philco's. Commission said RKO lost status as party when NBC withdrew from agreement to swap Philadelphia stations for RKO's Boston properties.

Commission can act on NBC-WBC trade applications in 30 days from filing date, provided no further attempts to upset proposed swap are made.

Not Through? = RKO General source said Friday that company was considering further proceedings before commission and courts. Philco source declined comment pending study of commission order.

RKO and Philco had opposed commission order renewing NBC's licenses for Philadelphia stations on ground they were traded back to WBC for Cleveland outlets network had owned. Commission said NBC coerced WBC into making original trade.

Commission, in order last week, rejected contentions of RKO and Philco that July 30 decision violated their rights to fair hearing. Commission said case was "decided wholly within the issues and upon full notice to the parties." Commission said it found that grant to Philco and unconditional grant of renewal to NBC would not be in public interest.

It added that public interest standard of Communications Act permits action it took to restore WBC to Philadelphia and NBC to Cleveland.

Commission also rejected argument that its decision violated law prohibiting consideration of third party in transfer case. Commission said its decision was "not an action on the assignment applications but . . . on the threshold renewal application."

FCC to hold hearing on Maler application

FCC said last Friday (Oct. 2) that it will hold hearing on application of Angel Lerma Maler for TV station on channel 40 in Fontana, Calif. Proposed station would cover Los Angeles. At issue is series of letters "... all containing disparaging material concerning . . . KMEX-TV [Los Angeles] . . .”, FCC said, allegedly written by Alexander G. Colomb, employee of Mr. Maler's Spanish-language TV program production firm, Panorama Latino TV Inc.

KMEX-TV (ch. 34) asked commission to deny Mr. Maler's application for channel 40 on grounds of letters and added Spanish-language competition would result in economic injury to KMEX-TV.

Commission ruled KMEX-TV's petition to deny was untimely, being filed later than 30 days following acceptance of channel 40 application, but decided on its own motion to hold evidentiary hearing as "only tool available," to determine Mr. Maler's character qualifications in light of his "responsibility, if any" for letters. Commission noted that Mr. Maler's production firm competes with KMEX-TV as Panorama Latino TV supplies programs to KCOP-TV Los Angeles. Commission said Mr. Maler has denied any complicity in writing of letters.

Koop chides Dallas police; defends media

Theodore F. Koop, CBS Washington vice president, and president of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society, told Pittsburgh Press Club that Dallas police are to blame if they gave out too much information on Lee Harvey Oswald or endangered his right to fair trial by publicity at time he was in custody.

Commenting on Warren Commission's indictment of news media activi-
ventils for case Worm (broadcasting, FCC day, N. was Co. tanburg, approved by officials," he said.

withhold what information

"The withholding of all information is not acceptable," Koop emphasized newsmen on President Kennedy, and seconding other ties in events following assassination of President Kennedy, and seconding other news spokesmen (see page 50), Mr. Koop emphasized newsmen on scene had clear-cut duty to provide public with all information they could get. "The news media cannot be expected to withhold what information is given to them by officials," he said.

Sale of WORD approved by FCC

FCC approval of sale of word Spartanburg, S. C., from Belk Broadcasting Co. to Robert B. Brown, Bill H. Mull and James N. Rowland for $250,000 was announced Friday (Oct. 2).

Mr. Brown owns WTLK Taylorsville, N. C. Belk Broadcasting owns WIST-AM-FM Charlotte and WIXK Raleigh, both North Carolina, WQXL Columbia, S. C., and WPQ Jacksonville, Fla. WORD is fulltime on 910 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night.

FCC tells review board to check presumption on AM

FCC has remanded to review board case in which it denied application of Blue Ridge Mountain Broadcasting Co. for new AM in Ellijay, Ga. Board had held that application, for 1500 kc, was filed for purpose of preventing or delaying grant of application for same frequency in Calhoun, Ga. (broadcasting, May 18).

Commission, acting on appeal, directed board to clarify and reevaluate its decision regarding two presumptions it made in reaching its conclusion.

Board had found that Gordon County Broadcasting Co., licensee of WCGA Calhoun, participated in planning and filing Blue Ridge application. Blue Ridge application had been designated for hearing with one filed by Reliable Broadcasting Co. for 1500 kc in Calhoun.

Presumptions which commission directed board to re-examine concerned failure of one Blue Ridge principal, J. T. Acree, to testify at hearing, and failure of Mr. Acree's son, James M. Acree, to produce pencilled draft of tentative program schedule he purportedly had made.

NBC gets rights to possible playoffs

As four National League baseball teams prepared to scramble for pennant over weekend, NBC lined up rights to televise playoff games from parks of St. Louis Cardinals and Cincinnati Reds should they be involved in best of three series. No price was mentioned, but NBC paid reported $300,000 for each game of NL's last playoff when Dodgers and Giants tied two years ago (broadcasting, Oct. 8, 1962).

NBC also has rights to World Series and All-Star games through 1966. It pays $3.5 million per year and has sold package to Chrysler and Gillette.

Situation was complicated and "iffy" late Friday (Oct. 2), but NBC put it this way: deals with clubs were "as they play in their home parks."

Manion denies links with Birch Society

Clarence Manion, moderator and founder of The Manion Forum, syndicated radio program, has denied that either it or Citizens Foreign Aid Committee, of which he is legal counsel, are connected with John Birch Society.

In letter released Friday (Oct. 2) Mr. Manion demanded retraction of statements by Dr. Arthur Larson, head of newly formed National Council for Civic Responsibility, linking organizations to Birch Society.

Speaking for council, which plans to counter extremist right-wing activities by, in part, buying time for five-minute radio programs of its own, Dr. Larson identified Mr. Manion as member of Birch Society (broadcasting, Sept. 28).

Bringing up the backlog

FCC staff last week was preparing for special meeting Thursday (Oct. 8) on commission's work backlog. Session could result in confrontation between Commissioner Lee Loewing- er and James Sheridan, chief of FCC's Broadcast Bureau. Commissioner Loewing-er circulated memorandum among commissioners last summer saying his research indicates commission is further behind in its work than ever, despite its increases in money and personnel (closed circuit, Aug. 3).

Staff members, however, say his analysis is misleading, and their research last week was aimed at collecting data to establish their point. They say, for instance, that many renewal applications are in pending file because of laxness of licensees to provide requested information. They also say applications are collecting dust because they conflict with commission rules — but commission doesn't want them dismissed.

Backlog meeting, once regular occurrence at commission, fell into disuse when Newton N. Minow was chairman.
Television is the only efficient way to reach the 49-county North Florida/South Georgia regional market, and WJXT, Jacksonville is the only television station to blanket the total area.
RADIO
WILS
ANSING
5,000 WATTS / 24 HOURS A DAY

92 NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

Back your judgment when you select WILS as your No. 1 Mid-Michigan buy. WILS has daytime power of 5,000 watts. Stations A & B have 1,000 W, and 500 W daytime.

Lansing is always in the top 100 U. S. markets. For complete cost-per-thousand and audience information contact Venard, Torbet & McConnell, Inc., or write to:

WILS delivers all the Lansing Metro area plus most of another seven counties in one of the highest-income-per-household market areas in the U. S. (3rd in U. S. in Metro Cities over 200,000).

DATEBOOK

October

Oct. 4-5—Fall meeting of Texas Association of Broadcasters. Featured speaker will be Robert J. Torbet, managing editor of FCC's renewal and transfer division. Hotel Texas, Fort Worth.

Oct. 4-6—Meeting of North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Grove Park Inn, Asheville.

Oct. 5—Annual fall outing of Federal Communications Bar Association. Washingtonian Country Club, Gaithersburg, Md.


Oct. 6—Tenth annual conference of The Advertising Research Foundation, Hotel Commodore, New York. Principal participants and general topical nature of their subjects: morning—Gary A. Steiner, professor of psychology, Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago (human behavior); Steuart Henderson Britt, professor of marketing, Northwestern University and editor of Marketing (unsolved advertising research problems); panel on market concentration, segmentation and media selection: Dick Warren Twedt, Oscar Mayer & Co.; C. E. Wilson, The Nestle Co., and Paul E. J. Gerhard, at J. Walter Thompson Co.; William M. Wellbacher, C. J. LaRoche & Co. (AAA consumer studies). Afternoon is a luncheon address by John S. Conover, Leo Burnett Co., is chairman of program committee and presiding over morning session. Peter G. Peterison, president of Bell & Howell Co., is luncheon speaker. Afternoon is a panel on predicting advertising results—Richard M. Cryer, dean of graduate school of industrial administration, Carnegie Institute of Technology; (stimulating business firms); Robert J. Williams, Edward Dalton Co. (lead-lag time); Seymour Banks, Leo Burnett Co. (experimentation); Frank X. Stan ton, Benton & Bowles, and Valentine Appei, Benton & Bowles (multi-market testing); Alvin A. Achenbaum, Leo Burnett Advertising, and Herta M. Herzog, Marplan (copy testing); Richard M. Ostheimer, Time Inc., presiding.

Oct. 6-7—UPI Editors and Publishers Conference. Among speakers will be Theodore F. Koop, vice president of CBS, at a Sigma Delta Chi sponsored breakfast Wednesday morning; and Eric W. Allen Jr., managing editor, Medford, Ore. Mail Tribune on "Effective Follow-Up on Spot TV Coverage," Tuesday, Statler-Hilton, Washington.


Oct. 7-14—FCC deadline for filing reply comments on its proposed rules to govern grant of authorizations in business radio service and domestic, public, fixed point-to-point microwave radio service for microwave facilities to relay TV programs to community antenna television systems.

Oct. 10-11—Midwest regional affiliate meeting, Americana's seventh district. Hotel Texas, Fort Worth.


Oct. 16—ABC Radio regional affiliate meeting, Los Angeles.


Oct. 19—Deadline for comments in FCC inquiry into community antenna television ownership by broadcast licensees and related questions.

Oct. 19—FCC deadline for filing reply comments on its proposed rules to govern grant of authorizations in business radio service and domestic, public, fixed point-to-point microwave radio service for microwave facilities to relay TV programs to community antenna television systems.


Oct. 19-21—National Electronics Conference 54th annual meeting. Speakers at conference luncheons: James E. Webb, administrator, National Aeronautics & Space Administration; Dr. Henry K. Fuhre, president, Ineltron Corp.; Dr. Albert V. Crewe, director, Argonne National Laboratory. Included in a program is a consumer electronics symposium, sponsored jointly by Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers group on broadcast and TV receivers, audio and electron devices, McCormick Place and Sherman House, Chicago.

Oct. 20—ABC Radio regional affiliate meeting, Oklahoma City.

Oct. 20—Federal Trade Commission hearing on proposed rulemaking to define proper description of TV screen sizes.

Oct. 21—Presentation of The Pulse Inc.'s Man-of-the-Year award to Chet Huntley

Indicates first or revised listing.
This is the Bell System. One unified, nationwide organization with one purpose: to bring you the finest possible communications services of all kinds at the fairest possible prices.
7:30 PM EDT / THE VIRGINIAN

9:00 PM EDT / WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Big doings are the rule on Wednesday nights this season, as NBC-TV presents two giant servings of color-filled entertainment.

First of the weekly offerings is the immensely popular, 90-minute Western series, "The Virginian," now entering its third season—in color—on NBC-TV.

Already boasting one of the best regular casts in TV drama (Lee J. Cobb, James Drury, Doug McClure, Roberta Shore and Randy Boone), "The Virginian" now adds to its star roster Clu Gulager, who scored for two seasons as Billy the Kid on NBC's "The Tall Man." Once again, the series will be further distinguished by top guest stars and first-quality scripts.

Second section of Wednesday's formidable schedule is NBC's new week-night movie time. The season's array of first-time-on-TV hits on "Wednesday Night at the Movies" is drawn largely from the lists of Paramount and MGM.

Most of the films are in color, and the package boasts performances by some of the most popular stars ever to light up a screen: Audrey Hepburn and Anthony Perkins in Green Mansions (in color); Elizabeth Taylor in Elephant Walk (in color); Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh in Houdini (in color); Kirk Douglas, Eleanor Parker and William Bendix in Detective Story; Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Ray and Peter Ustinov in We're No Angels (in color); Jerry Lewis in The Sad Sack; Bob Hope, Vera Miles and Paul Douglas in Beau James (in color); Paul Newman, Lee Marvin and Walter Pidgeon in The Rack; Dean Martin, Anthony Franciosa and Shirley MacLaine in Career; and, in color, Glenn Ford and Ernest Borgnine in Torpedo Run (see drawing at left).

It all happens on Wednesday evenings. And with these two giants—"The Virginian" and "Wednesday Night At The Movies"—sharing the night's honors, NBC-TV redemonstrates its affinity for large-scale entertainment programming.
**Popularity doesn't resign.**

**PROFESSOR:** Not much anything, doctor. Lately I've been spitting most of it.

**DOCTOR:** How much drinking do you do?

**PATIENT:** Not much any more. Doctor, lately I've been spitting most of it.

**DRINK TO POVERTY... it sticks to a man when all his friends forsake him!**

**ESSO HUMBLED: Where did I get all scratched up? I had a tiger in my car but not in the tank!**

**COLLEGE BOUND? So, I want you to become a skin specialist. Your patients will never get you out of bed at night; they never die, and they never get well!**

**SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.** I am the program offered to the big WTRF-TV audience in the Wheeling/Steubenville Market. Have Rep Perry arrange your WTRF-TV spot schedule to get that particular audience segment you're after.

**Broadcasting distributes more paid circulation annually than the combined total of all other publications in its field.**

**WRDW-TV**

Augusta... TOWERFUL in Popularity & Performance

**RUST CRAFT STATION**

16 (DATEBOOK)
You know you belong in the Golden Triangle

The WSJS Television Market – No. 1 in North Carolina

Because WSJS Television’s Golden Triangle comprises a 3 metro city - 33 county Grade A coverage that’s the No. 1 market in the No. 12 state, being No. 1 in population, households and retail sales in North Carolina.

Editorial

Senior Editors: Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Frederick M. Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams, Lawrence Christopher (Chicago), Leonard Zeldenberg, David Berlyn (New York), Rocco Famighetti (New York); Associate Editors: Sid Booth, Stern Brodey, George Daffington; Staff Writers: Gary Campbell, Barry Chickett, Jim DeBettencourt, Larry Michie, Victor Ross; Editorial Assistant: Bill Bayne, Sonya Lee Brock. Secretary to the Publisher: Gladys Hall.

Business

Publications and Circulation

Bureaus


Education of Broadcasters, featuring reception for state legislators, Marion motor hotel, Salem.

Nov. 16-18—Annual convention of the Broadcasters' Promotion Association, Pick- Congress hotel, Chicago.

Nov. 17—First annual Georgia GM Day seminar sponsored by Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Riviera motel, Atlanta.

Nov. 17—ABC radio regional affiliate meeting, Richmond, Va.

Nov. 18—Television Bureau of Advertising's 10th annual meeting, New York Hilton hotel, New York.

Nov. 19—East Central annual meeting of American Association of Advertising Agencies in Detroit at Hotel Sheraton-Cadillac. John S. Pingle, president of Ross Roy Inc., that city, chairman of regional board of governors, will preside.

Nov. 19-20—Fall convention of Ohio Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include George Storer Jr., chairman of National Association of Broadcasters-Radio Advertising Bureau Methodology Steering Committee and president of Storer Broadcasting Co.; Charles Stone, manager of NAB radio code; FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox; Robert Burton, president of Broadcast Music Inc.; and Robert Mason, chairman of All-Industry Radio Music License Committee.

Nov. 23—Comments are due on FCC's notice of inquiry and proposed rulemaking regarding mutual funds and other investment houses that are in technical violation of multiple ownership rules.

Nov. 23-28—Television Information Office TV festival at 54th annual convention of National Council of Teachers of English, Cleveland.

December
Dec. 5-6—Sigma Delta Chi National Convention at Hotel Mikelebach, Kansas City, Mo. Keynote address to be given by Benjamin M. McKelway, Washington Star (WMAI-AM-FM-TV Washington and WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.).

Dec. 18—Reply comments are due on FCC's notice of inquiry and proposed rulemaking regarding mutual funds and other investment houses that are in technical violation of multiple ownership rules.

January


Jan. 28-29—Twentieth annual Georgia Radio-TV Institute, University of Georgia, Athens. Forum is sponsored by university and Georgia Association of Broadcasters.

February


March

Raves for radio


Your alert and perceptive coverage of radio is always interesting and informative. I am sure it is appreciated by advertisers and agencies as well as the broadcasters themselves.—Ronald W. Gilbert, New York sales manager, CBS Radio Spot Sales.

EDITOR: In all my years in radio, I can't remember having ever seen such a penetrating and thorough-going analysis of the radio medium.

Once again the study demonstrates the continuing growth, development and maturity of the radio medium.—Sherrill W. Taylor, vice president for radio, National Association of Broadcasters, Washington.

EDITOR: In the 27 years I have been reading Broadcasting, I have enjoyed many terrific treatments of various subjects. "Special Report: Radio" surpasses them all.—Edwin K. Wheeler, executive vice president, The Evening News Association (WWJ-AM-FM-TV), Detroit.

EDITOR: A meaningful and complete document. . . . Please send 10 copies and bill.—Edward C. Obrist, director of broadcasting, Boston University.

EDITOR: I am very much interested in getting five reprints each of "Radio Audience" and "Radio Has the Facts and Figures" in Broadcasting, Sept. 28.

—Dave Bolton, general sales manager, WIBG Philadelphia.

(Overprints of the Sept. 28 issue have been exhausted. Reprints of "Special Report: Radio" will be available on request. Write: Reader's Service, Broadcasting, 1738 DeSales St. N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.)

Questionable conduct

EDITOR: The handling by many radio stations of the relationships among the Beatles, their crowds and the police has been a discredit to broadcast journalism. Many popular music stations, during the Beatles' U.S. tour, announced where the singers were staying, what their schedules would be and sent reporters or disk jockeys to cover their arrival and visit to town.

This is fine. But, when, in response to this information a large, unruly crowd of screaming girls appears, some stations have taken a stand that is openly hostile to the police who must be drawn away from more important duties to control the mob, and who must often

TOP PERFORMANCE AT LOW COST
with the Visual Zoom Camera

The Mark 10 Visual Zoom Camera is the first truly new camera design since the beginning of commercial TV.

OPERATING EXPENSES CURTAILED
with the Visual Zoom Camera

- Less lighting, less air-conditioning required with the new 3" I.O. sensitivity
- Designed for long life I.O. tubes — up to 5,000 hours
- Transistorized circuitry provides low power consumption, plug-in interchangeability
- Results in long stable operation for minimum service time
- Simple set-up

Write for descriptive bulletin No. 310.

Visual Electronics Corporation provides the broadcast industry with the first completely solid-state television studio product line.

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
356 west 40th street • new york, n. y. 10018 • (212) 736-5840
YEAR AFTER YEAR

A LEADER

Hit Central New York's rich 24 counties with commercials delivered by WSYR-TV—the leader in the market year after year. It's important to use the leading station in a market that has:

- Population of 2,508,700
- Buying Power—$5,334,133,000
- Total Homes—740,870
- TV Homes—689,800
- Retail Sales—$3,273,465,000
- Food Sales—$789,846,000
- Drug Sales—$94,327,000

(Market Data Source—SRDS, Jan/64)

WSYR-TV DOMINATES

... because of SEVEN YEARS of UNBROKEN LEADERSHIP in the market, in ARB REPORTS. NUMBER ONE in HOMES DELIVERED ... 80 PER CENT over Station No. 2 ...
*85 PER CENT over Station No. 3.


One at a time

EDITOR: Some three or four times yearly WLBN publishes a small four-page stuffer for mailing with our bills. Information contained in this piece is obtained from success stories ... we would like permission to clip and reproduce (giving full credit to BROADCASTING) various stories from time to time from your excellent publication... J. T. Whillock, manager, WLBN Lebanon, Ky.

(Book note)

BOOK NOTE


More than 70 countries are attempting what has been called "the terrible ascent" from traditional society to the modern world. What mass communications have done, what they can do and what they should do is set forth in this book, with many actual examples of successes and failures. Mr. Schramm, director of the Institute of Communication Research at Stanford, accepted the assignment to make the study after a 1962 UNESCO survey had revealed that 70% of the worlds' populations were lacking in adequate information facilities.

One down, one to go

EDITOR: Thanks to your fine magazine I've procured, via Broadcast Music Inc., an excellent recording on proper pronunciation of classical selections and composers. I'd like to know if anyone has a recording on the proper pronunciation and enunciation of the most commonly mispronounced words over the air.—Andrew Stoff, 933 Winchester, Lincoln Park, Mich.
Just so nobody will notice us

Sometimes we like to be conspicuous by our absence. For example, we spend upward of $6 million each year to keep smoke and fumes out of the air above our refineries and impurities out of the water we have used. Quite a sum to spend not to be noticed! This investment in a program to maintain clean air and water is another opportunity for Humble to fulfill the responsibility of leadership.
Pro or con? One of the most hotly contested ballot issues ever to confront California voters is the upcoming Proposition 14, which would repeal the bitterly controversial California Fair Housing (Rumford) Act. Opposing billboards and bumper stickers are everywhere: battle lines are sharply drawn.

To cut through the barrage of partisan opinion and present both points of view in crystal-clear focus, on Saturday night, September 19, KNXT staged an hour-long live television debate, bringing together—for the first time—the leading spokesmen from both sides in a dramatic face-to-face confrontation.
It was a historic broadcast. Never before has a debate dealing with a matter of such heated local interest been seen by so many people in the nation's number one state. Made available by KNXT to all California affiliates of the CBS Television Pacific Network, it was seen by an estimated 850,000 viewers (600,000 viewers within the KNXT area alone!).

This unprecedented broadcast debate was just another example of the continuing, far-reaching programming in the public interest conceived and produced by CBS Owned KNXT® LOS ANGELES.

*Based on ARB television estimates, subject to qualifications which KNXT will supply on request.
Chemstrand's swing to "big show" television over a period of six years may not have been unique. But it is a fact, and highly successful in winning consumer acceptance of Chemstrand's fiber products in the carpet market.

Chemstrand, in its first promoting Acrilan acrylic fiber, its initial product in the soft floor covering field, used print media primarily because of distribution limitations during this introductory period in 1957.

But as Acrilan won trade and consumer acceptance—and as more carpet mills came into the Chemstrand fold—television became an important factor in the company's over-all marketing program.

Utilization of national network television at that time of course was not unique. In the soft floor-covering business, however, the fact that Chemstrand went into television on a consistent basis and with a planned merchandising program built around the shows proved not only to be unprecedented in the carpet field, but also produced results. Recently a leading home furnishings trade publication declared: "It was Chemstrand which brought TV to bear on carpet fibers."

Today we favor the "big show." This is the important program with strong audience appeal, such as our Tour of Monaco with Grace Kelly; Bob Hope specials; Elizabeth Taylor's London and the forthcoming tour of Rome with Sophia Loren.

Working with TV • No matter what the show may be, one fact is always paramount in our use of television. This is the importance of a coordinated merchandising, advertising and promotional program that is designed and built around the show and executed to a peak of efficiency before, during and after the show is on the air. Most of this effort, of course, is concentrated in the period before the show.

This is the Chemstrand line-up of shows for fall: Sept. 13, the company presented ABC's Premiere Showcase program which received favorable reviews all around; Oct. 3, Hollywood Palace with Maurice Chevalier as host; Oct. 24, Hollywood Palace with Betty Grable and Harry James; Nov. 12, Sophia Loren in Rome, a special.

Important shows? Yes. But they are not an end in themselves. They are the beginning where Chemstrand's marketing plans are concerned.

Let's consider the three areas of concentrated effort set in motion by any television show Chemstrand undertakes—the before, the during, and the after.

Before any Chemstrand television program sees the light of day—or the lenses of the TV cameras—work begins on a multitude of merchandising aspects of the total effort. Because licensed carpet mills are of primary importance to us, all work with carpet distributors and retailers is coordinated with and through these people. Every effort is made to focus attention upon the customer as the maker of the carpet.

Within the framework of this "ingredient concept," we strive to make everyone involved in the making and selling of carpets made with our products aware of the importance of our programs as sales aids to them, and to their own individual efforts. Our object is not only to convince them of this fact, but to prove to them that by utilizing our work in conjunction with their own, they have the most to gain. This has been demonstrated time and time again to us, when our customers tie in their own advertising and promotion efforts with Chemstrand's. Results in every case have been impressive.

Trailers and Lead-ins • Thus, at the beginning, to convince the immediate customer, the carpet distributor, the retailer that the Chemstrand program is for him, and enable him to take advantage of it, special film trailers and lead-ins are developed around the commercials. In every case, the star of the show is used in these lead-ins to add a personal touch in presenting the program to the trade.

Initially the show, the film lead-in and the program around them are shown to the trade at the important carpet markets held throughout the country. During and after this period, sales training meetings with carpet distributors and dealers, arranged also to coordinate with the company's customers is held.

During a year, approximately 1,000 are covered by members of our merchandising department.

Some of the ingredients of this coordinated merchandising, advertising and promotion program include:

- A cooperative advertising program during the period covering the shows: Sept. 13-Nov. 29.
- Suggested retail aids, advertising art ready for reproduction, point of purchase display materials—all tieing in with the television shows, and all designed to feature carpet name by manufacturer, and name of retail carpet dealer.
- Selling aids; a battery of effective salesimators including mobiles, coffee mugs, floor cards, plastic carpet clips, consumer booklets, and salesmen's fact folders.

Sales training films, national advertising in magazines, and above all, the personal follow-through of men who are carpet merchandisers are other factors in the total effort.

The work does not end the moment the show is seen on the screen. The show itself is used as an attraction and as a reason to hold sales training meetings. TV sets are moved into meeting rooms to permit viewing of the shows in color. Carpet dealers are urged to invite potential customers to come into the stores and see the show. And, every opportunity is provided the individual carpet dealer to take advantage of Chemstrand's TV efforts with his own advertising.

Studies are made to determine the show's effectiveness in moving potential carpet customers to visit local stores. The continued acceptance of carpets made with Acrilan acrylic fiber and Cumulofly nylon vouch to a degree for the effectiveness of the media we employ.

Frank W. Hartmann is director of home furnishings and tire merchandising, advertising and promotion for the Chemstrand Co. division of the Monsanto Co., New York. Prior to his present Chemstrand position Mr. Hartman was manager, Acriлон home furnishings. He joined Chemstrand in 1955 after doing sales and marketing work for Cabin Crafts Inc., Dalton, Ga. A Dartmouth graduate, he received a master's in business administration from the Harvard School of Business in 1951.
Quality by any measurement is on the record at WELI.
The station with the adult purchasing power audience in New Haven.
The station that makes New Haven a better buy.
5000 Watts; 960 KC.
One-minute spot buys in Indiana will put these favorites to work for you!

IN FT. WAYNE, INDIANA

Today
Hugh Downs, host 7-9 A.M.

The Best of GROUCHO MARX
1-1:30 P.M.

The TEXAN RIFLEMAN
Mon., Wed., Fri. 5:30-6 P.M.

THE TONIGHT SHOW
Starring JOHNNY CARSON
11:20 P.M. - 1 A.M.

WKJG-TV
FORT WAYNE NBC

IN SOUTH BEND-ELKHART
1-2:30 P.M. Monday Thru Friday

THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW

Women love him—and so do sponsors! His show is big on entertainment, big on current topics; and the biggest guest stars co-host week after week. No wonder it cops top ratings in so many markets. Participate with one-minute spots for $20 flat.

6:30-7:30 P.M. Monday Thru Friday

CHEYENNE

Starring Clint Walker as Cheyenne Bodie in rugged, he-man, action-type tales of the Old West. Daily. First run off network in this rich market.

WSJV-TV
SOUTH BEND-ELKHART ABC

CALL AT S TODAY!
Something new to sell? Try TV

That's what 130 products did in four-month period, check of Broadcast Advertiser Reports shows; many, pleased with tests, are going on to full campaigns

"New" products moved into television with production-line regularity this summer in test campaigns seeking the sales success they need to become major advertisers later on.

Commercialists for more than 130, mostly products that themselves are new but also including some previously introduced brands that are essentially new to television; were detected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports in its off-the-air monitoring in 75 markets in June, July, August and September.

This number may represent a record, although precise comparisons were not available. A similar computation by Broadcasting in 1962, also based on BAR records, showed some 50 different products in television on a beginning or test basis over a five and a half month period (Broadcasting, June 25, 1962).

Many Categories • The list encompasses product categories as diverse as motor oil, baby powder, cigarettes and toys (one of the most frequently encountered single categories), made by companies ranging from some of the largest advertisers now in television to some that are offering their first product through television.

A check of these companies and their agencies showed an equally diverse pattern of television usage, extending from one-station tests to full-scale campaigns in 75 markets or more.

In some cases the product introduction—and the TV test—had already been terminated, or never got past one or two markets. In many, distribution was gaining and television usage expanding.

New-product introduction historically has been a slow process and a risky business. Just how risky was stressed last week by Murray Hillman, senior vice president of McCann-Erickson, in a talk at an Association of National Advertisers, workshop in Chicago (also see page 40).

"In recent years," he noted, "eight out of nine new products have failed. Many of these failures have been the result of companies diversifying into unfamiliar areas. The clutter in the market created by all these new products has led to greater competition for available media."

Introduction also takes time, with companies frequently taking their new products off the market for "refinement"—or retirement. But for those that survive, the growth period is getting shorter—and so is the life cycle, Mr. Hillman told the ANA group.

Face Quicken • "Before 1920," he said, "it took 20 years for a product to reach maturity; and it was often longer before saturation and decline took place. In the 1920s and 1930s, the period to maturity had shortened to 12 years, and then to five years in the 1940s and 1950s.

"Today, the average growth to maturity is three years. This means that, instead of 12 or even five years in which to build profit centers, today's marketer has three years in which to make it or not. In this short time, he must either rejuvenate the product or milk it and move out."

BAR's new-products reports list all brands making their first appearance in BAR monitoring. Because test campaigns occasionally do not coincide with BAR's staggered-markets pattern of monitoring, some products on the list may actually have gone into television several months ago but may have been out—or in and out—since that time.

Obviously, the list also includes some products that are not themselves new, but are new to TV in the sense that they have not used television to any great extent in recent years.

Using the BAR June-September reports as a base, Broadcasting canvassed most of the agencies or advertisers involved to determine the outcome of TV usage to date and many plans for expansion of advertising and distribution. Here are some of the highlights:

Soaky Launched • The Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, through Ted Bates & Co., also New York, introduced Soaky bar soap in June and during September was going with "saturation" schedules of spot TV in 75 markets. Further use of spot television for the product is likely though there reportedly will be a cutback for the present.

Revlon Inc., New York, is using spot

Remco budget is over $3 million in '64

Remco Industries (toys) will pour virtually its entire 1964 TV budget of $3,250,000—up from last year's approximate $900,000 — into new-product TV advertising.

Advertising will concentrate on five new products: "Barney's Auto Factory"; "Blippo the Builder"; "Hamilton Invaders"; "Monkey Division" and "Thimble City." Two 60-second commercials each have been produced for "Blippo" and "Hamilton Invaders" and one each for the other toys.

Advertising plan consists of a nationwide saturation campaign, using children's shows, that started the last of August and will end Christmas.

Remco generally concentrates on new products in its yearly campaign and indications are that next year it will do the same. Remco Advertising Manager Milton Stansor predicts that massive television advertising will result in a very successful year for Remco, noting that "Remco far outsells any other toy manufacturer in TV advertising dollars spent per toy."

Agency: Gumbinner-North, N. Y.
Prime TV available

An analysis by the Television Bureau of Advertising released last week indicates there are "excellent buys" available in prime-time television, particularly in the area of 20-second spots, both now and after the November elections.

Bill MacRae, TVB vice president in charge of spot TV, reported that the alert buyer can build "strong 20-second spot schedules between now and Christmas." He noted that the value of the prime 20-second breaks is pointed up in tabulations in TVB's research project titled "selectronoscope."

The advantages of the prime 20-second breaks, as cited by Mr. MacRae, include their reach, frequency and economical costs plus the opportunity of reaching both the male and female heads of the family simultaneously.

NEW TO SELL? TRY TV

TV in prime markets to promote its new Esquire Shoe Quik Ease, described as disposable shoe-shine pads. Minute commercials are being used to demonstrate the new product with campaign initiated this fall set to continue throughout the year. Agency is Grey Advertising, New York.

Bristol-Meyers introduced Sentry shampoo last month and advertised the product in three markets. A-B-M spokesman said the test there would determine the future course of action, but declined to give additional details now. The agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.

Gerber Products Corp., Fremont, Mich., made its entry into the baby clothing field this summer with a line of "Gerber baby wear" products to be sold exclusively in supermarkets. One-minute spots are being used in five test markets—Denver, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, Dallas and Portland, Ore.—to promote the line of infant shirts and socks, training pants and crib sheets. The test campaign began this summer and is expected to last for several months. The agency is D'Arcy Advertising, New York.

Toys Introduced • Ideal Toy Corp. placed on the market this summer four new toys—Motorific, Crazy Clock game, Big Press and Smarty Birds—which are being promoted in 151 markets on two syndicated cartoon series, Magilla Gorilla and Peter Potamus. These two properties have been bought exclusively for Ideal on a 52-week basis and have been used during the past year by other toys and games in the company's line. The agency is Grey Advertising, New York.

American Character Inc., New York, introduced last month two "assemble-it-yourself" toys for young girls, using spots for the first time in 30 major market areas. The campaign, placed through Helitzer, Waring & Wayne, New York, will run for 13 weeks through the peak gift-giving season at Christmas on behalf of Tressy's beauty salon and Tressy's penthouse. Minute spots are used to provide time for demonstration. Approximately seven announcements per week are used, although in New York and Los Angeles the frequency rises to 15 or more spots a week. Commercials are placed in local and syndicated programs with appeal to children.

Another HW&W client, the Transogram Co., New York, also introduced two new toys this fall, Hands Up Harry (a target game) and Trig-Trak (a racing car game). One-minute commercials in 30 spots are being used for 13 weeks through the Christmas season. For these game programs, HW&W placed spots in action-adventure syndicated programs as well as various children shows.

Marx Adds Spot • Louis Marx Inc., New York toy manufacturer, through Ted Bates, is introducing seven new toys adding spot television to network TV schedules. Marx is using 30 spot markets—two or three stations per market with each carrying weekday spots. All of the toys were introduced in September. All three TV networks have Marx business representing a total of more than 300 one-minute announcements in the fourth quarter.

Mattel Inc., another major user of television to promote a wide selection of toys, has been using at least three new products—Mattel Vroom car, Barbie children's fashions and Mattel travel costumes—all through Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles.

Among the toy advertisers spending heavily in TV, Remco Industries will put more than $3 million into new product advertising in the medium (see page 27).

Emenee Inc.'s Emenee Formax "77" set and Emenee Headline printer toys are using minutes and half-minutes in a nationwide spot campaign that began in September and will run until Christmas. Next year's plans will depend on success of toys this year. Agency: Hirsch, Tigler, Fried, New York.


Hosiery Back • Cameo Hosiery (Bur-lington Hosiery Mills, New York) is in TV for the first time in four years, using minutes and 20-second announcements in prime, day and fringe time in major markets for both Cameo conventional sheer hose and Cameo Span-dex support stockings. Burlington officials say "sales results have been excellent...we are happy with television and will continue to use it indefinitely." Agency is Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York.

American Tobacco Co., New York, introduced Lucky Strike king-sized filter cigarettes in late August, using spot TV in Indianapolis, Memphis, Des Moines, Iowa, and Spokane, Wash., plus network TV. The agency is BBD&O, New York. Lucky Strike filters was the fifth new cigarette product introduced by American Tobacco since the first of this year.

Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, placed Aunt Jemima Easy Pour granulated pancake mix into distribution in August. The introduction was supported by participations on various ABC-TV and NBC-TV daytime and nighttime programs. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Desitin Chemical Co., subsidiary of Thomas Leeming & Co., Providence, R. I., introduced Desitin baby powder last month via spot TV in six major market on the East and West coasts. The powder is an offshoot of the Desitin ointment, which has been on the market for many years. The introductory campaign is expected to be broadened by the beginning of next year as distribution spreads, and network TV will be considered in 1965. The agency is Compton Advertising, New York.

Quaker Campaign • Quaker State Refining Corp. (motor oil), Oil City, Pa., has been using TV in a special way, sponsoring one-hour programs from time to time starring Anthony Newley on CBS-TV and more recently Bing Crosby on ABC-TV. The advertiser uses these special programs as the starting point for a massive merchandising-promotional campaign. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

Chemway Corp.'s Curaplex psoriasis remedy ran a nationwide daytime spot campaign from May to mid-September, and plans to launch another cycle starting mid-October. Agency: Gumbinner & North, New York.

Goebel beer, Detroit, through Carl Ally Inc., New York, is "doing nicely" in its spot TV campaign, according to an agency spokesman. Goebel Brewing, which was purchased by Stroh Brewing Co. this year, started an introductory campaign for the new nonpasteurized Goebel beer in bottles in several markets in July. The agency noted that the advertiser will probably expand the television schedule since it has done so well. Goebel beer is a regional beer.

Schick Safety Razor Co., Culver
City, Calif., will begin an advertising campaign later this month on behalf of a new hot-lather shaving cream. Network television and local spot TV will be used plus spot radio and print media. Approximately $2 million has been allocated to the campaign which will continue to Christmas. The agency is Compton Advertising, Los Angeles.

Schick Shaver Too • Schick Washable Electric Shaver, which has been on the market for over a year, used a spot campaign in major markets around the time of Father's Day, and may place a pre-Christmas campaign but plans are not definite. Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, N. Y.

Tussy Finish Touch makeup by Lehn & Fink will use television for the first time in a spot campaign covering 27 markets. The 10-week campaign begins this month and will also include other Tussy cosmetics. Agency: Kudner, New York.

Tetley iced tea mix (Tetley tea division of Beech-Nut Life Savers Inc.) was introduced with a spot television campaign during the summer months in markets east of the Mississippi. Future plans are not definite. Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

Richardson candy (Thomas D. Richardson division of Beatrice Foods Inc.), Chicago, an established product that did some television advertising about 10 years ago, is re-entering television with a test campaign. A spot drive ran in Miami, Tampa, and St. Petersburg, all Florida, and Denver, from July 22 until Oct. 2, and a similar campaign will run in New York from Nov. 9 through the end of December. Television efforts may be expanded after a study of the test campaign results. Agency: Don Kemper & Co., New York.

Zippers on TV • Talon zippers (Donchue Sales Corp., New York) started a spot TV campaign in six markets in the South and West six weeks ago. The six-week effort is ending now. Future television plans will depend on the success of this campaign. Agency: Delehanty, Kurnit & Geller, New York.

Roto-Broil Corp. of America, Long Island City, N. Y., introduced the Roto-Broil carving knife this year, using a test campaign in five markets—Johnstown and Lancaster, Pa.; Hartford, Conn.; San Francisco, and New York—that started three months ago and will continue indefinitely. It may be expanded in other cities in the future. Agency: Curtice, New York.

Touch 'n Clean spray cleaner by Bunlap Corp., is using television market by market as it attains distribution. The campaigns started in August and may be intensified when there is complete national distribution. Agency: Grant Advertising, New York.

COMERCIAL PREVIEW: Muriel's use song and dance routine

Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York, is starting its fall selling season on TV with two commercials called "one-minute musicals," with Edie Adams. The spots for Muriel Air Tips and Muriel Coronellas are in color.

The commercial for Air Tips features Miss Adams in a soft-shoe routine, assisted by the Hi-Lo's. In the second spot, she leads a nonexistent orchestra while singing the praises of Muriel's Coronellas. The commercials will be carried on NBC-TV's Meet the Press on Sundays and on that network's Danny Thomas Specials, starting in mid-November.

The spots were produced by Lennon & Newell, agency for Muriel cigars. Ernie Motyl was the producer. Ed Flynn wrote the music and lyrics. The commercials were filmed at MPO-Videotronics.
ers and furnaces (Henry J. Kaufman & Associates, Washington); Kenner Products Co.'s Easy-Bake oven and Shot-Around-the-Corner gun (Leonard M. Sive, Cincinnati); LePage Inc.'s glue, tape and Paste Pals products (Feldman & Kahn, Pittsburgh); D-W-G Cigar Corp.'s Marlin Cigarettes (W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit); H. C. Cole Milling Co.'s Omega flour (Greenhaw & Rush, Memphis); Plough Inc.'s Mex-

Meat Products • Kitty Krumpets cat food, a new product of John Morrell & Co., Chicago, is using TV spot plus newspapers in about a dozen markets. Placed through Geyer, Morey & Ballard, Chicago. The brand went into limited distribution a couple of months ago.

Swift & Co., Chicago, about six months ago put its own brand of frozen meat balls into the consumer market competition but so far has used spot TV in its own home town only where McCann-Erickson handles the account. The limited distribution of the product has yet to include other markets big enough to support TV but is expected to do so in the future.

Swift also is in test market phase for a new dog food called Arf. Through Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, TV spot is being used for the test in Kansas City and Syracuse.

Television spot is getting new business from Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, for two products of Pabst Brewing Co. These are the brewery's new Big Cat brand entry in the growing malt liquor field and its new bottled line of Andeker beer Andeker, a long-established tap beer of the Pabst subsidiary, Blatz Brewing Co., is a class competitor of Anheuser-Busch's Michelob and entered the Consumer market bottleneck for the first time earlier this year.

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, in behalf of a new General Mills pro-
duct, the Betty Crocker line of ready spread frosting for cakes (chocolate fudge and creamy white), has been using TV spot in four test markets since late August. TV is expected to be included when the product goes national.

Another product in test markets using TV spot is Kimberly-Clark Corp.'s bathroom tissue under the Kleenex brand label. The agency is Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

Eldon Industries through Klaue-Van Pietersen-Dunlap, Los Angeles, started in July in some 40 markets and will run to end of pre-Christmas season, using one-minute film spot for Snippy Scissors and a 20-second film plus 40 seconds done live by the host of the program for Designomatic wood burning sets. The spots for both products are placed in major market juvenile programs across the country.

ADA adds 'Shindig' to schedule, raises budget

The milk producer members of the American Dairy Association have voted to invest a record $8 million in promotion and advertising for 1965 with an increase also slated for consumer media, it was announced last week by the ADA. Additional TV is planned.

For fluid milk promotion, through Compton Advertising, Chicago, the ADA added sponsorship on ABC-TV's Shindig, Wednesday 8:30-9 p.m., effective last Wednesday (Sept. 30), to run through the fourth quarter. Milk advertising continues on NBC-TV's Hunt-

ley-Brinkley Report each week as well as on the daily shows of Dick Clark on ABC Radio and Pat Boone on CBS Radio.

The ADA said it probably will continue sponsorship on Shindig after the end of the year for the rest of the 1965 season if the program reaches the audiences estimated for it. The 1965 consumer advertising budget will be $5,-

575,000 up from $5.19 million this year. Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, also shares the ADA account, handling all categories except fluid milk.

Ayer tests Picturephone to give TV instructions

N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, on Sept. 25 became the first agency to experiment with see-as-you-talk Picture-

phone Service. The agency conducted a test transmission of a combination com-
cmercial, projecting both live demonstra-

Jerry N. Jordan, vice president at Ayer, said he was enthusiastic about

the experiment, seeing "many potential applications in the advertising agency field."
BY POPULAR DEMAND

Knocking 'em dead from K.C. to Hong Kong
Renewed through 1970 in Los Angeles
Renewed through 1966 in New York

Felix THE CAT

THIS IS THE CAT.
Unlike any other cat in the history of entertainment.

The world's most famous feline, starring in the one and only "Felix The Cat" cartoon series made for television.

260 FOUR MINUTE EPISODES IN B/W OR COLOR

© FTC
© MCMLIX Felix The Cat Productions, Inc.

TRANSLUX TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK, 625 Madison Avenue, PLaza 1-3110 • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

Trans-Lux Television International Corporation • Zurich, Switzerland
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Politicians saturate TV schedule

Democrats and Republicans each spending about $1 million on networks in next four weeks;

Republicans tailor spots for regional issues

Democrats and Republicans are pouring about $1 million each into network television time for the last four weeks of the presidential election campaign alone. Additional untold millions will go into local TV and radio for the election of state and local candidates.

The Republicans plan to feature Senator Barry Goldwater (Ariz.), their presidential candidate, in at least five prime-time network half-hours between now and election day. And they are scattering 32 five-minute program segments all over the network schedules. No spots are planned at the network level for the GOP ticket, but the party is now in at least 131 selected local markets with spot TV promoting both its national and local slates.

The Democrats, on the other hand, are mixing spots and five-minute segments on the networks, but so far have held off scheduling lengthier buys, except for an hour on NBC-TV election eve. Spots are being used locally, too.

The Democrats' network plans for the duration of the campaign (in excess of $1.1 million): ABC-TV: nine 60-second spots and five five-minute segments. CBS-TV: 18 five-minute segments and one 60-second spot. NBC-TV: two 60-second spots and one hour.

Republicans' network plans for the duration of the campaign (about $1 million): ABC-TV: two five-minute segments. CBS-TV: 17 five-minute segments and three half-hours. NBC-TV: 13 five-minute segments and two half-hours.

Senator Goldwater is to film some TV spots and tape his next half-hour program in Washington today (Monday). All his scheduled half-hours are for 9:30 p.m. Eastern time, beginning Oct. 6 and Oct. 13 spots on NBC-TV, preempting That Was The Week That Was (see page 46). So far the Republican candidate hasn't appeared live on a national hookup delivering a speech, although he has used this format—live speeches—throughout his campaign on a state level (Broadcasting, Sept. 21). Not set for TV yet, he is scheduled to address a rally in New York's Madison Square Garden on Oct. 26, and there's a good chance, according to Republican sources, that this could be used for a nationwide address.

Why have the Republicans permitted their candidate to use live television statewide but not nationally? A spokesman said last week that so far it was thought that it would not be good for Senator Goldwater's image in the Northeast if he appeared in "an arm-waving rally type" of format.

The Republicans, he explained, are pinpointing their campaign, tailoring one approach to one area and another elsewhere. That is why, he said, local spot is being used so heavily—because it is so flexible and permits a tie-in with local candidates.

Implied here is that some Republican candidates—notably in the Northeast—aren't endorsing Senator Goldwater and this buying strategy permits the party to fit its approach quite neatly on a state-by-state basis. The network five-minute segments are used to state what the party is saying to the nation as a whole, but more is said locally, depending on issues in the area.

Now that the campaign has had time to establish Senator Goldwater as other than "an arm-waving type," as the GOP spokesman put it, a nationally televised speech in a rally setting is more feasible.

One broadcast element missing from the campaign—joint confrontation of the presidential candidates—has become a significant aspect of the GOP strategy.

Although Republicans complained loudly when the Senate tabled legislation to suspend Section 315's equal-time requirements for the presidential and vice presidential races in August, the GOP actually has capitalized on the situation. They've turned it into one of the major themes of their campaign.

Senator Goldwater has been asking his audiences why "President Johnson won't debate with me." And now the Republicans are producing campaign literature and newspaper advertisements featuring "the debate that never was."

Small four-page handbills, the size of railroad schedules, state an issue in reverse white on a red or blue TV screen at the top. Below is pictured a divided TV screen featuring photographs of Senator Goldwater and President Johnson, shown as they would look sharing a split TV screen. Inside, the issue is spelled out with quotes from the candidates laid out in a script format as if the two were debating. Issues featuring this theme so far include, in the GOP's phrases, "Wasted Aid to Communist Countries," "A Solution to Poverty: Government Dole or Real Jobs," "The ADA and LBJ," "Civil Rights and Responsibilities" and "Government Spending—Our Children's Debt."

Full-page newspaper ads are being placed using this theme—and although GOP officials won't say so—it's expected a similar treatment is planned for television.

The Republicans also are attacking the Johnson family's ownership of the Texas Broadcasting Co. One medium is a jumbo post card addressed, "Dear Mabel: Austin, Tex., is a TV desert," that tells, Republican style, how the Johnsons got into broadcasting. It concludes with two questions: "No control, Mr. President? No conflict of interest?"
If you cater to kids, you'll find that Charlotte's WSOC-TV is your selling station in the Carolinas. Our tastier fare for youngsters—sweetened by award-winner "Clown Carnival"—does a joyful job for advertisers. Nearly three million people, children included, are served by this great area station. Ask us or H-R about packages, participations; how to get the quick results you want. Charlotte's WSOC-TV

NBC-ABC affiliate. Represented by H-R
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Cooperation can solve many ills

MJ&A's Jones tells AWRT conference that future of broadcasting is bright

Radio and television have "one of the brightest futures—expressed in growth and public service—of all media," Ernest A. Jones, president of MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., said in a speech to be delivered last Saturday (Oct. 3).

Mr. Jones planned to tell the East Central Area Fall Conference of the American Women in Radio and Television, meeting in Detroit, not only that their media's future was bright, but that some of the most evident current problems could be solved or minimized by a show of cooperation on all sides.

A reduction in "clutter," the use of integrated rather than piggyback commercials, a cutback in the length of station-break time and a greater public and governmental understanding of the facts of broadcast business life were among the measures he suggested for resolving some of the major criticisms of television.

If the public "really" is irritated by so-called overcommercialization, Mr. Jones suggested, it is because the public "fails to differentiate between the legitimate commercials which pay the entertainment freight and the mess of non-commercial material with which the true commercials are not only surrounded but sometimes submerged."

This was a reference to TV "clutter," which Mr. Jones described as "the jungle of piggybacks, hitchhikes, billboards, promos, bumpers, credits—all the foreign material which makes it a rare evening if the viewer enjoys 10 minutes of uninterrupted entertainment."

But he wondered who was to blame for clutter. With a minute of top network time approximating $40,000 in cost, he suggested it is "surely logical" for the advertiser and his agency to protect the investment by spreading it over related products.

In addition, he asked, should the broadcaster be blamed for accepting these related-product commercials and thus help the advertiser to get his money's worth, or the public for failing to realize that "they still are paying only about the normal three minutes commercial fee to the sponsor of their half-hour program?"

He suggested these approaches:
- Television people might begin to think about reducing the station break from 42 seconds back to its original 32. He said he understood the economics involved, but that "perhaps the stations, too, will examine their position and stop goosing this particularly golden egg."
- Agencies "will have to use more creativity in making commercials. If a commercial to pay its way must embrace two products—then let it be created so as to blend the two. It is in this lack of compatibility, I believe, that the public feels that it is being subjected to more commercialization than is really the case."
- The public might be reminded "that there is nothing free in this world, including television and radio entertain-

ment, and if they are asked to pay a few minutes of their time, let them pay without whining—or go to the movies, where they will find that the popcorn is 50 cents a box, plus sales tax."
- The government "should be reminded that broadcasters are business men and must make a profit with which to sustain themselves, their stockholders and their employees, and they must do this by selling a commodity of which there is a completely inflexible supply: time. And that while many broadcasting operations are profitable, others are not; that for many a general manager in broadcasting, that so-called vast wasteland is a financial one."

Mr. Jones criticized "the unfairness of some of the criticism" directed against broadcasting: "Material—both advertising and program—is castigated [when it appears] on television and radio that doesn't even raise a brow [when it appears] in print media. And that, too, is a compliment to the intimacy and power of broadcast," he commented.

The agency president said he had "attended the birth of commercial television and the death and resurrection of radio." Radio, he said, has moved from a "moribund" medium in the late 1940's to a "vital, flexible, omnipresent" medium today.

Thoughtful advertising men must be "thankful that the growth of television and the regrowth of radio have matched the growth of advertising itself," he asserted. Otherwise, he said, the $13 billion being spent annually in advertising would have to be channeled through the older media, resulting in "true communication chaos and perhaps the ruination of the established media under the terrific overload."

The Future: Looking ahead to the 1970's, Mr. Jones foresaw AM-FM radios as standard automobile equipment; 1,800 new UHF stations; FM still moving ahead; radio rediscovering "the charms of the human voice" and audiences rediscovering radio drama; radio and TV news coverage still expanding; educational television approaching maturity, and women playing an increasing role in all phases of radio and TV.

"As for advertisers," he said, "I think that by 1970 we will be well on our way to having a reasonably valid measurement formula for not only radio set use, but also audience demography and the effect of our advertising against established sales goals."

"MacManus, John & Adams already is deep in this problem of advertising effectiveness evaluation for General Motors. This applies to all media, of course, but in precise audience measurement and valid evaluation of emotional response to advertising, radio and television are largely uncharted territory. Here again we will need help from your media."

Mr. Jones offered thanks to radio and television for their services during the Detroit newspaper strike: "I know you women wish to preserve the misfortune of other media, but I feel that in this instance by filling a news and information vacuum you have profited greatly, perhaps more than you realize, in public esteem and appreciation."

He told the radio and TV women that if his speech seemed "more pro than con," it was "because I cannot find it in my heart to criticize broadcasting with anything approaching the vehemence commanded by others whose association with you is neither as long-standing nor as appreciative as mine."
WALB-TV covers South Georgia in more ways than one! NEWSMEN of Channel Ten go places... scoot across Dixie by newscar, bus and plane to get their stories on-the-scene. They're reporting developments within one of America's fastest growing markets! Here, some 880,000 people look to WALB-TV for news, entertainment and service that adds to the pleasure of living!

WALB-TV covers South Georgia in more ways than one. Only WALB-TV reaches all of the rich 49 county market surrounding Albany... a market named by Forbes Magazine as one of the top ten trade cities... an area that Sales Management has listed as a "preferred" market! Yes! Only WALB-TV sells it all effectively with a 1,000 foot tower and 316,000 watts. There's more to the story, including choice avails, and this tale is told best by the men of Venard, Torbet & McConnell, Inc. and in the South by the James S. Ayers Company. Ask 'em soon.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GEORGIA 10

"The BIG Scope Station
in the $842 Million Market!"
Raymond E. Carow, General Manager
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Colgate’s piggybacks: some get to market

No. 2 TV advertiser begins to find clearances after threatening to cancel antipiggy stations

The piggyback controversy continued to seep back and forth last week, with some television stations making or disclosing adjustments in their policies while others held firm.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., which had warned that it would cancel all of its spot business on stations that refused Colgate piggybacks or charged extra for them, appeared to be the main catalyst where station policies were revised.

Colgate authorities said seven stations that formerly charged premiums or refused to accept piggybacks had made accommodations in one way or another that were satisfactory to Colgate (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Sept. 28). In most cases it appeared that this was done without abrogation of the stations’ original policies.

The seven stations were identified as Storer Broadcasting’s WSPD-TV Toledo, WJW-TV Cleveland and WTTV-TV Milwaukee; RKO General’s WGAC-TV Boston, Steinman’s WRGB-TV Lancaster, Pa., Cox Broadcasting’s WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio, and Frazier Reams’ WTVL-TV Toledo, Ohio. In most if not all cases the accommodations were worked out amicably in cooperation with Colgate officials, according to spokesmen.

Some Stand Firm • But while some stations were adjusting to make provision for the Colgate piggybacks, others gave no sign of weakening in their position that piggybacks either deserve premium prices or should not be accepted at all—even though some of these stations had already felt the blow of Colgate cancellations.

Westinghouse Broadcasting, for example, reportedly has lost Colgate business on two of its stations, KKDA-TV Pittsburgh and KYW-TV Cleveland, but there has been no indication that its piggyback policy will be altered. Under this policy, Westinghouse stations accept piggybacks at a 15% premium, but delete the adjacent 10-second availability in order to curtail the numbers of commercials.

Corinthian Broadcasting’s policy rejecting piggybacks altogether has cost its WJW-TV Indianapolis the Colgate business, but Charles Tower, Corinthian’s executive vice president, said last week that “we made the policy the only after careful consideration, feeling it was best for television. At some cost to ourselves we have maintained the policy and do not contemplate changing it at the present time.”

Business Loss • Two Time-Life stations, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., and WFBM-TV Indianapolis, reportedly have lost Colgate business as a result of their piggyback premium policies but as of last week were said to be holding firm. Time-Life stations reportedly have no group-wide policy on the piggyback question, which is expected to be considered at a meeting of general managers of the station group early next month.

Another station reported by Colgate as having lost C-P business on the piggyback issue was WZZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., one of the John Fetzer group.

Colgate’s View • Colgate authorities make no claim that they’ve won their battle for piggybacks without premium prices, although they say they’re “feeling good” about progress thus far.

They estimate that cancellations thus far will represent “several hundred thousand dollars” before this year is out, and in addition they say there are a number of other stations where cancellation is still a possibility.

Specifically, they say, there are 10 stations in nine different markets that represent likely areas of conflict. These are stations that have announced premium or nonacceptance policies but have not yet officially notified Colgate.

Some broadcast authorities contend that the controversy over piggybacks has been blown up far out of proportion. In support of this position they cite research indicating that piggybacks are a relatively small factor in television advertising. These figures put the number of piggybacks at about 18% of all network commercials and about 4% of all nonnetwork messages.

Colgate’s Greg Lincoln, on the other hand, says he is “appalled” at what he feels is a general broadcasting industry apathy toward piggybacks.

Mr. Lincoln, who is C-P’s manager of radio-TV operations, contends that a lot of people in broadcasting “don’t understand the expense which production of a whole new set of ‘integrated’ commercials would represent.

“We spend several million dollars a year on commercial production. With the introduction of a whole new set of integrated announcements our commercial production cost might jump from $3 million to $6 million.”

Networks Accept • Mr. Lincoln said that in any event Colgate would have to retain its present use of piggybacks, because the networks still accept them.


Mr. Lincoln saw little chance that further cancellations of C-P spot TV business would not occur, either when stations or representation firms inform the company of their multiproduct announcement policies or when Colgate desires to schedule piggybacks on stations where it now has none and where the station policy runs counter to the C-P position.

“Stations seem to be more sympathetic to our problem now,” Mr. Lincoln stated, although he said he was still upset at the overall industry attitude.

Some industry people, he said, have taken the following position: “If we [stations] called it a rate increase and not a premium you would have gone along with it.” This, according to Mr. Lincoln, simply isn’t so.

C-P says that most of its agencies are working right now on radio copy to meet any situation in which it might be forced completely out of television in any market that it considered necessary to its marketing plans.

“We thought such a contingency might develop in Cleveland where we were off the Storer and Westinghouse stations until the problems there were worked out,” Mr. Lincoln asserted.

“But we increased our schedules on a third station in the market [WEWS (TV)], and it didn’t hurt us one bit.”

C-P said business on Storer Stations’ WSPD-TV Toledo, WTTV-TV Milwaukee and WJW-TV Cleveland had “taken a two-week hiatus” but was reinstated after its piggyback announcements were “satisfactorily accommodated” on these stations following negotiations two weeks ago.

Storer Position • Bill Michaels, vice president, television, Storer Stations, stated emphatically last week that the agreement reached with C-P in no way represented a yielding to “pressure.”

“Colgate’s attitude at several meetings with Storer representatives in this period of confusion has been one of cooperation and reasonableness, not ‘pressure,’ ” he asserted.

He said that Storer’s policy was publicly changed weeks ago from complete nonacceptance of piggybacks to accept-
Radio code board proposes changes

Moves toward allowing intimate product ads; offers change in sponsored show limitations

The radio code board of the National Association of Broadcasters last week set up a subcommittee to study the merits of scuttling the outright ban of advertisements for "intimately personal" products, particularly mentioning remedies for hemorrhoids.

The board, meeting in Washington, established a subcommittee to give the issue full thought and evaluate broadcasters' arguments. The board, headed by Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta, also:

- Changed radio code language, subject to the approval of the full radio board, to lighten the burden of commercial time limitations on single-sponsored shows, to guide the advertisement of medical products, to attempt to assure the legitimacy of advertising testimonials and to warn code subscribers to clearly separate news and commercials.
- Discussed whether the code should pass on the acceptability of political spots and instructed the code staff to study the question and report back to the board at its next meeting.
- Appointed a subcommittee to review code language for simplicity and clarity.
- Heard NAB staff reports on gains in radio code subscribers and on monitoring and "enthusiastically endorsed" a new radio code promotion kit.
- Discussed establishing an associate membership category, similar to the TV code's for film syndicators, for station representatives and advertising agencies and referred the matter to the code staff for further study.
- Passed a resolution praising the Georgia Association of Broadcasters for its campaign with the code authority to enlist more radio subscribers in that state. (BROADCASTING, Sept. 21).

The erasure of bans on intimately personal products has been advocated by Howard Bell, code authority director, in the past (BROADCASTING, Sept. 14). As envisioned, the new policy would permit such commercials if they meet code provisions on taste and claims, although code restrictions on liquor spots would not be lifted. Reportedly there was general agreement on adopting the proposal, but board
members felt there was an "awful lot at stake" and that the problem should be thoroughly studied before any action.

The subcommittee will report to the radio board on its findings Jan. 22-23 in Los Angeles, just before the group must pass on its proposals to the full board, which will meet in Palm Springs, Calif., Jan. 25-29. An NAB spokesman stressed that the proposal, if adopted, will not necessarily herald a flood of commercials on intimate products. It is anticipated that the actual difference in ads classified as acceptable would be minor, as the "taste and claims" criteria would dictate few changes. The subcommittee reportedly will welcome all comments from broadcasters on the proposal.

The judgment of political spot acceptability involves a controversial issue in this election year, and the code authority has so far sidestepped the problem (BROADCASTING, Sept. 21). Mr. Bell has stated that he personally thinks the code should keep its hands off political spots and let the electorate decide on their acceptability, but the code language is not explicit. The board last week was said to have generally agreed with Mr. Bell's position, but asked the staff to study the issue further and report back for the board's consideration when it meets next January, after the election is well past.

The board's proposed code amendments, printed in full below, change one commercial time limitation from five minutes in any 15-minute segment to 10 minutes in any 30-minute segment. This seemingly minor change would free radio broadcasters from an apparent penalty for running single-sponsor shows. The example presented to the code: if three single-sponsor programs are scheduled in a 15-minute segment, the commercial time generally adds up to six minutes, now a violation of the code. The amendment, the board reportedly thinks, would encourage single sponsorship instead of penalizing it.

The proposed amendment on advertising medical products is virtually lifted intact from the television code. Essentially, it would moderate the presentation of professional people to push the products, eliminate the "indiscriminate use" of safety claims and ban offensive description or dramatization.

One amendment proposed by the board would demand that personal testimonials be genuine and honest. This is a new code proposal, one that is not in the TV code, though Mr. Bell reportedly is likely to recommend it at the next TV code board meeting, to be held at an undetermined time in December.

The final amendment the radio board adopted for proposal last week directed the clear separation of news and advertising, a proposal, like that dealing with

P&G hops on piggybacks

Of the 88 multiple-product TV announcements that the code authority of the National Association of Broadcasters last week included in an up-to-date list of piggybacks, perhaps the most unusual was one for Procter & Gamble Co.

The commercial, promoting Crest and Prell, is for the advertiser generally credited with setting off the code authority's scramble to classify the multiple-products spots and count piggybacks as two commercials. P&G late last year announced that it would not pay for spots placed adjacent to piggybacks (BROADCASTING, Dec. 16, 1963). The NAB took its piggyback stance at the meeting of its boards the next month (BROADCASTING, Feb. 3), although the new rules did not become effective until Sept. 1.

The P&G piggyback classification is a recent one. Last week's list was an compilation of three earlier lists plus recent judgments. No P&G spot was given the piggyback stamp in the previous lists.

medical products, lifted from the TV code.

The complete text of the proposed amendments follows:

1. TIME STANDARDS: To amend Section A, Paragraph 1, Time Standards For Advertising Copy. (Page 9) to read as follows: "The maximum time to be used for advertising shall not exceed an average of 14 minutes an hour, computed on a weekly basis; provided, however, that in no event shall the maximum exceed 18 minutes in any single hour or 10 minutes in any 30-minute segment."

2. ADVERTISING OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS: Addition of the following language as a new Paragraph 5, Section C, Acceptability of Advertisers and Products, (page 12): "Because advertising for over-the-counter products involving health considerations are of intimate and far reaching importance to the consumer, the following principles should apply to such advertising: (a) When dramatized advertising material involves statements by doctors, dentists, nurses or other professional people, the material should be presented by members of such profession reciting actual experience, or it should be made apparent from the presentation itself that the portrayal is dramatized. (b) Because of the personal nature of the advertising of medical products, the indiscriminate use of such words as 'safe,' 'without risk,' 'harmless,' or other terms of similar meaning, either direct or implied, should not be expressed in the advertising of medical products. (c) Advertising material which offensively describes or dramatizes distress or morbid situations involving ailments is not acceptable."

3. TESTIMONIALS: Addition of the following language as a new Paragraph 6, Section C, (page 12): "Advertising testimonials should be genuine and reflect on honest appraisal of personal experience."

4. PROGRAM STANDARDS—NEWS: Addition of the following language to be added to Paragraph A (2), PROGRAM STANDARDS, (Page 4): "A broadcaster should exercise particular discrimination in the acceptance, placement and presentation of advertising in news programs so that such advertising will be clearly distinguishable from the news content."

Rep firm to research Negro product preference

The Bernard Howard Co., New York, said it soon will undertake a research study to determine product preference and usage by the Negro market. The study will be conducted by a leading national research organization, as yet unnamed.

The decision to inaugurate the study was reached soon after the second annual Bernard Howard Negro Radio and Marketing Seminar, held Sept. 22-23 in New York. Wilber Dantzic, BBDO media supervisor, speaking at the seminar, had scored the lack of a comprehensive Negro radio listener market study for use by national advertisers.

The 20 stations represented by the Howard group, it was reported, also pledged themselves to a greater involvement in the Negro rights movement.

Rep. appointments . . .

- KLIV San Jose, Calif.; WBBM Atlanta, and WWM Nashville; Paul H. Raymer Co., New York.
- WEET Richmond, Va.; WGYW Knoxville, Tenn.; KXIC Charlotte, N. C., and WCYB Columbus, S. C.; Prestige Representation Organization, New York.
- WIBC Bayshore, N. Y., and Empire TV Sports Network, Buffalo; Vic Piano, New York.
- WRNY New Britain, Conn.; Kettell-Carter Inc., Boston, as regional representative.
Here's a brand-new 30-kw transmitter in a compact size, combining top performance with lowest operating cost. It features eye-level, easy-to-read meters, new space-age electronics, new vapor-cooled klystrons. Designed for remote control... Direct FM aural modulation for finest sound... to 1,000,000 watts ERP.

NEW TYPE KLYSTRONS—These klystrons are Integral-Cavity type, which permit low-cost factory pre-tuning. They are long-life klystrons, warranted for 8000 hours aural, 4000 visual.

NEW VAPOR COOLING—Vapor cooling of klystrons permits smaller, more economical heat transfer equipment. Vapor cooling assures highest cooling efficiency, reducing operating costs.

UNIQUE KLYSTRON CHANGE SYSTEM — The TTU-30A transmitter can be installed in a room with ordinary 8 ft. ceiling. Either klystron—aural or visual—can be changed in approximately 5 minutes... from power "off" to power "on."

PLUG-IN SILICON RECTIFIERS—These plug-in modules improve power supply efficiency—reducing the cost of primary power and raising reliability. Modules are designed for quick replacement (although normally this is not necessary).

SPACE-SAVING DESIGN—Requires less floor space than the 25-kw system it replaces. Walk-in cabinet design and the use of vapor-cooling are among reasons for its unusual compactness.

NEW 10-KW AND 2-KW—Also in this new line are a completely air-cooled 10-kw, and a 2-kw that easily can be expanded to a 10-kw.

Klystron change is accomplished in only a few minutes with this unique carriage.
Crosley starts new rep firm

Broadcast Communications Group will represent
Crosley stations and other radio-TV outlets, too

The sales division of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has been reconstituted as Broadcast Communications Group Inc., a station representation firm that will represent other radio and TV stations as well as Crosley's.

H. Peter Lasker, who was sales vice president of Crosley under the old setup and is president of the new firm, announced the move last week. John Murphy, president of Crosley, is chairman of the board of BCG, and Jack Heywood, executive vice president of Crosley, is BCG's vice president and financial officer.

Mr. Lasker described BCG as the product of "a natural form of evolution," growing out of a Sales Divisions organization that dates back to 1941. BCG's New York headquarters is at 415 Madison Avenue.

"At the moment," Mr. Lasker said, "we have no other facilities to represent except Crosley-owned stations. However, for years we have been saying 'no' when approached by fellow broadcasters on this subject. In view of our long-standing experience in the field of broadcast sales, the step we are now taking seems to be a logical one."

Conventional Methods Fading - Mr. Lasker said that leading agencies agree that the "conventional" way of selling time "is going to fade away eventually," with "a deep knowledge in the field of marketing" necessary for success in the future.

"Today we are spending most of our time putting two and two together," he said, "in the future we will be spending most of our time pulling two and two apart."

In this connection Mr. Lasker anticipates "greater and greater use and application of computers." He said BCG is "determined to embark upon computer usage in many of our research projects."

"We must, of course, recognize that a tremendous amount of hard work is ahead of us before this capacity can be translated into real value for our clients," he added.

In radio, Crosley owns—and BCG will represent—WLW Cincinnati; in television, WLWT Cincinnati, WLWD Dayton, and WLWC Columbus, all Ohio, and WLW Indianapolis.

For the present, authorities said, Edward Petry & Co. will continue to represent the Crosley stations in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and Bomar Lowrance & Associates will continue to represent them in Atlanta and Dallas.

Mogen David plans barrage

The heaviest use of spot TV in the history of Mogen David Wine Corp., Chicago, will take place this fall, the firm's vice president in charge of sales and advertising, Harold Hirschfeld, told an annual sales meeting Sept. 25. He said that "every important market" will be used and explained spot TV emphasis was picked because of the medium's "flexibility." The total budget estimate is $3 million. Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago.

People not computers, make agency buying decisions

The computer opens up totally new possibilities for assistance to agencies in the selection of advertising media, but people, not the computer, make the buying decisions.

That's the way it works at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as described last week by Thomas A. Wright Jr., vice president in charge of the Burnett media department.

Speaking at a two-day workshop conducted by the Association of National Advertisers at the Sheraton-Chicago hotel, Mr. Wright showed how Burnett uses the computer to handle calculations impractical or impossible to do by hand.

"We are not using the computer to tell us how to buy media," he asserted. "We have experienced, professional media people to do that."

Among the Burnett bookkeeping and paper-work jobs being handled by computer, Mr. Wright said, are recording media purchases, producing schedules of media buys, printing orders and keeping a daily track record on the $4.5 million that Burnett spends each year on the production of commercials for clients—in addition to a wide variety of accounting, personnel, research and financial department assignments.

In another speech at the closed workshop meeting, held Tuesday and Wednesday, Murray Hillman, senior vice president of McCann-Erickson, foresaw the possibility that television stations one day may be as specialized in their programing as radio stations are now.

Stressing that media audiences are being "fractionized" as media expand, Mr. Hillman said: "Take television for example. With VHF there were about as many stations operating as the airwaves could handle. In a few years UHF stations will become more important and the audience will be divided into smaller pieces. One could envision television of the future as similar to radio today with stations in the thousands and programing by stations to appeal to specific audiences."

In a report on agency compensation Jay Berry of McKinsey & Co., management consultants, said "the only reason" to adopt any specific compensation system—the traditional 15% media commission, a fee system, a combination of these two or some other arrangements—is that the system adopted is "right" for the advertiser and agency involved.

The real objective, he told the advertisers, should be "to tailor the services of the agency to the marketing needs of your company, on a basis which makes your advertising more effective, provides the agency with equitable compensation and rewards for excellence, and which helps the advertiser to meet the challenge of rising marketing costs."
He translates
the martial music
of the wind

Weather is news in Eastern Iowa, where frost bites bank accounts as well as fingers, and snow clogs feeding troughs as well as roads. “Rain by afternoon” means equip the kids with rain gear before the morning school bus arrives, and make hay in the north forty while Channel 2 shines.

Whether nature is relaxing or blowing up a tempest, Conrad Johnson draws weather conclusions whose accuracy is astonishing, even for a pro. He is not an announcer who does the weather when there’s a lull in commercials. He isn’t cute about the weather. He doesn’t draw little pictures or use arcane visual gimmicks.

He is a professional member of the American Meteorological Society, a weather expert with special training at Purdue and Iowa Universities, Penn State, and in Navy schools. He uses WMT-TV’s weather radar installation, a direct wire to the Weather Bureau, four wire services, a picture service, and knowledge derived from an adult lifetime of weatherwise study.

Conrad Johnson’s weather reporting is one of the reasons for WMT-TV’s dominance in three of Iowa’s six largest cities, plus coverage of more than half of Iowa’s tv families.

WMT-TV
CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
Cedar Rapids—Waterloo
National Representatives:
The Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT; WMT-FM;
K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WECB, Duluth
Four months provide barometer on profits

January, June, September and December—the "four prophets of profit"—provide valuable guidelines to the year's "profit picture" for television stations, Marvin L. Shapiro, vice president of Television Advertising Representatives, said in a speech prepared for delivery today (Oct. 5) before the North Carolina Broadcasters' Association.

According to Mr. Shapiro, each of the four months "foretells an individual quarter of the year—offering its potential for special application as each three-month period of business develops its own pattern." He said that these four months can help "advertisers, stations and reps alike" by showing "in dollars and cents how strong or how weak each three-month segment of the year will be."

September, the beginning of the television year, is a critical period, Mr. Shapiro stated. It "can foretell in short order how that normally soft and sagging July through September period will end up on your billing records."

The second key month is December, according to Mr. Shapiro, because it "provides flexibility and expansion room to increase profits." However, December has shown signs of becoming "a tailspin month."

In 1963, the December billings were 10% lower than November's national billings.

January resembles September in that it represents an opportunity for stations and reps to get new business, Mr. Shapiro said. Growth potential is obvious, he continued, noting last year's January billings ran 10% behind February billings, despite the fact that February was only a 28-day month.

The final "prophet month" is June, beset with dangers of backsliding from the strong months of April and May, according to Mr. Shapiro. "Seemingly, there is little we can do to preserve steady billing during this rapid downward swing." But, he said, "our course lies in all the other months of the year when we are working with agencies and advertisers in the positive framework of blossoming business and scarce commodity."

M&J&A gets 14 R&H accounts

MacManus, John & Adams, Los Angeles, acquired 14 new accounts, with annual billings of over $1 million, last week. These advertisers were formerly served by Robinson & Hayes, Los Angeles, which went out of business Oct. 1 when its president and principal owner, Elwood J. Robinson, joined M&J&A as VP and account supervisor (see page 79). The accounts moving to M&J&A include: Western Federal Savings & Loan Association; Loma Linda Foods, Coastal Valley Canning Co., Irvine Industrial Complex, Independent Bankers Association, California Dried Fig Advisory Board, Canadian Bank of Commerce, Lord, Abbott & Co. (Pacific Coast) and William Simpson Construction Co.

Also in advertising...

Final report • KIXI-AM-FM Seattle has released the second and final report on its "Listener Study." The study was conducted in November 1963 with 851 respondents, with cross-references by Dr. David Dekker, director of the Research Computer Laboratory at the University of Washington, Seattle. It includes profiles of household income, education, age of household head, home ownership, and others.

Name change • Redmond & Marcus Inc., New York, has changed its name to Redmond, Marcus & Shure Inc. Don Shure, formerly of McCann-Erickson, assumes the title of VP and associate creative director.

Study coming • Selected Area Surveys Inc. in association with the Audits & Survey Co., New York, will start the first of a series of nationwide marketing studies of the Negro market in November. The Negro National Consumer Survey will be based on interviews with 2,500 Negro households, and will examine brand attitudes, awareness, etc.

Bunker, Welde speak at Florida meeting

Radio commercials today are "a minor art form and a major advertising form," Edmund C. Bunker, president of the Radio Advertising Bureau, told the Southern Area Conference of the American Women in Radio and Television in St. Petersburg, Fla., last week.

"What I am saying," Mr. Bunker added, "is that radio, in many cases, is carrying better commercials, than TV. They are pleasanter, brighter, more inventive. And taken right down the line, they are as likely to attract shoppers to the market place."

The AWR meeting also heard Earl Welde, sales manager of wsun-TV St. Petersburg-Tampa, offer several "commandments" to follow in becoming a creative salesman.

Among these: tell the truth; have the ability to defend your client; have the ability to defend your station from unethical advertisers and be in touch with your industry and your medium.

Beaver expands its service

C. K. Beaver & Associates, Memphis, is expanding the area of its station representation services. The company announced the addition of six major-market outlets: WOR-AM-FM-TV New York; KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco; KJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles; WGMS-AM-FM Washington, all RKO stations, WHNT-TV Huntsville, Ala., and WKTY-TV Lexington, Ky.

Beaver, with offices in Dallas, Memphis and Atlanta, had previously confined its service to small and medium stations in the South, Southeast and Southwest.

More pairs being picked

The 1964 "pick-a-pair" campaign for Budweiser Beer, supported by heavy radio-TV advertising each year, was the most successful in the seven-year history of the promotion, it was reported last week by E. H. Vogel, vice president-marketing, Anheuser-Busch Inc. There were 6 million more six-packs sold in 1964 than in 1963, for a total exceeding 25.8 million this year. Agency is D'Arcy Advertising, St. Louis.
Are we passing you by?

Could be our video tape is. Unless you're taking advantage of its live look and production convenience for your tv commercials. And unless you're taking advantage of the complete, comprehensive 3M package of helpful brochures, manuals, other materials tv stations now offer.

Consider what you have to gain with video tape (Scotch® Brand, of course). Incomparable "live" picture and sound quality, without danger of a live goof. Pushbutton-fast special effects, no lab processing. Immediate playback of what you've shot. Fact is, today there are very few commercials which can't be done better on tape than live or on film. And the best way to discover this is to call in your local tv station or tape studio for costs and counsel on your next tv commercials.

Already over 200 tv stations have signed up for 3M's new assistance program. These stations can show you an idea-starting tape demonstration reel, have available a variety of helpful printed materials that aid in creating and producing better commercials on tape. Call your local stations for details. (If we haven't contacted them yet, write 3M Magnetic Products, Dept. MBX-104, St. Paul, Minn. 55119.)
Henry wants war on ETV poverty

FCC chairman tells broadcasters they should give
educational stations financial aid and hints
some easing of commission pressure might result

FCC Chairman E. William Henry put the bite on commercial broadcasters last week to raise money for educational television in the U. S.

Mr. Henry's fund-raising mission was performed before the International Radio and Television Society in New York, an audience containing many of commercial broadcasting's most influential executives and owners. He appealed to the broadcasters' idealism and to their self-interest.

Broadcasters, he said, owe it to their country to help money-starved ETV stations not only to survive but to grow and prosper.

He also indicated they owe it to themselves. For the development of ETV, he suggested, might lead the FCC to ease some of the pressure it has applied in an effort to induce commercial broadcasters to carry more public-service programs.

ETV Resources • He noted that a recent survey shows that the median ETV station has some $100,000 a year to spend on all its programs, or some $100 to $200 per broadcast hour. "I leave it to your experience and judgment to determine what kind of programs" that kind of money will buy, he said.

The chairman said educational television has done "wonders" with its resources. But, he added, the time has come to say that educational television "will never realize its full potential until its financial base raises to a radically new level... That educational television should permanently struggle for subsistence is intolerable."

In calling on broadcasters to support ETV, he said that in a country "committed to eliminating poverty in all its forms, we should not overlook what might be called 'cultural poverty.' For the vigor of a democratic civilization depends upon the availability of knowledge and enlightenment, culture and beauty—not to an elite—but to all who want to learn—to all whose minds are undernourished."

Broadcasters, the chairman said, have a special stake in aiding ETV. The emergence of a strong ETV system would, he said, help raise the level of the entire medium, by providing the competition commercial broadcasters need to sharpen their own abilities.

But another, less obvious reason he said, is that "creation of a meaningful national educational system can have a real impact on the course" of the debate concerning broadcasters' public-service obligations.

Public Service • Even a strong educational television system would not and should not assume the entire burden of providing such programing, he said. But, he added, "there is no doubt in my mind... that we would all be in a better position to understand commercial television's true public service role if there were a complementary national television service, devoted fulltime to the needs and interests which your primary mission often leads you to skimp or ignore.

"With such a yardstick, we would know more about what you should and should not be expected to do," he continued. "Your responsibilities could be better defined, as could the tasks that only a specialized service can undertake. The problem of your proper functioning would lose many of its angrier and more difficult overtones."

Currently, he said, broadcasters and the FCC are "in the hot kitchen made famous by President Truman"—where the heat is generated by controversy over public-service programing. "Part of the FCC's job," he said, "is to keep the temperature in the broadcasting oven at an appropriate level. That we are doing... But the door to the kitchen isn't nailed shut," he said, adding, "I invite you to help us open it to the fresh winds of the future."

The chairman suggested that IRTS take the lead in implementing a proposal made by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., in 1963, that commercial broadcasters help educational stations launch an annual campaign for funds.

If not the IRTS, he said, the National Association of Broadcasters or an ad hoc committee, composed of representatives of the networks, stations, advertising agencies and other elements of the broadcasting industry might do the job.

$20-$25 Million Needed • The chairman's appeal to the broadcasters came in connection with a review of the various proposals that have been made to help educational broadcasters raise $20 to $25 million annually that, according to estimates, they need for programing alone.

The chairman suggested that the federal government might have to assist in financing portions of the educational television system that are national in scope. But this source would be his last choice.

He said he would prefer to see ETV supported by the public. But it's apparent, he said, this source alone isn't sufficient. If government funds are
needed, he said, he would prefer it to come from the local or state level. But he noted that many authorities have indicated that state and local governments have almost reached the ceilings of their present powers to tax.

If federal aid is to be sought, he said, two questions should be examined—"would the federal government be mature enough, and wise enough, to support a broad educational and cultural service without placing restrictions on the nature of the product? Second, would a strong commercial television industry be ready at all times to defend against governmental interference the right of its noncommercial brothers to be daring—to be free-wheeling and free-thinking."

He acknowledged that all the proposals to aid ETV have their drawbacks. But he added: "This I do know—we must not fail to supply educational television, one way or another, with sufficient funds. The result is far too important for the future of this industry and this country."

**Stanton deplores absence of TV election debates**

The absence of a television "confrontation" this year between President Lyndon Johnson and Senator Barry Goldwater was deplored by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., in a talk at Buffalo last week.

Dr. Stanton, who spoke at a luncheon sponsored for communications leaders there by WBEN Buffalo, a CBS Radio affiliate, contended that a nationwide television debate would give voters the opportunity to "examine both candidates under similar conditions." His absence, he said, is a "step backward for the American electorate." He told his audience that in December 1960 the late President John F. Kennedy, as President-elect, told him that he would be "delighted" to debate again in 1964.

Dr. Stanton noted that it is his opinion that conventions are "overcovered" to the point where political parties begin to "program" the conventions for television.

In another speech given at a dinner in his honor at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo, Dr. Stanton traced the contributions that industry and business have made to the development of the arts in the U. S. He observed that the CBS Foundation several years ago made a grant to New York City's Museum of Modern Art which has enabled the museum to circulate 72 exhibitions to 334 different cities over the last four years.

---

**Equal time applicable to LBJ news sessions**

That's FCC vote following query by CBS; ruling evoke calls for Sec. 315 change

A news conference held by President Johnson during the election campaign is neither a bona fide news interview nor an on-the-spot news event—at least so far as the equal-time law is concerned.

The FCC, by a 4-3 vote, reached that conclusion last week in ruling that stations carrying presidential news conferences "live" during the campaign are subject to demands for equal time from other presidential candidates.

The ruling, issued in response to a query from CBS, was cited by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of that network, and Vincent Wasilewski, executive vice president of the National Association of Broadcasters, as new evidence of the need for suspending or repealing the equal-time law.

Dr. Stanton said he was disappointed but not surprised by the decision. "Our fear that the presidential press conferences were not exempt from the equal-time requirements has been one of the reasons we have pressed so vigorously for the suspension of Section 315 (the equal-time provision) of the Communications Act," he said.

'Absurd' Law • Mr. Wasilewski said the commission's ruling "demonstrates once again the absurdity of the equal-opportunity section of the Communications Act. This section should be repealed in its entirety rather than attempt to ameliorate its applicability through exceptions piled upon exemptions—all to be suspended every four years." NBC and ABC declined comment.

Commissioner Frederick W. Ford, one of the three dissenting commissioners, said that "at an appropriate time" he would urge repeal of Section 315, as he has in the past. He said he would favor in place of that section a provision giving the commission authority to make rules covering the use of broadcast facilities for political campaigns for the discussion of controversial issues.

Joining Commissioner Ford in his dissent but issuing separate statements were Commissioners Lee Loevinger and Rosel H. Hyde. The majority was composed of Chairman E. William Henry and Commissioners Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee and Kenneth A. Cox.

CBS had asked whether coverage of a presidential news conference, in whole or in substantial part, either live or on delayed basis, would raise the equal-time question. It asked the same question concerning the news conferences of President Johnson's Republican opponent, Senator Barry Goldwater.

The network suggested that the conferences might come within the scope of bona fide news-interview programs or bona fide news events—two categories exempted from the equal-time law by amendments in 1959.

Neither Category Applies • But the commission said that, on the basis of its analysis of the legislative history of the 1959 amendments, candidates' news conferences do not fall within either category.

It stressed that its ruling doesn't apply to rebroadcast of portions of news conferences in regularly scheduled newscasts—another category of programming exempted from the law by the 1959 amendments.

The commission held that candidates' news conferences are not bona fide news interviews on two counts—they are not "regularly scheduled" and are not "arranged and controlled" by the networks or individual stations.

Congress, the commission said, wrote these criteria into the legislative history as guides for determining whether a news interview was "bona fide."

"There is not the slightest reference or implication in the lengthy congressional consideration of the subject that such press conferences were to be considered 'regularly scheduled news interviews,' " the commission said.

**Congress Didn't Act** • "Congress clearly knew how to exempt as a news interview such an important and significant aspect of a political campaign—the candidate's press conference—had it intended to do so," the commission said.

"Our decision," it added, "is based squarely on the fact that the phrase 'bona fide' was inserted in the 1959 amendments as a term of art with a specific meaning, and the press confer-
The commission said the same comment applies to the question of whether the news conference qualifies as a "bona fide news event."

To conclude that news conferences come within the scope of that exemption, the commission said, "would mean that the equal-opportunity requirement . . . in effect, had been repealed—that the licensee, in the exercise of his good faith news judgment, could cover the speeches, press conferences, indeed any and all appearances of a candidate, without bringing into play the equal-opportunity requirement."

Dissenters Commissioners Ford and Loevinger took sharp issue with the commission's conclusions. Commissioner Ford held that "the appearance of the President at a news conference attended by newsmen from all over the world is a spot-news event, the broadcast of which would constitute on-the-spot coverage of a bona fide news event."

The commission's interpretation of the statute, he said, will "effectively bar the general public from the public service broadcasters could perform except for the narrow legalistic approach of this ruling."

Commissioner Loevinger, in a sharply worded dissent, argued that presidential news conferences are exempt both as bona fide news interviews and as bona fide news events. For the commission to assert otherwise, he said, defies the elementary canons of statutory construction, commission precedents and common sense.

He argued that the dictionary definition of interview would apply to presidential news conferences. And Congress, in expanding the meaning of bona fide with reference to news interviews, "meant only to prevent the use of rigged, ad hoc or special arrangements to favor or aid one candidate, particularly in local elections," he said.

"As to the fact that these press conferences are bona fide—and, indeed, bona fide news events—there can be no question from viewpoint of common sense," he said.

No Argument. The commission, he added, "makes no serious argument" concerning this matter "on the basis of either statutory language or legislative history. Rather, it is urged that the broad social objectives of the legislation will be better served by the narrow, rigid and artificial construction now put upon the statutory language."

The commissioner also stressed that experts in the gathering and disseminating of news, he said. I would certainly not wish to venture in the area before the fact . . . Whether a press conference could be ruled to be a bona fide news interview in whole or in part would seem to be dependent entirely upon the manner and circumstances in which it is conducted."

As indicated by the variety of opinions, the question was a difficult one for the commission to handle. The commissioners devoted two special meetings to it before finally arriving at the ruling during their regular meeting Wednesday.

There is some question as to how much difference the ruling will actually make so far as the present campaign is concerned. Unlike President Kennedy, President Johnson has not demonstrated a liking for live broadcast coverage of his news conference. Only four have been covered live since he took office last November, none since his nomination in August.

However, it will be a factor in future election campaigns—unless Congress repeals or amends the equal-time law.

Indeed, commission officials feel this was what CBS had in mind in asking the question. The network, according to these officials, was simply attempting to dramatize for Congress the problems the law poses for broadcasters attempting to cover presidential election campaigns.

Controversial political show slated to continue

Miss Vivien Kellems, an ardent supporter of Republican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater, will continue her controversial political show on WTC-TV Hartford, Conn.

According to reports last week, the Republican state campaign policy committee has withdrawn its request that Miss Kellems drop her weekly 15-minute program. The committee had said previously that she was not representative of the party. Miss Kellems said Sept. 26 that she would not go off the air and would "make a statement about the powerful forces trying to get me off the air."

Miss Kellems, however, cleared the script for her Sept. 28 show with the party's state campaign director and did not discuss the "powerful forces." She broadcast her first two shows with the aid of notes that were not submitted to the Republican group. According to observers, the committee was satisfied with her performance last Monday (Sept. 28), and withdrew its earlier request that she terminate the program.

Miss Kellems is chairman of the — — 

GOP unhappy over 'TW3's' 'satirical' attack

The Republican National Committee—which preempted the 1964 premiere of NBC-TV's That Was the Week That Was Sept. 22—complained to NBC that the program offended Republicans when it finally appeared last week.

Dean Burch, GOP chairman, told the network Wednesday (Sept. 30) that the committee has been hearing from Republicans who didn't like the program. The show included a 60-second spot bought by the Democratic National Committee.

Many Republicans addressing the committee, Mr. Burch told NBC, said they share the thoughts expressed in a review by Jack Gould, New York Times columnist.

"Representative William E. Miller, Republican vice presidential nominee, was hit hard for his unresponsive-ness to charges of conflict of interests, but the over-all approach of TW3 to politics was so heavy-handed and unpleasant that it disqualified the show as a satirical instrument of any consequence in the campaign," Mr. Gould wrote.

"And David Frost's earnest expression of hope that there never would be a sequel to the Warren Commission report on the assassination of President Kennedy will stand as the season's high in futility."

"The National Broadcasting Company already has pre-empted TW3 once and plans to do so twice again [Oct. 6, 13] to accommodate Republican political broadcasts. What a shame the campaign will be over in November," Mr. Gould concluded.
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nnecticut Citizens Committee for Goldwater-Miller. She has paid for the sponsorship of the program. Miss Kellem received national attention in 1948 when she refused to withhold federal income taxes from her employees' pay. She went into court but the federal government won the case.

**More ideas on convention coverage**

Pooled and more selective broadcast coverage of political conventions carried on only one station at a time in multiple-station markets has been urged by Joseph S. Sinclair, president of The Outlet Co., licensee of radio and television stations in Rhode Island and Florida.

Calling this year's coverage of the Republican and Democratic conventions "unsatisfactory programing," Mr. Sinclair said he recommended improvements "only out of a desire to increase the size of the viewing audience, not to decrease it; and to increase the interest of the audience, not to decrease it."

Speaking to an awards dinner of the Homossassa Springs (Florida) Chamber of Commerce Sept. 26, Mr. Sinclair recommended that:

- The TV networks pool their facilities and that the coverage be carried by only one station in communities that receive multiple signals. One network would carry the convention at a time, rotating this responsibility with the other two.
- The coverage should avoid reporting all convention proceedings, eliminating seconding speeches and reading of party platforms. Four- and five-day conventions are too long, Mr. Sinclair said, and if the networks restricted the amount of time they would devote to them, the parties would be forced to "pattern their conventions to fit the amount of television time available."
- Committee meetings held early in the day should be recorded and excerpts played back in prime time because these sessions contain interesting events now usually seen only by smaller daytime audiences.
- Anchormen should report facts, in an entertaining manner if possible, but their opinions should be kept to themselves.
- Interviews from crowded floor areas should be eliminated because of confusion and noise, and subjects should be removed to off-the-floor studio facilities where their comments can be heard more clearly.
- Broadcasts of West Coast conventions that run late should be suspended at midnight Eastern time, recorded, and played back the next morning for the Eastern audience. Ideally, from a logistical standpoint, both conventions should be held in the same city.
- To give spectators at the convention site a better view of the proceedings cameras should be supported on stilts or placed on platforms hanging from the ceiling instead of upon large, draped floor stands.
- Coverage of demonstrations — "these obviously staged parades" — should be restricted or eliminated.

The Outlet Co. is licensee of WDBO-AM-FM-TV Orlando, Fla., and WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R. I.

**'Political activity' puts reporter off air**

Lisa Howard, ABC News commentator, was relieved of all news assignments last week, at least temporarily, after she became involved in what ABC called public participation in "partisan political activity contrary to long-established ABC News policy."

It was understood that her future ABC News role, if any, would be decided after the Nov. 3 elections. The announcement said only that she had been relieved "for the duration of the political campaign."

Her suspension was announced last Tuesday (Sept. 29), a day after Miss Howard and Gore Vidal, novelist and playwright, announced the formation of a committee of liberal Democrats to support Senator Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.) in his campaign for re-election against Robert F. Kennedy.

Miss Howard said she had notified ABC on Sept. 19 that she was supporting Senator Keating as a private citizen but that this would not be reflected in her television broadcasts. ABC News authorities said that she had not given the notification until a week after a story about her political activity had appeared in a New York paper.

Miss Howard’s five-minute ABC-TV news show (Monday-Friday, 2:55-3 p.m. EDT) was taken over last week by Marlene Sanders, will be handled this week by Peggy Wehdon and next week by Miss Sanders. Plans beyond Oct. 16 were still uncertain late last week.

**NES welcomes all for vote totals**

Network Election Service, the pool effort of networks and wire services for tabulating votes in the Nov. 3 elections, reported last week that all media are welcome to participate in the service — at the state or national level — upon payment of a prorated share of NES costs.

The provision would permit radio and TV stations physical access to NES state or national tabulation centers, but would prohibit broadcasting facilities at these locations.

The national tally center will be located in Manhattan’s Edison hotel.

Cost to a station for access to the NES pooled information at the state level would be subject to three considerations: the over-all cost to NES for its activity in the particular state, the reach of the medium applying for the data, and the number of media in the state who elect to share in the results.

A NES official explained that any medium taking part would receive an individual copy of vote totals at any center to which it had acquired access. Deadline for applications for participation in NES is Oct. 7. NES is in Room 418, Graybar Building, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York.

**NBC restates views on projection limits**

NBC’s opposition to any legislation that would restrict the reporting or projecting of national election returns by the electronic media was stated firmly last week in a letter from Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff and President Robert E. Kintner to NBC personnel.

The letter said “there is no factual evidence that reporting, projecting, or even pre-election polling, have any significant influence on the outcome of elections."

Messrs. Sarnoff and Kintner stated that proposed congressional legislation to curtail the broadcast of returns or projections “assumes the citizen would not vote in accordance with his personal convictions and knowledge. . . .”

The reporting and projection of election data, they said, safeguards the public from “manipulation of such data for partisan purposes.”

CBS has contended there is no evidence that projection of election results would affect voting patterns in areas where the polls were still open, and announced two weeks ago it would finance a study of the question (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).
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Aftermath of Warren report

Radio-TV joins mass effort to re-evaluate media's position

TV and radio news men—and those with notebooks—studied last week the implications of the Warren Commission report on President Kennedy's assassination and by the end of the week various groups were moving to meet the problem posed in the report:

* An all-media meeting was called for Oct. 17 in Washington by Alfred Friendly, managing editor of the Washington Post and chairman of the freedom of access committee of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.

* Two committees of the Radio-Television News Directors Association are investigating the issues raised by the Warren report, Edward F. Ryan, general manager, WTOP News, Washington, and president of the RTNDA, said. The committees are freedom of information, headed by J. W. (Bill) Roberts, Time-Life Broadcast Washington bureau chief, and ethics and standards, headed by Dr. Mitchell Charnley, professor of journalism at the University of Minnesota. Both will attend the Oct. 17 Washington meeting, as will Mr. Ryan.

* A reference to the Brookings Institution feasibility study on a code or guidelines for covering judicial proceedings by newsmen was made by Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive vice president of the National Association of Broadcasters. Mr. Wasilewski added: "We should not overlook the benefits to the public of free reporting. We should not permit this incident to becloud an objective appraisal of the role of news media in a free society."

A report on whether Brookings should undertake this study has been submitted by Prof. J. Edward Gerald, professor of journalism at the University of Minnesota. The institution's board will consider this report at its next meeting Oct. 23. The suggestion that Brookings conduct the study on news coverage of court trials and legislative proceedings was proposed by Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., last spring.


Also to be there are representatives of The Associated Press, United Press International, American Society of Newspaper Editors, American Newspapers Publishers Association and American Newspaper Guild.

Not Entirely to Blame • Implications in the report that the newsmen were to blame in part for the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald by Jack Ruby and for the "aggressive" demands for news that gave rise to erroneous and distorted information jeopardizing Oswald's chance for a fair trial before an unbiased jury (Broadcasting, Sept. 28) elicited these comments from newsmen:

Mr. Friendly—"The question here [referring to the complaint that newsmen pressed aggressively for information] would seem to be what kind of a press is good for the country; a docile one or a demanding one. . . . It is only fair to ask what the consequences might have been in Dallas and elsewhere had information about the crime and the suspect not been swiftly made public as it was collected. . . ."

"The behavior of reporters and photographers was not such as to make any newsmen proud or complacent or even indifferent. But admitting this, one must next ask about the existence of means by which self-discipline could have been instituted. . . ."

Mr. Friendly emphasized that discipline is the job for those in charge of an event, not the newsmen themselves.

Other members of Mr. Friendly's ASNE committee are Creed Black, Chicago Daily News; Herbert Brucker, Hartford (Conn.) Courant; and Felix R. McKnight, Dallas Times-Herald (KRDL-AM-FM-TV).

Sam Ragan, executive editor of the Raleigh (N. C.) News and Observer and Times, and president of the AP Managing Editors Association—"It is my opinion, however, that the responsibility for orderly coverage of such events lies with the proper authorities in charge at the time. . . ." He named the following as a special committee to study the problem and report back:


Wes Gallagher, general manager, AP—"In an age where much less than the assassination of the President could trigger an atomic war, to delay facts as to who the killer was, what his background was and whether he was part of a conspiracy would not only be a disservice to the country and the world but highly dangerous. . . . Mass reporting has caused increasing problems in recent years, hindering getting the news to the public rather than speeding it."

Earl J. Johnson, editor, UPJ—"We have a responsibility to be represented at all newsworthy events by reporters and photographers because we and the Associated Press are primary for most of the newspapers and broadcasters . . . the authorities can always limit the numbers to suit their own security requirements . . . "

Gene Robb, publisher of the Albany (N. Y.) Times-Union, and president of the ANPA—"The paramount public interest is that newsmen always must serve to get and print the news, exactly what they did in the Oswald case." Mr. Robb referred to discussions between ANPA and the American Bar Association, underway for some time. The ABA has a special committee reviewing all the canons of ethics of the bar, including those related to the right of fair trial versus a free press.

Keystone affiliates heavy on farm programs

More than 1,000 radio stations affiliated with the Keystone Broadcasting System present shows and editorial features directed at farm audiences on a regular basis, according to a KBS study released to advertisers and agencies.

The range for KBS affiliates runs from one hour of farm programming a week to 84 hours.

The average KBS affiliate broadcasts up to 20 hours of farm programing each week; 999 affiliates carry up to 20 hours a week and 77 broadcast more than 20 hours.

The breakdown of stations follows: 578 stations—under 5 hours a week; 229 stations—from 6 to 10 hours; 192 stations—from 11 to 20 hours; 58 stations—from 21 to 30 hours, and 19 stations more than 31 hours.

The report is based on answers from 1,076 Keystone affiliates in 47 states.

NBC-TV plans sneak previews

NBC-TV will present the first of a series of one-hour color "sneak preview specials" on Nov. 27 at 10-11 p.m. EST.

The special entitled NBC Follies of 1965 will star Steve Lawrence with Julie Prowse, Jill St. John, Allan Sherman, Nipsy Russell and the Bitter End Singers as guest stars.

Sponsor of the NBC Follies of 1965 will be Timex Watches, New York, through Warwick & Legler, that city.
If you are using video tapes that foul heads, shed (particularly at splices) cause headwear in less than 1,000 hours, scratch easily, show signs of wear at 700 passes or less, STOP.

More and more broadcasters are solving these problems with Reeves Soundcraft Micro-Plate* Video Tape. The 100% factory pre-tested HEAVY-DUTY video tape that meets or exceeds commercial broadcast standards for drop-outs and signal-to-noise ratio. Order today from your local Soundcraft office or call Danbury, Conn. Write today for free, fully documented technical bulletin RS64-26.
CBS-TV takes lead in Arbitrons

Most ABC-TV shows continue strong as competition increases; NBC-TV’s final new shows begin this week

CBS-TV led in the ratings average over a week’s period in two separate soundings taken last week in the Arbitron overnight reports (national measurements by American Research Bureau).

One report, covering the seven nights (7:30-11 p.m.), ending Tuesday night (Sept. 29), showed CBS with an average rating of 18.4, ABC with 16.2 and NBC with 15.4. A similar ARB report—also for seven nights but ending with Wednesday night (Sept. 30)—gave CBS 18.4, ABC 16.0 and NBC 15.4.

Each of the networks could claim signs in even these extremely early ratings why it could take heart for the still new season.

CBS, could indicate that from Sept. 24-31 in the Arbitrons it had more half-hour “wins,” and could claim to have 25 of its programs in the top 50 for the week, Sept. 23-30 (see page 53). On the basis of each night’s ratings averages, CBS dominated in four, NBC in two and ABC in one.

NBC’s strongest argument would appear to be that in all of the early ratings reports it was the only network that had yet to begin new programming cycles for approximately 31% of its prime time schedule. Shows not yet begun: 90 Bristol Court (90 minutes), Andy Williams (one hour), Alfred Hitchcock (one hour), all set to start today (Monday); Bell Telephone on Tuesday (Oct. 6), 10-11. Kraft Theater (10-11 p.m.), which started on Oct. 1, and Saturday Night at the Movies, scheduled to begin Oct. 3, were too late for the early Arbitrons or Trendexes.

ABC could maintain that the strong viewer sampling of its new season—the network was first to begin its full new schedule—was keeping up despite the onrush of competitive network offerings making their first appearances. ABC could also point to the average as indicating network programing strength.

Other network officials, however, carefully plotting the ratings curve on the basis of the overnight Arbitrons of the past several weeks, could note a general decline for several of the popular new ABC shows.

On the basis of half-hour period “wins,” NBC was tops in the Arbitrons on Friday with four to CBS’s three and none for ABC; CBS scored on Saturday with five half-hours to NBC’s two and one for ABC, again on Sunday (three periods to each for ABC and NBC) and also on Monday (four to three for ABC and none for NBC).

On Tuesday, however, ABC showed its greatest strength, taking four half-hours to CBS’s three and none for NBC. On Wednesday, CBS had four, NBC three and ABC none. (In the Thursday (Sept 24) overnights, CBS had four half-hours, ABC three and NBC none.)

In the so-called 26-city Trendex (though most nights Trendex covered less than 26 cities in that it does not measure a market where an ABC program does not appear), CBS on Friday had two half-hours, NBC three and ABC one. Saturday: ABC three, CBS three, NBC none. Monday: ABC four, CBS three, NBC none. Monday: ABC four, CBS two and NBC none. Tuesday: ABC five, CBS and NBC one each. Wednesday: NBC four, CBS two and ABC none.

Reports of the overnights were made available by network research sources, some of the reports by request. The parenthetical symbols indicate: new series [N]; new programing in an existing series [NP]; new time [NT]; rerun or continuing cycle [R]; special [S].
### Arbitron's top 50 for Sept. 23-30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Ed Sullivan (CBS)</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bonanza (NBC)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Bewitched (ABC)</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Andy Griffith (CBS)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Dick Van Dyke (CBS)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Red Skelton (CBS)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>My Favorite Martian (CBS)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Lucy Show (CBS)</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Fugitive (ABC)</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Munsters (CBS)</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Beverly Hillbillies (CBS)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Jackle Gleason (CBS)</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Gomer Pyle (CBS)</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Hop Hope (NBC)</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Peyton Place-Thurs (ABC)</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>My Three Sons (ABC)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 8:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Combat (NP)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>World War I (N)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Mr. Novak (NP)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 9:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Living Doll (N)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Bonanza (NP)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 10:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Candid Camera (NP)</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The Rogues (N)</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 11:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>What's My Line (NP)</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The Rogues (N)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monday, Sept. 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Voyage to Bottom of the Sea (N)</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>To Tell the Truth (NP)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Monday Movie (R)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuesday, Sept. 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Combat (NP)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Local (NP)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wednesday, Sept. 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Doozie and Harriet (N)</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Face the Nation (NP)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Virginian (NP)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 8:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Combat (NP)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>World War I (N)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Mr. Novak (NP)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 9:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Living Doll (N)</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Bonanza (NP)</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 10:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Candid Camera (NP)</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The Rogues (N)</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arbitron Rating 11:00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sunday Movie (N)</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>What's My Line (NP)</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The Rogues (N)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monday, Sept. 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Voyage to Bottom of the Sea (N)</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>To Tell the Truth (NP)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Monday Movie (R)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuesday, Sept. 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Combat (NP)</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Local (NP)</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wednesday, Sept. 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Arbitron Rating</th>
<th>Trendex Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Doozie and Harriet (N)</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Face the Nation (NP)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Virginian (NP)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BROADCASTING, October 5, 1964
Success of program clinics extends life

The success and future promise of the National Association of Broadcasters' just-completed series of radio programming clinics is to be spelled out today (Monday) by Sherrill W. Taylor, NAB vice president for radio, in a speech to the fall meeting of the Texas Association of Broadcasters in Fort Worth.

Mr. Taylor said the clinics "were singularly successful and that in form or another" and subject to board approval "they will be extended and offered as a brand new and needed service of the NAB for its radio members."

The clinics, Mr. Taylor said, led him to five general conclusions:

- New musical sounds and techniques, news and a high "circulation factor" have given radio "an unmatched wedge among communications media."
- "Radio is so mobile, always present and personal today," that often it "no longer has to grapple with the once ominous threats of television."
- The clinics have sparked a much-needed "cross-pollination of creative thinking in programing."...
- By adding even more listener appeal, "more and more radio today is emphasizing the art of extemporaneous conversation."...
- "Modern music along with news continue as our medium's most important phases of productivity. And, in addition, FM and stereo are adding millions of different types of listeners to concert music."

Mr. Taylor noted that within a decade, advertising revenue increases had lagged behind increases in the number of stations, but he said the fault does not lie with salesmanship. He cited a need for improved programing and an ineptness at measuring radio's audience. The clinics demonstrate a revival of creative programing, and he outlined the attempts of the All-Radio Methodology Study committee to improve listener measurement (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).

Film Sales...


Men in Crisis (Wolper): WPMB-TV Indianapolis; KXKL-TV Butte, KBHR-TV Great Falls, KOKP-TV Billings and KMSP-TV Missoula, all Montana.


Outlaws and Life of Riley (NBC Films): WNBV-TV New Bern, N. C.

Funny Manners (NBC Films): KSD-TV St. Louis.

Science Fiction Features (NTA): KOGO-TV San Francisco.

NTA Color Features (NTA): KXET-TV Tacoma-Seattle and WTAE-TV Pittsburgh.

Top Rank Features (NTA): WTAE-TV Pittsburgh and KSTAR-TV Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz.


Big Six Features (NTA): KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Four Star acquires more foreign films

Four Star Distribution Corp. has acquired additional foreign-made feature films which will be offered shortly to TV stations, Len Firestone, vice president and general manager of the company, reported last week.

Mr. Firestone, who has just returned from a fact-finding trip to Europe, regards foreign-made motion pictures, particularly "action spectacles," as a key to solving TV's "growing demand for fresh features," he said the "back-log of playable American features is almost exhausted" while the "swashbuckling adventure yarns turned out extremely well by overseas studios have been gaining in popularity and are in demand by television stations."

He cautioned that foreign-made features must be carefully re-dubbed, re-scored and edited before they are offered to U. S. TV stations. He noted that Four Star recently offered the "Spectacular Showcase" of 15 foreign features to TV and said the success of this package has led to the acquisition of similar films.

Carson to add Saturday show

NBC-TV will carry The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson six nights a week, starting Jan. 9, 1965, it was announced last week by Walter D. Scott, executive vice president in charge of the television network. The program currently is presented Monday through Friday, 11:15 p.m.-1 a.m. and the Saturday show will be carried at the same time. The current shows are on about 185 stations.

The Saturday programs will be rebroadcasts of recent outstanding Tonight shows. Johnny Carson became host of the Tonight show on Oct. 1, 1962. The program reportedly has grossed more than $15 million a year in billing over the past two years.

VPI opens Chicago production office

Entry of Video Pictures Inc. of New York and Hollywood into the Midwest television commercial and program production market at Chicago was announced last week by George Tompkins, president.

The new Midwest studio will specialize in video tape and will include a mobile facility now under construction. It also will handle film production through its East and West Coast studios.

Mr. Tompkins said a new firm, VPI of Illinois Inc., is being formed. He also announced the appointment of Fred Olsen, who resigned two months ago as president and minority stockholder of Ray-Eye Productions, as president of the new company.

VPI of Illinois has acquired the studios and physical assets of Ray-Eye at 1822 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Ill. Phone: 273-3993. Ray-Eye suspended operation earlier and then resumed for a period before Mr. Olsen left the firm.

VPI of Illinois will have 48,000 square feet of space. The studio includes three Marconi cameras, two Ampex 1000-C video tape recorders plus special effects, dubbing and control facilities.

Program notes...

Media tie * Know Denver has arranged a news coverage affiliation with five weekly papers in the Denver metropolitan area, which have assigned their reporters to work with the know news staff on the writing of local news, in effect making 13 reporters available to the station. The papers, with a combined circulation of 100,000, are: Jefferson Herald, Adams County Dispatch, Adams County Almanac, Washington Park Press and Southwest Bulletin.

Religious recordings * Goodway Records, New York, has been formed to develop a diversified line of religious-interest recordings that will be offered to religious broadcasters and other outlets. The company, a division of Good-
American Steel Industry
at dangerous disadvantage against politically subsidized foreign competition

The tonnage of imported steel into this country continues to grow, while steel exports fall precipitously. Effects on national employment and the national balance of payments are already alarming. In the last seven years, the steel industry's balance of trade has shifted drastically. From a net export position of three million tons, we have fallen to a net import of three million tons, a direct loss to the American Steel Industry of six million tons.

If a domestic steel company had produced these six million tons, its revenues would have approximated one billion dollars. This country lost, therefore, about $360 million in wages; the Federal Government lost some $80 million in taxes; plus the widespread multiplier effect which this money in circulation would have created.

Causes for this rapid deterioration in our world trade posture are:

1. U.S. fixed tariffs are among the lowest of all nations;
2. Foreign countries add onto their import duties a variety of nontariff barriers in the form of taxes under many names;
3. Foreign steel is sold in this country at lower prices than those in the country of its origin, commonly called "dumping."

Also, since World War II, foreign countries have built, with U.S. tax money, all new, modern mills, incorporating the most modern, cost-saving production techniques. In contrast, this country's steel plants not only carried the main burden of supplying steel for foreign countries during the war, but they also provided the bulk of steel required by most free nations during the long reconstruction period abroad.

Steel mills in the U.S. have been continually modernizing, too. Republic Steel's current program has one phase alone costing $400 million.

What we now need is an opportunity to compete on an equitable basis. This is why leaders in the steel industry trust that current GATT conferences will be able to effect changes in laws and regulations so that American steel will receive equal treatment to compete in world markets, and thereby improve the situation endangering the nation's economic health.

This STEELMARK of the American Steel Industry on a product assures you it is made of modern, versatile, economical Steel. Look for it on the products you buy.
way Printing Co., Philadelphia, has established headquarters at 157 West 57th Street, New York.

Winter gardening • More than 400 radio stations have accepted a series of 13 five-minute programs on fall and winter gardening information featuring Mary Healy and Peter Lind Hayes. The programs, Gardening Without Tears, are available from Edward Gottlieb & Associates, 640 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Musical comedy • Once Upon a Mattress, a 90-minute musical comedy special starring Carol Burnett, will be re-broadcast by CBS-TV Nov. 14 (8:30-10 p.m. EST). It was originally presented June 3. The program will be sponsored by Thomas J. Lipton Inc., through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York.

Exclusivity • Under a long-term contract, Screen Gems will finance upcoming theatrical productions of Joseph Beinhorn and his Musical Theater for Children in exchange for the TV recording, and publishing rights to the productions. Screen Gems will also have first refusal rights on motion picture and Broadway productions of all Beinhorn projects.

Teaming up • Four Star Television, Robert Wagner and Sheldon Reynolds will jointly produce a half-hour criminal-adventure series. Mr. Wagner will star in the series to be written, produced and directed by Mr. Reynolds.

Battle epic • NBC News' TV special, The Battle of the Bulge, is scheduled for Dec. 15, (10-11 p.m. EST), marking the 20th anniversary of the battle. The story will be told through first person narratives of American, Allied and German soldiers and officers who fought in the battle. Original NBC Radio news tapes made during the battle will also be used to describe the action.

Editorial comment • A series of five editorials designed to encourage respect for law and order, produced and broadcast by KMPC Los Angeles, is being distributed to major radio stations, newspapers and government officials throughout the country by Golden West Broadcasters, licensee of KMPC. Golden West is distributing more than 1,000 sets of the series, produced and narrated by Russ Barnett, KMPC’s director of programming.

More golf • Sports Network Inc. will televise the two closing rounds of the Sahara Invitational golf tournament from Las Vegas, Oct. 17 (5-6 p.m. EDT) and Oct. 18 (4-5 p.m. EDT).

Sneak preview • A special color presentation of Allan Sherman’s Funny Land, projected as a possible half-hour series for NBC-TV’s 1965-66 season, will be telecast in mid-January. United States Time Corp. (Timex watches), FM) Ann Arbor, Mich.

JFK Tribute • The half-hour film, “A Thousand Days—a Tribute to John F. Kennedy,” produced by David L. Wolper Productions for use during the Democratic National Convention, has been made available to all TV stations. Wolper Television Sales, Hollywood, is handling the distribution, with all proceeds to go to the John F. Kennedy Library. The program has already been purchased by Metromedia for its six TV outlets.

Daytime switches • CBS-TV juggles its morning lineup starting today (Monday) when it moves The McCoys from 11-1:30 a.m. EDT to 11:30 a.m.-12 noon replacing Pete and Gladys. Andy of Mayberry, reruns of the Andy Griffith Show on CBS-TV Monday nights, will move into the 11-11:30 slot.

Singer signed • Carol Channing has been signed to a long-term contract by General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., and its agency Young & Rubicam, New York. The actress is expected to star in a weekly TV series projected for the 1966-67 season and to star in several network specials before then, the first of which is planned for next spring.

More eaters • National Telefilm Associates Inc., Los Angeles, has acquired 92 western features from Link Industries and is putting them into immediate distribution. John Wayne stars in 15 of the pictures. Other stars include Tex Ritter, Buster Crabbe, Lash LaRue and Tim McCoy.

One more for the road • The Ford Motor Co. and J. Walter Thompson Co., Detroit, have negotiated an agreement with Screen Gems Inc. to produce a half-hour TV comedy series, My Gidget. The series, with Sally Field and Don Porter in leading roles would be produced by Harry Ackerman. The plot turns on the character Maggie Mahoney, a high school student.

Three in can • Bourne-Hill Productions, New York, has taped three of a projected 13-episode half-hour series, Firing Line, featuring editor-writer William Buckley Jr. in debate with various political figures. Bourne-Hill intends to make the series available for syndication to stations. The three taped episodes have featured Mr. Buckley, with Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), Senator Joseph Clark (D-Pa.) and William Haddad, campaign manager for Robert F. Kennedy.

New series • A 13-week radio series of 15-minute programs, Successful Living, consisting of speeches of Dr. Kenneth McFarland, former Kansas educator, is being made available to stations through Edward M. Miller and Associates Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
If you think KPAT AM & FM broadcasts only better music, you haven’t been listening!

Let’s get right down to business: KPAT broadcasts commercials, too. For some pretty smart customers, if you have some time, any one of our salesmen will be happy to explain how KPAT can work for you—as it has for all of these advertisers and more in 1964:

Air Travel
Northwest Orient Airlines
Pan American Airways
Trans World Airlines
Oakland International Airport

Automotive
Berkeley Motors
BMC of Berkeley
Boas Pontiac
British Motors
Chevrolet
Delco Transmission
Du Pont Golden 7 Additive
Ford
Jackson Goldie Ford
Lincoln/Mercury/Comet
Merit Lincoln/Mercury
Oakland Zone Chevrolet
Plymouth Dealers Association
Thunderbird
Val Strough Chevrolet
Varner-Ward Leasing Company
Volvo

Beverages
Burgermeister Beer
Camperi Wines
Del Monte Beverages
Diet Pepsi
San Miguel Beer
Schweppes
Seven-Up
Tab

Entertainment
Harrah’s Club
1964 International HiFi Show
Paramount Pictures

Real Estate
Brad-Rich Homes
Cove of Tiburon
Crystal Tower
D. M. Christensen/400 San Rafael
Duffel-Smoot Real Estate
Mid-Town Park Apartments
Park Viking Condominium
T. Larkin Woods
Van Buren Towers

Financial
Cal-Mar Mortgage Co.
Guaranty Savings & Loan
Mechanic’s Bank
Morris Plan
National Bank of Berkeley
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis
Peninsula Savings and Loan Association
Schwabacher & Company

Tobacco Products
The American Tobacco Co.
("Montclair")
P. Lorillard Company ("Kent", "Newport")
P. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ("Camel", "Salem", "Tempo", "Winston")

Miscellaneous
Boysen Paints
Canova Marble
Danish Furniture Importers Inc.
Don Faber Yacht Sales
Downtown Oakland Association
Fisher Electronics Inc.
General Electric International Atlas Service
Macy’s
Mobilia of Denmark
Rhodes Department Store
Robert E. Lee TV
Star TV

Hotels & Restaurants
Berkeley House
Black Sheep Restaurant
Forum Restaurant
Leamington Hotel
Mitch’s Restaurant
Natchez Trace Restaurant
Riverside Hotel in Reno

Perfumes & Toiletries
Arpege
Command Hair Dressing
Monsieur Lanvin

Public Utilities
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Radio Station KPAT
Mark of the Top in Listening
1400 AM / 102.9 FM
Represented Nationally By Venard, Torbet and McConnell, Inc.
KCET(TV) gets grant

KCET(TV) Los Angeles ETV, which began regular programming on channel 28 last Monday (Sept. 28), got a fine debut present from the Ford Foundation—a grant of $500,000 for the production of "quality programs not otherwise possible." The grant makes $250,000 available during the first year of KCET's operation, $150,000 the second year and $100,000 the third year.

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, chairman of the station's board of directors, pointed out that the grant was made "with the expectation that our community itself will provide the basic dollars to pay salaries and operating expenses. This means we must apply ourselves even harder to securing $1 million in tax-deductible contributions from business, industry and the general public to assure KCET's sound operation for its first two years."

The grant is the largest gift to KCET to date. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare made a matching grant of $476,790 to help buy equipment, and commercial broadcasters have contributed $850,000 to Los Angeles's first educational TV station ($250,000 each from NBC, CBS and KTTV[TV] Los Angeles and $100,000 from KCP[TV] Los Angeles).

Radio series sales...

The Shadow (Charles Michelson): WBNV Columbus, Ohio and WOGA Gainesville, Ga.


July 4, 1776 (Woroner Productions): WRTY Pittsburgh; WATH Athens and WMPO Middleport-Pomeroy, both Ohio; WFSR Bath and WRVM Rochester, both New York.

IATSE begins negotiations

Negotiations for a new contract for the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees with the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers start today (Oct. 5) at AMPTP headquarters in Hollywood. Each of the 22 IATSE locals will meet individually with the producers committee to work out problems of concern only to that particular type of worker. After these sessions are concluded, the producers will meet with a union delegation headed by Richard Walsh, IATSE national president, to negotiate a new over-all agreement covering the basic wages and working conditions for all IATSE locals. The current agreement expires Jan. 31, 1965.

THE MEDIA

NAB presidency: up for grabs

Anybody know a hot executive with political savvy, intelligence, integrity, energy and a liking for commercial broadcasting who's looking for a job?

The committee that was appointed to find a new president for the National Association of Broadcasters sent out a cry for help last week. To the more than 3,000 members of the NAB the committee dispatched a letter soliciting recommendations of candidates.

Over the signature of Willard Schroeder, WOOD-AM-FM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., chairman of the NAB boards and of the 10-man presidential selection committee, the letter was mailed last Thursday. Mr. Schroeder said he hoped it would produce results the selection committee could consider when it meets in Washington Thursday (Oct. 8).

So far the selection committee has settled only on broad criteria that are wanted in an NAB president. As described by Mr. Schroeder's letter last week, the man to head the broadcasters' association ought to be "an already proven executive, with a capacity for leadership and administration." He must be sympathetic to commercial broadcasting and must have "adequate political talent to deal with government entities and the diverse community of broadcasters who are NAB members." Additional qualities that are being sought, wrote Mr. Schroeder, are "high intelligence and judgment, credibility, imagination, integrity and courage, and energy and enthusiasm."

Sounding Out * In the past month 24 men who have been considered, with varying degrees of seriousness, as candidates for the NAB presidency have been talked to by members of the selection committee. Nine others have been suggested but not yet approached. Some of the 24 are known to have rejected the advances.

Mr. Schroeder has refused to identify any of those who have been under consideration. "It would be unfair to them and to us," he explained. "The final selection may be one of them or someone who is not on the list at all."

In his letter seeking recommendations from NAB members, Mr. Schroeder said that the committee had fewer candidates than it thought it should have. The deficiency in names now before the committee was what prompted him to seek the "active assistance" of the membership, he wrote.

The contacts made so far have been tentative, said Mr. Schroeder. No individual member of the selection committee or of the NAB has the authority to offer the presidency to anyone. The selection committee is empowered to make recommendations to the joint NAB radio and TV boards which alone have the authority to hire a president.

The NAB presidency has been vacant since Aug. 1, when LeRoy Collins left to become director of the Community Relations Service that was set up under the Civil Rights Act. As NAB president Mr. Collins was paid $75,000 a year plus expenses.

Members of the selection committee, in addition to Mr. Schroeder, are: Mike Shapiro, WFAA-AM-FM-TV Dallas, chairman, and John F. Dille, Jr., Communications Stations, vice chairman, television board; Rex Howell, KREX Grand Junction, Colo., chairman, and Jack W. Lee, WPRO Providence, R. I., vice chairman, radio board, and F. Van Konynenburg, WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Otto P. Brandt, KING stations; Carlton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me.; Harold Essex, WSJS-AM-FM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C., and A. Louis Read, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans.
RCA-7295B 4½-INCH IMAGE ORTHICON

Unmatched picture quality in black-and-white pickup

- NEW MICRODAMP CONSTRUCTION. Reduces microphonic noise in the output signal by isolating the target-to-mesh assembly from the effects of external acoustical noise and camera vibration, and by damping out internally induced vibration on the target.
- REDUCED CHANCE OF "WASHED OUT" PICTURES. Opaque black coating on lower part of tube prevents "washed out" pictures due to extraneous light.
- HIGH AMPLITUDE RESPONSE FOR SHARP RESOLUTION (800 TV lines).

- HIGH SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (75:1 at 4.5 Mc)
- IMPROVED BACKGROUND UNIFORMITY, with very good half-tone signal reproduction.
- FIELD-MESH CONSTRUCTION. Produces uniform signal output and focus. Reduces unwanted bright edges and geometric distortion.
- HIGHER SIGNAL OUTPUT LEVELS with lower microphonics.
- MORE STABLE SENSITIVITY CHARACTERISTICS.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR AUTHORIZED RCA BROADCAST TUBE DISTRIBUTOR

Broadcasters dunned for anti-pay campaign

The bite comes from Don Belding, who's fronting drive to vote Weaver's STV out of business

Broadcasters throughout the country have been asked to contribute money to the campaign to outlaw subscription television in California.

The solicitation has been made in a letter signed by Don Belding as California state chairman of the Citizens Committee for Free TV and as "consultant—Foote, Cone & Belding." Foote, Cone & Belding is the agency for some of television's biggest advertising customers. Mr. Belding, a co-founder of the agency, retired from active direction of its western operations several years ago.

In his letter to broadcasters Mr. Belding says that Subscription Television Inc., which has begun wired pay-TV operations in Los Angeles and San Francisco, has earmarked $1 million to defeat Proposition 15 on the California ballot Nov. 3. The proposition, if approved by a majority of voters, would make all forms of pay TV illegal in the state.

To the broadcasters Mr. Belding wrote: "If pay television is defeated here, it will give notice to the Federal Communications Commission, to Congress and to potential investors that the public is on the side of free television and is opposed to pay television."

The letter quotes the prices of buying television, radio and newspaper advertising to advance the anti-pay-TV view and says that "something near" the $1 million that STV intends to spend on pro-pay-TV campaigning is needed "if we are to get our message to the voters."

Results? • The extent of broadcaster response to Mr. Belding's appeal could not be learned. So far only fragmentary reports of political spending by the several California groups that are supporting Proposition 15 have been made available.

The California law calls for organizations conducting political campaigns to make periodic reports on their finances, listing the amount and source of all donations to the campaign and itemizing expenditures. The first report of the Northern California Crusade for Free TV (which collected signatures to petitions that put Proposition 15 on the ballot) shows total donations of $134,872.57 and total disbursements of $89,096.95, as of Sept. 19.

Similar reports from the Southern California Crusade and the Citizens Committees for Free TV in both parts of the state have reportedly been filed, but they have not yet been made public by the secretary of state through the county clerks of Los Angeles and San Francisco, who late last week were 108.92 to Graham Kislingbury, San Francisco public relations organization.

Broken Ranks • Not all broadcasters are in sympathy with the principle of outlawing pay TV by public vote.

Last Thursday KNX Los Angeles, which is owned by CBS, broadcast an editorial urging voters to defeat Proposition 15 and let STV have its chance in the market place.

STV also picked up support in other influential quarters.

The San Francisco Chronicle, which had been critical of STV at the time it was preparing to start operations in that city, published an editorial urging voters to vote "no" on Proposition 15. Noting that this proposition "would, in effect, legislate out of business a private enterprise," the Chronicle stated: "Regardless of the merit or lack of merit of subscription television, we cannot sanction the use of improper legislation as a weapon to stifle free competition."

The board of directors of the California Manufacturers Association also announced its opposition to Proposition 15.

Subscription Television Inc. claimed "another moral victory" Thursday when Judge William C. Mathes, chief U. S. district judge for the southern district of California, refused to reconsider his Sept. 21 ruling denying the motion of defendants of STV's $117 million damage suit to dismiss the amended complaint (BROADCASTING, Sept. 28). Specifically, Judge Mathes denied motions by the five motion picture theater organizations, 12 theater chains and three individuals for reconsideration of his earlier ruling.

Bell says FCC curbs lessen initiative

Howard H. Bell, code authority director of the National Association of Broadcasters, last week told a luncheon meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Association that "every time the FCC imposes a standard of conduct on the broadcaster it tends to dampen that spirit of individual initiative and competition. And if it imposes too many requirements and restrictions on the freedom of the licensee that spirit may be destroyed altogether. And we know, too, that the spirit can suffer from erosion—by the implied threats of a lifted eyebrow."

In defending the NAB codes as voluntary expressions of self-regulation, Mr. Bell was condemning the FCC's aborted attempt to adopt code commercial time standards. Besides lawyers, his audience included members of the NAB radio code board, which had just ended a
meeting in Washington (see page 37), and FCC Chairman E. William Henry and Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde.

Mr. Bell quoted the FCC as saying, after scuttling the time-standards rule-making, that in the future it would give "closer attention" on a case-by-case basis to commercial time. "Does the commission already have a standard they have not announced?" Mr. Bell asked. "Clearly, the implied threat is there, and with it that process of erosion," he said. The FCC "should concede that the government has no business considering this subject at all."

The code authority director said the FCC attempt to turn the codes into government rules caused a temporary hiatus in broadcaster support of the codes. "There was no incentive to raise standards and strengthen the industry's own self-regulatory machinery if the government was going to assume this role," Mr. Bell asserted. Although one reason advanced by the FCC for converting the codes to rules was that code support was low, Mr. Bell said, this was primarily because of a poor job of communication with stations. The code authority has polished its communications, he said, and radio code support in particular has been growing encouragingly—it is now almost 42% of all radio outlets and the NAB's "immediate goal of 50% no longer seems illusory."

Codes Defended * Although it is true that the FCC wanted to adopt the rules, they were not a trap for broadcasters, he said. Without "any program of self-regulation," Mr. Bell said, "the best argument for government to stay out" would have been lost.

Mr. Bell said that "what evolves through the codes is a consensus judgment of what is a reasonable course of conduct." Further, the standards adopted are not rigid and inflexible as government rules must be of necessity. He summed up the NAB's attitude by saying "the code is the broadcaster and those who argue otherwise do an injustice to the whole process of self-regulation as opposed to government interference."

Backing his position that the codes are much more than a "printed document or a plaque to hang on the wall," Mr. Bell said that in the NAB's last fiscal year the code's monitoring in television covered 52,000 hours and an additional 800 hours of qualitative monitoring of program content. In radio, he said, more than 67,000 hours were monitored during the same time.

Citing more stringent code rules adopted during 1964—particularly on pinball and cigarette advertising—Mr. Bell said "the fact that our enforcement is getting tougher is an indication of the desire of the broadcaster to back up a meaningful program in his interests and those of the public."

Who'd suffer most from pay television?

Jack Harris says the viewers, not broadcasters, would be hurt; STV's Weaver disagrees in Hollywood debate

Pay TV offers a real danger to free television, but it is the viewers, not the broadcasters, who will be hurt, Jack Harris, vice president and general manager of KPRC-AM-TV Houston, said Tuesday (Sept. 29) in Los Angeles.

Once three million homes are equipped to receive programs from a subscription television service, the operators of this service could then outbid an advertiser for the rights to a sporting event, or any other program feature now presented to viewers without charge by the American system of television, Mr. Harris declared.

"I believe three million pay TV customers could siphon off from the free screen a great deal of today's fine entertainment," he said. "Thus 5% of the public could disenfranchise the other 95% who either cannot afford pay TV or live in areas where it is not available."

Using the World Series as an example, Mr. Harris commented that with regular season ball games priced at $1.50 on the pay-TV service in Los Angeles and San Francisco, it would be reasonable to assume that this price would be doubled for the series. If there were three million subscribers and half of them watched the series, "that would mean $4.5 million dollars for a game, more than Gillette pays for the entire series. So, more than 50 million homes would be blacked out from an annual event that has become as traditional as Thanksgiving or New Year's Day," he stated.

The Public's View * But when that happens, when the TV freeway becomes a toll road," the viewing public, "acustomed to the best television in the world brought them by the American system of broadcasting," won't let it happen without a protest. "I suspect our men in Washington will begin to hear from their constituents as they have never heard before," Mr. Harris declared. "I believe there will be such a tidal wave of protest as to make last year's March on Washington appear as nothing more than a ripple on a calm day."

But to the TV broadcasters pay television is no threat at all, Mr. Harris told the Hollywood chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. There, as chairman of the NAB Freedom of Information Committee, he was representing the American system of TV broadcasting in a debate with Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, president of Subscription Television Inc., which inaugurated cable pay-TV program service in Los Angeles and San Francisco during the summer.

"While pay TV is getting its three million subscribers, we'll be adding at least that many families to our audience and the subscribers to pay TV will still be spending most of their viewing hours with us. Pay TV won't cut into our audience and it won't cut into our revenue," the Texas broadcaster declared.

"I'm not here for any selfish reason, to protect my own interests or those of the television station operators, because pay TV isn't going to hurt us. I'm here as a public service, to speak on behalf of the more than 52 million American families who now depend on television as their principal source of entertainment, news and information."

Not Stupid * When Mr. Weaver denied that pay TV would "be stupid enough to siphon off programs now on free TV because nobody will pay to see what he's been watching for free," Mr. Harris said he did not believe that other pay-TV operators would accept Mr. Weaver's philosophy.

"They will be investing heavily in their pay TV systems," he said, "and they'll want to get their money back and they'll go after the entertainment that is most popular on free TV. Not only sporting events, but other programs. I predict that Ed Sullivan and The Hollywood Palace will have a hard time getting top performers once pay TV gets going. Entertainment will go where the dollars are."

Mr. Weaver agreed that pay TV would compete for top talent along with theaters, motion pictures, night clubs and the broadcast media, but he insisted that pay TV's great ability is its ability to do the kind of programing that would be impossible for commercial TV stations and networks.

"There'll never be a first-run movie on a TV network," he declared, "because that would destroy the box office in one night and no advertiser could
afford to pay what the producer would have to charge for the picture."

The Sports Scene - In sports, the story is much the same, Mr. Weaver said. Many major league baseball teams have left cities where telecasting of home games was leaving them with empty ball parks and have moved to new cities, where they are not allowing their home games to be televised. The ideal formula is that developed by professional football, he said, where the out-of-town games are put on free TV to whet interest in attending the games when the team plays at home. Pay TV can carry the at-home games without hurting the club's revenue, Mr. Weaver noted.

But the most important part of pay-TV's service, the STV president stated, is its ability to serve minority audiences, special-interest groups too small to interest the commercial sponsor who must have a mass audience. The noncompetitive multiple-channel service makes special interest programming not only possible, but profitable for the pay-TV operator, he asserted, where it could never be either for commercial television broadcasters.

Many UHF's in areas served by CATV's

Video Service Co., in response to a petition to deny the company's application for microwave relay facilities for a community antenna television system in Findlay and Fostoria, both Ohio, last week told the FCC that one out of six presently operating UHF-TV stations came on the air in communities already served by CATV.

The microwave applicant, a subsidiary of Cox Broadcasting Co., which owns 50% of the Findlay-Fostoria CATV, said 22 of the 92 UHF outlets now on the air face competition from CATV's, and that 14 of the 22 UHF's began operation after the CATV service was functioning. Video Service also pointed out that of the 107 UHF stations that have gone dark over the last 12 years, only 10 were in towns served by a CATV system.

Video Service made its filing in answer to a charge by D. H. Overmyer. Mr. Overmyer is applicant for a new TV on channel 79 in Toledo, Ohio. He claims that the proposed CATV system for Findlay and Fostoria would be adverse to the development of UHF service in that area. Mr. Overmyer told the commission that the proposed station would service Findlay and Fostoria with a grade B signal. The channel 79 applicant said if a CATV brings, as proposed, the NBC programing of WLWT (TV) Cincinnati he "might well find it impossible to obtain and retain an NBC affiliation." (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).

Notwithstanding a change in Cox's plans for the CATV, dropping all stations except WOAY-Chicago, Video Service told the commission that Findlay and Fostoria represent only 2% of the 2.2 million residents of channel 79's projected service area. A network affiliation could hardly hinge, Video Service added, on NBC-TV programing being microwaved to the 2%.

Video Service said that when channel 79 goes on the air the CATV will carry its signal, actually increasing its service area. The microwave applicant said its own engineering study indicated the Overmyer proposal would not put a receivable signal over Findlay and would "just barely" reach Fostoria.

Marquette center to study the media

With radio-TV as one of its focal points, a Center for the Study of the American Press has been established by Marquette University, Milwaukee. Purpose of the project will be an evaluation of the news and editorial performance of American newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations.

Donald McDonald, dean of the university's College of Journalism, will direct the center. "This will be a fact-finding, not a fault-finding research program," he commented. "If some of the facts we find happen to be faults, we will not shrink, of course, from reporting them. By the same token, when we find examples of superior journalistic performance, we will report them."

The center will be staffed by 10 members of the journalism faculty, nine consultants from other Marquette departments, three professional consultants and three graduate research assistants. No professional broadcasters are listed among the consultants, although one, Irwin Maier, president and publisher of The Milwaukee Journal, is connected with the licensee of WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee.

An initial five-year projection calls for examination of news media performance in the areas of science, government, education, interracial relations, religious groups, health and medicine, urban affairs, economics, the arts and international relations. Ethical standards of the press and its persuasive function will also be subjects of the study.

Dean McDonald announced plans for annual publication and distribution of the results to "practicing journalists ... as well as other individuals and groups who are interested in the media of mass communications. . . ."
What does it take to be a Wings & Wheels man?

Angelo La Maggio gave us the answer—teamwork.

He’s a Wings & Wheels man, exclusively.

One, of a 200-man team, serving 44 cities and 5000 communities throughout the nation.

He says Wings & Wheels teamwork means service.

The kind he gives our customers.

The kind we try to improve.

Wings & Wheels Personalized Service.

There’s more too:

The industry’s most advanced communications network…
Distribution and procurement services… and others.

The kind of service you should have.

Demand the airfreight forwarding team with 18 years experience.

Wings & Wheels

The automated jetfreight service.

Terminals throughout the nation. Consult your local telephone directory for the one nearest you.
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NBC, WBC start rewinding

Applications filed to return Cleveland, Philadelphia outlets to original owners; compliance date now Nov. 30

NBC and the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last week began unscrambling the trade of broadcasting properties they entered into nine years ago.

The two companies on Monday (Sept. 28) filed applications with the FCC providing for the exchange of NBC's WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia for WBC's KFW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland.

The action is the outgrowth of actions by the Justice Department and the FCC, both of which held that the network coerced WBC into making the original swap in 1955.

An antitrust suit brought by Justice as a result of that trade led in 1959 to a court-ordered consent decree, under which NBC agreed to dispose of its Philadelphia properties.

The deadline for complying with the decree has been postponed three times-most recently last week, when a federal court in Philadelphia moved the date back to Nov. 30. It had been Sept. 30, but was extended at the request of both the network and the Justice Department.

NBC Wanted Boston = NBC had proposed complying with the court order by trading its Philadelphia properties for RKO General Inc. stations in Boston, WNAC-AM-TV and WRKO-FM.

But the FCC on July 30 held that such a move would enable the network to profit from its "misconduct." And, in effect, it ordered the Cleveland-Philadelphia swapback by making renewal of the network's stations in Philadelphia conditional on such a trade (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).

The trade will be even, in accordance with a requirement laid down by the commission, with WBC keeping a $3 million payment the network made to sweeten the 1955 agreement. The commission order also prohibits negotiations for repayment to WBC of profits NBC earned in the more lucrative Philadelphia market.

However, the NBC-WBC agreement provides for some "adjustments," including a $150,000 payment to WBC by NBC. This is said to represent the excess of net additions WBC made to the Cleveland plant over those NBC made to the Philadelphia properties since 1956.

Other adjustments, including the amount each owes the other for payments made for feature films, will be computed on the closing date. This will be within 15 days of the date on which the commission order directing the swapback becomes final.

Before the order can become final, the commission must act on petitions for reconsideration of the July 30 order which were filed by RKO and Philco Broadcasting Co. Philco had sought to supplant NBC on Philadelphia channel 3.

NBC Withdraws Petition = NBC had also sought reconsideration, but it withdrew that petition last week as a preliminary to filing its application for a trade with WBC. The network at the same time filed a notification that it didn't intend to further prosecute its application for a trade with RKO.

The commission, which adopted the order by 5-0 vote, is virtually certain to reject the petitions for reconsideration. Philco and RKO can appeal the commission's decision to the courts. But unless either party requests and is granted a stay by a court, the commission would be free to approve the

D.C. lawyers get CP's for 3 TV's

Construction permits for new UHF TV stations in Miami, St. Louis and San Jose, Calif., have been granted by the FCC to a group principally headed by Vincent B. Welch and Edward P. Morgan of the Washington communications law firm of Welch, Mott & Morgan (Broadcasting, Sept. 14).

The commission voted 5-2 in favor of the grants. Dissenting were Chairman E. William Henry and Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox because of insufficient information by the applicants on their commercial policies.

Principals of the three corporations, who also have applications pending for TV stations in Minneapolis; Columbus, Ohio, and Henderson, Nev., are Messrs. Welch and Morgan, each holding 27.5%; Esterly C. Page, with 20% of the Miami and San Jose stations; Lawrence J. Henderson Jr. and James L. Mcllvaine who each have 12.5% of the Miami and San Jose facilities and 22.5% of the St. Louis station.

The Miami facility, on channel 33, is authorized to Gateway Television Corp.; the San Jose station on channel 48 and the St. Louis facility on channel 30 are authorized to Urban Television Corp. and Globe Television Corp., respectively.

According to Mr. Morgan, the three stations are expected to be on the air by June 1, 1965.
EIMAC

4CX3000A powers new 1 KW single-tube AM broadcast transmitter

The Vanguard I is a new 1 KW AM broadcast transmitter from Gates Radio. It contains all solid state circuitry - except for one tube. That tube is Eimac's 4CX3000A. The result is a compact transmitter with extremely reliable performance and ease of maintenance. There were many reasons why Gates chose Eimac's 4CX3000A. It offers excellent gain with low drive requirements.

It's compact, rugged. And like all Eimac tubes, it's noted for long life. There are many reasons why you should investigate an Eimac power tube for your transmitter designs. If we don't already have the one you need, we'll design it for you.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC., San Carlos, Calif.

In Europe, contact Eitel-McCullough, S.A.,
15 rue du Jeu-de-l'Arc, Geneva, Switzerland
Renewals deferred over CATV ownership

FCC takes prolonged look at renewal applications of TV stations owning CATV systems in same city

The FCC is taking a long, hard look at license-renewal applications of television stations whose owners have interests, real or potential, in community antenna television systems in the same communities.

This became apparent last week when the commission deferred the renewal applications of two Ohio stations whose owners are interested in CATV's in the communities served by the stations.

The licensees — Cox Broadcasting Corp. and Northwestern Ohio Broadcasting Corp.—reportedly will be asked, in effect, to justify ownership of both CATV and television stations in the same community.

The commission last week, in addition, attached a condition to the license renewals it granted three Ohio stations owned by Crosley Broadcasting Corp., which is connected with CATV's outside that state.

The applications deferred were those for WHIO-TV Dayton, owned by Cox, and WIMA-TV Lima, owned by Northwestern. Cox has applied for a CATV franchise in Dayton. And, with Northwestern, it owns a franchise for Lima. The system is not yet operating.

The decision to defer the renewals is in accordance with previous expressions of concern by the FCC in connection with cross-ownership of CATV's and TV stations in the same community.

The commission last January held an oral argument before approving the sale of the only TV station in Clarksburg, W. Va., WBOY-TV, to the owner of the CATV system there, Northern West Virginia Television Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting, Jan. 13).

Following its approval of that sale, the commission issued a notice of inquiry soliciting comments and information on the question of cross-ownership of CATV and television stations (Broadcasting, April 20).

The commission also indicated, in announcing approval of the Clarksburg sale, that pending conclusion of the notice of inquiry proceeding, it would scrutinize carefully all applications involving common ownership (Broadcasting, March 16).

The principal question concerning the FCC in the Clarksburg case was whether Northern West Virginia would subordinate the interests of the television station, which relies on the sale of advertising time, to those of the cable operation, which has a stable income provided by subscribers.

The commission, presumably, will ask Cox and Northwestern whether they are prepared to offer assurances that their television stations would be protected from any adverse impact from a commonly owned CATV system.

The condition imposed on the renewals granted the Crosley stations—WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD-TV) Dayton, and WWC-TV) Columbus—relates to the notice of inquiry. The commission said the renewals were "without prejudice" to the action it might take as a result of that inquiry.

Crosley is a subsidiary of Avco Inc., which has joined with Meredith Publishing Co. to build and buy CATV systems. The new company, called Meredith-Avco Inc., now owns or holds franchises for 17 CATV systems in six states.

Commission officials indicated that the procedures followed in the cases of Cox, Northwestern and Crosley will be followed in all license-renewal proceedings involving licensees having CATV interests.

Although the groundwork for the procedure followed by the commission last week was laid months ago—in the Clarksburg case and the notice of inquiry—the agency has only recently acquired the information on which to act.

The data was provided by licensees in their responses to a questionnaire on CATV ownership that the commission issued in August (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).

Forest fire levels

KGUD Santa Barbara

Fires hit California late last month, bringing damage and destruction to the vineyard country north of San Francisco and Santa Ynez mountains area surrounding Santa Barbara. Hardest hit of broadcast operations was KGUD-AM-FM Santa Barbara, whose transmitting...
Baseball’s status is now in question

A quiet investigation of the CBS-Yankees deal being conducted by the staff of the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee isn’t to determine whether any laws have been violated.

The subcommittee is concerned whether there should be any antitrust laws to prevent such a transaction.

And it’s also looking into the deal because enough senators and congressmen think it proves baseball is “big business” to hold up Senate action on an omnibus antitrust exemption bill that was pending when the CBS purchase of 80% of the Yankees for $11.2 million was announced (BROADCASTING, Aug. 17).

Subcommittee sources said last week that until the CBS-Yankees deal is cleared up chances are very bad for passage of the sports bill, S. 2391, and in any case, nothing is likely to happen to it until next year. Other sources say prospects for the bill were dim anyway, partly because some legislators objected to the rumored plans of some teams to move to new cities in search of economic gain.

If any laws have been violated, a subcommittee spokesman said, it’s the Justice Department’s job to find out. But even if none have, he continued, some of the subcommittee members wonder whether new legislation may be needed to prevent future actions like this. He said the staff is examining the whole question to try to resolve these doubts.

CBS maintains that its purchase of the Yankees doesn’t violate any antitrust laws and doesn’t make baseball “big business.” Furthermore, it said, the deal doesn’t give CBS a privileged position in

facilities were completely destroyed. State officials refused to even estimate the dollar loss, but said that the AM and FM transmitters, microwave facilities, studio equipment and test apparatus were virtually disintegrated. A small generator building, the broadcast towers and the charred walls of the studio building are all that remain standing.

Joe Benes, general manager, said that Sherrill Corwin, president of Metropolitan Theaters, licensee of the KOUD stations, is determined to rebuild as rapidly as possible, but that the imminent rainy season might disrupt these plans. The station location, on national forest land, is accessible from Gibraltar Road, three miles beyond the Santa Barbara city limits, but heavy rains could make the normally hazardous road impassable for extended periods.

A guide to WAVE watchers—native “birds” of the Louisville area

Red-beaked Pillgulper

Thirty-fourth place! That’s where Red-beaked Pillgulpers pushed the Louisville Metro Area in Drug Store Sales last year—five places higher than Louisville’s 39th place in metro area population! (Figures from SRDS.) WAVE-TV is the perfect prescription when it comes to reaching this market. Here’s why you can reach more Red-beaked Pillgulpers on WAVE-TV:

- WAVE-TV leads in total market coverage—reaching more Louisville-area TV homes than any other station (567,400 TV homes vs. 445,700 for its nearest competitor—a WAVE bonus of more than 120,000 homes!*

- WAVE-TV means TV leadership in the Louisville market—first on the air, first to carry network color, and only station that transmits local, live color—altogether an average of 40 hours a week of local and network color viewing.

* Source: ARB Market Coverage Information.

WAVE-TV
Channel 3 • NBC • Louisville
Represented by The Katz Agency
Norfolk media group buys Greensboro TV

The application for the sale of the Greensboro News Co., Greensboro, N. C., which owns WFMY-TV, two newspapers and an engraving plant, to Norfolk-Portsmouth Newspapers Inc., was filed last week with the FCC. Purchase price would be $17,164,875.

Though not specified in the filing, it is believed that the TV property consideration is in the $7.5-$10 million neighborhood (BROADCASTING, Sept. 7).

Greensboro News publishes the morning Daily News, with 92,000 circulation, and the evening Record with 33,000 circulation. WFMY-TV, a CBS affiliate on channel 2, covers Greensboro-High Point-Winston-Salem.

The selling company is principally owned by the family of the late Edwin B. Jeffress (Carl O. Jeffress, president; Edwin B. Jeffress Jr., Sara J. Jolly, Rebecca J. Barney and Mary L. Jeffress McLean, all 11.4% each). Other stockholders are Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. (19.95%), which owns WBT and WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N. C., and WBT and WBTV(TV) Florence, S. C.; Margaret A. Godbye (19.95%) and attorney Beverly C. Moore (2.65%).

Norfolk-Portsmouth Newspapers, a subsidiary of The Ledger-Dispatch Corp., owns WTRF Radio-TV Corp., licensee of WTAM-FM-TV Norfolk, Va., and community antenna systems in Beckley and Princeton, both West Virginia, and Roanoke Rapids, N. C. Also, it publishes the morning Virginian-Pilot and the afternoon Star-Ledger.

Under the sales proposal, Greensboro News would transfer 7,945 shares of no-par value common stock to Norfolk-Portsmouth Newspapers for $2,275 per share.

Frank Batten is publisher of Norfolk-Portsmouth, while Robert M. Lambe is president and director of WTRF Radio-TV Corp., licensee of the stations.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED: The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

- WONE-FM Dayton, Ohio: Sold by Brush-Moore Newspapers to S. Bernard Berk and family for $1.5 million. Mr. Berk is president and, with his son, Roger G. Berk, principal owner of WAKR-AM AKRON, Ohio. Brush-Moore also owns WHBC-AM-FM Canton, Ohio, where it publishes the Canton Repository. It also publishes other newspapers in Ohio and other states.

- WONE-FM, established in 1949, operates fulltime on 980 kc with 5 kw. WONE-FM, established in 1959, operates on 104.7 mc with 14.5 kw.

- KDON Salinas, Calif.: Sold by John B. Rushmer and associates to Sheldon F. Sackett for $237,500. Mr. Sackett, publisher of the Coos Bay (Ore.) World, is the licensee of KOOS in that city and is the former owner of KVAN (now KISN), Vancouver, Wash.-Portland, Ore., and of KROW (now KABL Oregon) Oakland-San Francisco). He also has interests in a cable system serving Twin Falls, Idaho, and in the Olympic Press, Oakland, Wash. KDON operates fulltime on 1460 kc with 5 kw; it was founded in 1935. Broker: Blackburn & Co.

- WQDY Calais, Maine: Sold by John H. Vondell Jr. to (Buffalo) Bob Smith for $110,000. Mr. Smith, of Howdy Doody fame, has a summer residence in Maine and a camp in the Calais area. WQDY is fulltime on 1230 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w night. Broker: Hamilton-Landis & Associates.


APPROVED: The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (FOR THE RECORD, page 85).

- WMU Tampa, Fla.: Sold by John M. Williams.
McLendon to W. W. Giles and Salvador Gianquinto for $183,000. Other McLendon Ebony Stations are WOKJ Jackson, Miss., and WENN Birmingham, Ala. WYOU is a daytimer on 1550 kc with 10 kw.

- KUXI Ukiah, Calif.: Sold by Marguerite E. Sims to Daniel S. Guberry for $175,000 and agreement not to compete. KUXI operates fulltime on 1400 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w night.
- KWER Midland, Tex.: Sold by George Harrell Vaught to Winston Joe and Helen B. Deane for $117,000 plus $12,500 for agreement not to compete. Mr. Deane owns KOTN-AM-FM Pine Bluff, Ark. KWER is a 1 kw daytimer on 1600 kc.

Station sale doesn't affect $1,000 fine

The FCC ordered Forrest G. Conley, former owner of KTOW Sand Springs, Okla., last week to pay a fine of $1,000 for failure to have a licensed full-time, first class operator at KTOW during a three-month period in 1963.

The commission notified Mr. Conley of his penalty in a July 22 notice of apparent liability. Six days later, the FCC granted assignment of KTOW's license to Big Chief Broadcasting Company of Tulsa Inc.

In the order the FCC stated that Mr. Conley's response "advanced no valid reasons to warrant reduction" of the fine. Mr. Conley had said he thought employment of a first-class operator on a parttime basis was permitted under the commission's revised rules.

The commission staff said that the fact Mr. Conley is no longer the station's owner does not prohibit the FCC from imposing the fine.

Media reports . . .

Acquisition - John F. Hurlbut and his wife, majority owners and operators of WVMC Mount Carmel, Ill., have purchased the Obling (Ill.) Oracle, a weekly newspaper founded in 1874, effective Oct. 1. They acquired WVMC in 1961 and purchased the Mount Carmel Daily Republican-Register in 1963.

Denver outlet - KTLN Denver announced last week its affiliation with Intermountain Network Inc. KTLN, owned by Radio Denver Inc., will become the Denver affiliate of IMN. The Denver Broncos football games and other features broadcast by KTLN will be fed to IMN affiliates and news coverage will be fed from KTLN to the network.

New affiliate - WOND Pleasantville, N. J., affiliated with ABC Radio last Monday (Sept. 28). The station, formerly independent, operates with 1 kw day and 250 w night on 1400 kc and is owned by South Jersey Radio Inc. WOND is affiliated with WMOM(FM) Atlantic City.

TV's social importance

Television, "... in its brief history . . ." NBC Board Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff believes, "... has already done as much as any other single force to bring to the consciousness of the total public a range of social problems extending from those as ancient as racial prejudice to those as modern as juvenile delinquency."

Mr. Sarnoff addressed his observations on television's sociological importance at the "kickoff" dinner for the United Givers Fund held at the International Inn, Washington, last Thursday (Oct. 1). The speech was entitled "A New Renaissance of Creativity in the Arts and Sciences" that, according to Mr. Sarnoff, is symbolized by television and the computer.

WMCA agency - Van Brunt & Co., Advertising Marketing Inc., New York, has been named to handle advertising and promotion for WMCA New York and its parent organization, the Straus Broadcasting Group. Edwin Van Brunt, executive vice president of agency, is account supervisor.

High school seminar - Some 125 students have signed up for the annual fall meeting of the West Virginia High School Broadcasters Association, the WVBA announced last week. The seminar will be held Oct. 10 at Morris Harvey College, Charleston. Harry Brawley, WCBS-TV Charleston, will be chairman of the meeting.

Boston UHF television begins operations

A new Boston UHF television station, destined to perform both commercial and educational functions, began equipment tests Sept. 29.

Austin A. Harrison, general manager, announced that initiation of commercial programming is planned for today (Oct. 5), with educational programming to follow a week later. WINS-TV (ch. 38) will feature educational material from...
9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and a regular commercial schedule from 3 p.m. to 12 midnight.

The station is owned by the Boston Catholic Television Center, under the direction of the Rt. Rev. Walter L. Flaherty.

ARB starts overnight radio measurements

The American Research Bureau last week offered radio surveys of in-home listening as a regular part of its overnight measurement service. Such surveys previously were made only on a special basis.

Stations listened to, programs, shares of audience and sets-in-use estimates will be tabulated from the radio data, taken by the telephone coincidental survey technique in local markets throughout the country. The methods are basically the same as those used for ARB’s local television audience reports, and a combination radio-TV survey will be offered for clients with dual interests.

NARA makes plans for Negro training program

The National Association of Radio Announcers has completed plans for a technical training program for radio station operation, Chuck Johnson, West Coast regional director of NARA and president of the Los Angeles chapter, announced.

The plan calls for an 8-to-10 week seminar, to be taught by professionals. It will use the facilities of KCRW(FM) Santa Monica, Calif., educational station owned and operated by that community’s school system. The purpose is to provide training for men and women to prepare them for work in the field of radio broadcasting, with minority group members particularly in mind. NARA is predominantly a Negro organization.

The course, as outlined by Mr. Johnson, comprises 12 courses, each to be offered on a five-days-a-week schedule, with a minimum of five hours and a maximum of 10 hours a week in any one subject. The courses are: equipment maintenance, controls handling and logging, remote control techniques, recording techniques, programing and program scheduling, station management, directing, writing, performing arts — announcing and acting, sportscasting, newscasting, disk jockey techniques.

“We believe that this kind of activity is of the utmost importance if the disadvantaged minority are to find an acceptable place for themselves in society,” Mr. Johnson said. “These men and women can be helped toward becoming functioning and contributing members in the broadcasting industry. It is our conviction that a professional training program is one solution to this problem and should be coordinated with other activity currently being undertaken by other agencies.” If the California school proves successful, NARA hopes to establish similar institutions in other cities across the country.

Commemorative calls

The initials of a pioneer high-power broadcaster will be enshrined in the call letters of a new station at the university he served as dean of engineering—New Mexico State.

KRWG(FM), a 1-kw stereo education outlet, will honor Ralph W. Goddard. He built KOB at the university in 1919, and, driven by a dream of covering the whole state from one station, continually increased its power to a high of 10 kw a year before his accidental death in 1929.

After his death, New Mexico State sold KOB, which was moved from University Park to Albuquerque. The university was scheduled to return to the air with KRWG on Thursday (Oct. 1).

Theater TV draws football fans

Theater television is finding football a profitable commodity. Last Monday’s (Sept. 28) game between the Detroit Lions and the Green Bay Packers, picked up live and fed to three Detroit theaters via closed circuit TV, attracted 5,426 customers at $5 each, nearly three-quarters of the total capacity of 7,493 seats in the three houses. The game was the first of four home games of the Lions which will be shown in Detroit theaters this season.

Irving H. Levin, head of TCT, which is handling theater presentation of football games in New York, Chicago and Detroit, observed that “the unprecedented success of this initial theater telecast of the Lions’ 1964 home games is clear proof of the dramatic future of closed-circuit TV in theaters presenting top-flight sporting and other entertainment.” TCT is a joint venture of National General Corp.’s Theater Colorvision subsidiary and International Telemeter Corp., a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures.

ETV channel change OK’d

The FCC last week reserved channel 33 in Harrisburg, Pa., for educational use. It also granted the South Central Educational Broadcasting Council permission to operate WITF-TV Hershey, Pa., on that channel, instead of channel 65.

The construction permit for silent WDTV(TV) on channel 33 in Harrisburg, held by the Hudson Broadcasting Corp., was deleted after Hudson’s consent to the reservation and deletion.

Channel 65 in Harrisburg was made available for commercial use in place of channel 33.

Empire State leases renewed

New York City’s seven VHF stations have renewed their leases to transmit from the top of the Empire State Building, it was announced last week. The new leases extend for 20 years and cover related office space in the building. Fees and rentals will amount to almost $25 million, according to Helmsley-Spear Inc., managing and leasing agent for the building.

The VHF stations in the transaction are WCBS-TV (ch. 2), WNBC-TV (ch. 4), WNEW-TV (ch. 5), WABC-TV (ch. 7), WOR-TV (ch. 9), WPIX (ch. 11) and WNYT (ch. 13). An agreement is expected to be signed shortly with the New York City-owned UHF station, WNYC-TV (ch. 31).
PKL stockholders OK new stock and split

Papert, Koenig, Lois, New York advertising agency, last week took the first steps toward listing of its stock on the American Stock Exchange. PKL's stock is now traded over the counter.

A stockholder meeting unanimously approved the following amendments to the corporation's charter: an increase in the amount of capital stock by 200,000 class A shares and 41,818 class B shares, with a par value of 30 cents each, a three-for-two stock split of all class A and class B shares of capital stock, and approval of a stock option plan that would increase the number of shares available for option.

An increase in the number of shares and the stock split would enable PKL to fulfill certain ownership requirements needed for listing on the American exchange. Increased prestige was cited at the meeting as one factor behind the move for listing on the exchange.

The stock option plan, which will be registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission, will make more shares available for option, and is designed as an inducement for employees of the corporation.

Two other advertising agencies, Doyle Dane Bernbach, and Foote, Cone & Belding, are publicly owned. FC&B stockholders will vote Oct. 15 on a stock-split proposal. The stock split would enable FC&B to fulfill one of the requirements for its proposed listing on the New York Stock Exchange.

AB-PT wins report Oscar

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters, New York, will receive a first place award for the best stockholder annual report in the broadcasting industry. The award will be presented as part of the 24th annual report survey sponsored by Financial World, the nation's oldest business and financial weekly. In the broadcasting classification, Taft Broadcasting was runner-up, while Storer Broadcasting placed third. AB-PT will receive a bronze Oscar-of-industry trophy symbolizing the award at this year's annual awards banquet in New York on Oct. 27.
New attack aims at excise tax

TV set manufacturers will ask new Congress to repeal 10% tax; move follows attempt to get reduction this year

Television manufacturers, unable to persuade Congress to provide excise tax relief for all-channel TV receivers, have decided to concentrate on seeking complete repeal of the 10% manufacturers' excise tax on all TV sets when Congress resumes next year.

The move was voted by the executive committee of the consumer products division of the Electronic Industries Association at the EIA meeting in Boston a fortnight ago.

The committee decided that the industry's initial proposal of a reduction from 10% to 5%, with a limitation of $8 on all-channel TV receivers would no longer be adequate relief for the industry. It voted to seek complete repeal of the tax on all radio and TV sets and on phonographs when the House Ways & Means Committee begins drafting an excise tax reduction for the new Congress.

The manufacturers began seeking tax relief immediately after April 30 when all TV sets manufactured in the U. S. had to be capable of receiving all channels. This was in response to a law passed by Congress in 1962. The FCC established the April 30 cut-off date for the production of anything other than all-channel sets.

At first EIA, speaking for the TV makers, sought a decrease of the 10% tax on manufacturers' prices to 5%. After it was alleged that this would give some manufacturers a windfall—since the cost of the additional tuner for UHF would be less than the amount reduced—the industry accepted the proposal that the tax be reduced by $8 to cover the additional cost. Representatives of the industry appeared before the House committee in early summer, but no action was ever taken on the request.

Zenith shows 25-inch color set

Zenith Sales Corp., Chicago, introduced the company's first 25-inch rectangular color-TV set to distributors last week. The set carries a suggested retail price of $795 and limited quantities will start to distribution lines in October, according to L. C. Truesdell, president.

Zenith's new 25-inch rectangular tube is a three-gun shadow mask model, four inches shorter than the round 21-inch tube. It is being produced by a Zenith subsidiary, Rauland Corp., which is also producing the 21-inch tube.

Metro/Kalvar unveils instant film processor

Metro/Kalvar, a division of MGM, last week demonstrated its new 16 mm motion picture printer-processor. The instant black-and-white prints provided by the printer-processor were exhibited via closed-circuit television.

Metro/Kalvar was formed in 1961 to develop, market and distribute the film process in its application to TV and films. The film is sensitive only to ultra-violet light, and therefore, the entire duplication process is carried out under normal room light. Printing and processing are accomplished in a single, continuous, completely dry operation.

The film and equipment, MGM said, will be made available to the television public for use by the film industry.

Color set sales to top 1 million in 1964

The sale of color television receivers will reach 1.3 million units this year, up from the estimated 747,000 shipped by manufacturers to distributors last year, and three times the 438,000 shipped in 1962.

This is the prediction of Dr. Harper Q. North, Thompson Ramo Woolridge vice president and president of the Electronic Industries Association. Dr. North made his observations at the EIA fall conference in Boston Sept. 24 (Broadcasting, Sept. 29).

The 1.3 million color TV units predicted by Dr. North are valued at $750 million, it is estimated. This is more than half the total valuation of $1.2 billion estimated by Dr. North for the sale of all TV receivers, both black-and-white and color, this year which covers about 9.2 million sets (including those made for export). In 1963, approximately 7.13 million TV receivers were valued at $1.03 billion.

In 1963, according to the Census Bureau's most recent survey of manufacturing, there were 747,000 color TV units, valued at $257.65 million, shipped to distributors. In 1962, 438,000 units, valued at $154.4 million, were shipped, the Census Bureau estimates.

By mid-September, Dr. North noted, the number of color TV sets shipped had already exceeded the full shipment of 747,000 for the whole year of 1963. The total by the week ending Sept. 18, it is learned, was 923,000.

Portables Slide 4 The picture for home radio shipments is not as bright as that for TV.

The sale of home radios is seen as declining, Dr. North said. This is due primarily, he observed, to a 20% drop in the sale of portables this year. Manufacturing sources indicate, however, that about half of this decline will be made up by imports.

Dr. North estimated the total value of 1964 home radios to be $155 million, compared to $177 million last year. Auto radio sales, however, should move forward, he said, with a value of $210 million for this year, compared to $206 million last year.

In 1964, there will be 9.8 million home radios sold, it is estimated, compared to 10.135 million units sold in 1963. Auto radio sales, which reached 7.95 million last year, should reach 8.5 million, EIA sources said.

Thus far, according to trade estimates, more than 4.7 million portable radios were imported through July 31 from Japan. This compares to about 4.2 million imported from Japan last year for the same period.

For the first seven months, over 300,000 TV sets were sent to the U. S. from Japan; in the same period last year this figure was almost 195,-000.
industry in early 1965 and later to the theatrical and nontheatrical markets. The printer-processor was exhibited and demonstrated at the MGM home office in New York and at the Sept. 28-Oct. 2 conference of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers in New York.

FCC extends time for CAR comments

The FCC last Monday (Sept. 28) granted the National Community Television Association and the National Association of Microwave Common Carriers an extension of time for filing comments on licensing of microwave facilities to relay TV signals to community antenna TV systems.

The commission action failed to establish a definite date for the filings, pending a further order. The original deadline was Thursday (Oct. 1).

The associations had requested that the deadline be extended to Jan. 4, 1965 (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).

The commission’s proposed rules would establish a new service, community antenna relay (CAR), designed to accommodate the potential growth of CATV systems and provide more efficient usage of the spectrum allocated to them.

Meanwhile, Tri-State TV Translator Association, representing translator owners in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming, asked the commission to halt its inquiry into the proposed rulingmaking.

In a petition filed Thursday (Oct. 1), Tri-State noted that the FCC has no orderly plan for the expansion of microwave facilities servicing CATV systems and that the proposed rulingmaking would in no way improve matters. Also, that the commission’s TV allocations plan, at this time, considers only existence and development of the free broadcast TV system.

Comments on legal and other aspects of the proposed rules are due January 4, 1965.

EIA divisions at odds on TV set labeling

Does the American consumer care whether the TV receiver he buys is made with foreign parts? It depends on which division of the Electronic Industries Association you speak to—consumer products or parts.

Both have submitted letters to the Federal Trade Commission on the subject of labeling of radio and TV sets with imported parts, and each disagrees with the other.

Consumer Products’ Jack L. Wayman told the FTC’s H. Paul Butz, trade regulation rules chief, that no such labeling is needed. There’s no deception to the consumer, he said, and neither the Better Business Bureau nor the Washington BBB report ever having any complaint on this score.

The rule would be exceedingly difficult to administer, Mr. Wayman said, because there would have to be a determination whether the imported parts are important parts of the receiver.

American consumers seem to like imported articles, Mr. Wayman observed. Over 50% of all home radios sold annually in the United States are imported from abroad, he noted; this becomes 75% for transistor portable radios.

The opposite tack is taken by Eugene L. Stewart, special counsel for EIA’s parts division. He reported to Mr. Butz that a special survey made for the parts division shows that 81.5% of the families responding said they are interested in knowing whether foreign parts are in the radio or TV set being considered for purchase. Of this group, 94.1% are in favor of 100% U. S.-made sets. And, 76.8% of all respondents oppose U. S. sets containing parts or components.

suffice to...

"Why don’t we," oriental advertising man Suffice To’s boss-san asked, “proclaim our all new, exciting fall programming which CKLW-Television premiered September 7 in the Detroit area?” Bowing, Suffice To answered: “Time Buyer, he know about the 1964-65 season over CKLW-Television." The boss-san nodded: “Ah, so! But then what should we say, Suffice To?” Replied the latter: “Suffice to say we have low-cost per thousand one-minute Avails in Prime Time using CKLW’s Orbit Plan or fixed position spots in our newly acquired first run off-the-networks properties—most honorable THE DETECTIVES, venerable GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, esteemed TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS, exalted STAGECOACH WEST!”
Weaver has interest in $3,000 home-TV tape recorder

A home-television tape recorder, developed in West Germany by Loewe-Opta A. G., was demonstrated in New York last week by Video-Medical Electronics Corp., which expects to distribute the equipment in this country. The unit would be priced to consumers at approximately $3,000.

Considerable attention had been drawn to the introduction of the prototype recorder when it was learned that Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, president of Subscription Television Inc., is a director of Video-Medical Electronics and is considering the equipment in relation to pay-television service of STV (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Sept. 28).

Mr. Weaver has a financial interest in VME. The amount was not disclosed, but it is said to be a personal investment not made through STV.

Viewers of last week's demonstration were impressed by the reproducibility of the model, although there were doubts expressed about the popularity of the equipment at a $3,000 price level.

The recorder has a tape speed of six inches per second; an eight-inch reel of tape would give a running time of one hour. It uses video tape of one-inch width priced at about $40 for an eight-inch reel. The unit, which has a head speed of 20 meters (787.4 inches) per second, is fully transistorized.

Officials of Loewe-Opta present at the demonstration said production of the recorder would begin in 1965 and that by the end of that year, 3,000 units might be available.

There are still no reports of manufacturers obtaining rights for production of the Fairchild, Telcan or Par Vision home-TV tape recorders. These are projected as lower-priced models—$200-$300—all having stationary recorder heads, said to be the principal factor in producing a low-cost model. However, these models have much higher tape speeds, ranging from 30-120 inches per second.

Cinera, Inc., which has rights to the British-developed Telcan, has been in financial difficulty. The company has announced it would have to seek protection from creditors under a bankruptcy proceeding unless it could gain a new financing arrangement. Cinera has a reported loss of more than $5 million in the first half of the current year.

made by foreign companies.

Mr. Stewart recommended that a rule be promulgated requiring disclosure that a radio or TV set contains foreign parts.

The Federal Trade Commission earlier this year issued a complaint against Motorola, charging that it did not disclose that it uses some foreign parts in its TV receivers. The case was dismissed without adjudication, but the FTC asked for comments on whether a rule should or should not be established.

Duopoly rules changed on UHF

The FCC's duopoly rules were changed last week to allow UHF television station licensees to apply for major changes in the facilities of commonly-owned stations with grade B service contour overlap. The commission said such applications will be considered on a case-by-case basis and that the rule amendment applies only to stations granted before last Wednesday (Sept. 30).

The public notice also said that the FCC denied all petitions for reconsideration of the new overlap rules adopted May 20. The request for reconsideration was filed by CBS and a number of TV station group owners (BROADCASTING, July 13). The rules became effective July 13.

In easing the rules for UHF, the commission said: "A number of UHF stations filed originally for relatively limited facilities with the hope of expanding later as the economics of this service warranted. The commission feels that to deny such stations the opportunity to improve service might thwart the development of UHF and conceivably lead to a station's demise, thus lessening diversity and competition."

The FCC added it does not think that "...the number of UHF stations authorized is not large enough that their overlap would substantially impinge on over-all diversity of programing and opportunity for competition."

New Curves for UHF • The commission said "... in the near future..." it plans to propose new curves to be used in computing grade B contours of UHF operations, replacing the Figure 9 standard adopted with the new overlap standards. This announcement was made in denying a petition of American Broadcasting Stations Inc. which asked the commission to return to the "Appendix A" curves adopted in 1956.

An FCC staff official said that the curves soon to be proposed would be somewhere in between the Figure 9 and "Appendix A" curves. The present Figure 9 curves are based on the signal intensity for channels 2 through 6. The new curves result from the commission's UHF propogation study in New York and recommendations of the Television Allocation Study Organization, founded in 1956 to study technical aspects of UHF and VHF television.

The commission said that the duopoly rules state that "...in individual cases, if the applicant can show it to be in the public interest not to use Figure 9, its application will be given individual consideration."

Clarifications • A TV satellite station having a grade B contour overlap with a commonly owned, operated or controlled nonsatellite parent station may subsequently become a nonsatellite with local studios and locally originated pro-
graming," the commission said. It added "language" to the duopoly rules "to make clear" such conversion of a satellite is possible.

However, it added, "such commonly owned nonsatellite stations with grade B overlap may not be transferred or assigned to a single person, group or entity."

The FCC also clarified the rules to show that they permit major changes in AM, FM and TV stations if the resulting overlap is not greater than it was before the change. CBS and American Broadcasting Stations asked for this clarification, the commission said.

Technical topics...

Exciting exciter • Gates Radio Co., Quincy, Ill., has developed an SSB exciter, SG-70, featuring a simplified control system with only two tuning adjustments. Other features, according to the manufacturer, include 10 crystal controlled channels, positive channel selection, input for external synthesizer, and adjustable carrier insertion. The SG-70 will be available in December.

Expansion coming • National Video Corp., Chicago, plans to double its color picture tube capacity by next May.

Two GE divisions are combined

General Electric Co.'s visual communications products division, Syracuse, N. Y., last week was integrated with GE's radio and television division.

The radio and television division consolidates GE's television receiver department in Syracuse; audio products department, Decatur, Ill.; radio receiver department, Utica, N. Y., and the Schenectady, N. Y., stations WRGB(TV), WGY and WGFM(FM).

The visual communications products division manufactures and markets color and monochrome TV broadcast equipment and closed-circuit television systems. R. C. Wilson is division manager.

New 500 Series...

World's Most Advanced Cartridge Tape Equipment

From the established leader in tape cartridge systems—SPOTMASTER—comes today's most advanced units, the 500B series. Featuring all-modular, all-solid-state design and your choice of 1, 2 or 3 automatic electronic cueing tones, the 500B continues the SPOTMASTER tradition of superior quality at sensible prices.

Check these other SPOTMASTER features:

• Meets or exceeds all existing and proposed NAB standards.
• Popular 500A series, today serving over 1,000 stations world-wide, now available at new low prices.
• 14 models match every programming need: recorder-playback and playback-only...compact and rack-mount...monophonic and stereo.
• Delayed Programming option permits instant deletion of objectionable material from live originations.
• Heavy duty construction throughout, with rugged hysteresis synchronous motors, top specs and performance.
• Lease/purchase option. Ironclad guarantee for one full year.

Write for complete information:

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
8800 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. JU 8-4983 (301)
Commercial TV gross in Britain goes up

Advertising expenditures in TV and print in Britain during the April-June period this year was 12% higher than the corresponding period in 1963, according to the Statistical Review of Press and TV Advertising. Advertisers spent \$84,607,600 on television, an increase of nearly 13%. This includes the 11% time sales tax. Press advertising revenue was \$126,137,200, a rise of 12%.

For the first six months of 1964, the Review said that the gross expenditure on TV, excluding taxes, was \$151,636,800, a 13.37% rise over the first six months of 1963.

Details of commercial television companies' revenue given by the Review were (Gross revenue excluding time sales tax):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jan.-June</th>
<th>Jan.-June</th>
<th>Rise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rediffusion</td>
<td>$11,656,400</td>
<td>$13,050,800</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Television</td>
<td>12,518,800</td>
<td>14,137,200</td>
<td>12.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC Television</td>
<td>5,270,800</td>
<td>10,309,600</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granada</td>
<td>12,507,200</td>
<td>15,069,600</td>
<td>11.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish</td>
<td>3,356,400</td>
<td>4,631,200</td>
<td>17.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television Wales &amp; West*</td>
<td>3,576,400</td>
<td>4,242,000</td>
<td>19.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>3,566,400</td>
<td>4,242,000</td>
<td>19.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyne Tees</td>
<td>2,336,800</td>
<td>2,887,600</td>
<td>23.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglia</td>
<td>1,887,200</td>
<td>2,097,200</td>
<td>11.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulster</td>
<td>954,800</td>
<td>1,156,000</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westward</td>
<td>1,173,200</td>
<td>1,425,200</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border</td>
<td>638,400</td>
<td>691,600</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grampian</td>
<td>649,600</td>
<td>728,000</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>156,000</td>
<td>210,000</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales, West &amp; North*</td>
<td>389,000</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wales, West & North merged with Television Wales & West on Jan. 27, 1964.

Switzerland plans for commercial TV

Commercial television in Switzerland will probably start Feb. 1, 1965, according to Swiss agency reports. Commercials will be confined to weekdays and to nighttime slots between 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. The rate quoted for a 60-second commercial is 10,000 Swiss francs (about \$2,500). This would comprise the entire network with German, French and Italian-language regional sub-networks. Price quoted for the German sub-net alone is sfr 6,000 for 60 seconds, sfr 2,000 for the French-speaking area of Switzerland and sfr 2,000 for the Italian-language area.

The figures given are estimates. There has not yet been an official announcement. However, the Swiss government has passed a bill permitting commercial TV.

Move to promote U.S. color abroad starts

A group of U. S. executives, representing American manufacturers, met last week in New York to organize an attempt to "sell" the U. S. color TV standards to European countries.

The group plans to work with international organizations, through U. S. government agencies and private channels to convince the European countries that the National Television System Committee's technical standards for color TV are best.

European broadcasters have been considering color standards; in addition to the NTSC standards, proposed has been a French development known as SECAM, and a German proposal known as PAL. Both are variations on the NTSC standards.

Meeting under the auspices of the Electronic Industries Association, the group included Fred Lack and Virgil Graham, both EIA engineering department; Jack L. Wayman, EIA consumer products division; Dorman Israel, Emerson; Theodore A. Smith, RCA. Also attending was Donald S. Parris, director, office of scientific and technical equipment, business and defense services administration, Department of Commerce.

BBG sets '65 dates; postpones color talks

Canada's regulatory body, Board of Broadcast Governors, will hold five public hearings during 1965: on Jan. 19, March 23, June 15, Sept. 14 and Nov. 2. The announcement from Ottawa, BBG headquarters, said all the meetings will be in Ottawa, except that of March 23 which will be held at Vancouver, B. C. The sessions will last from a few days to a week, dependent
A planned discussion on color television set for Nov. 3 at Ottawa has been postponed, because a special commission appointed by the Canadian government, is still studying the question, along with other television broadcasting problems. This special commission, headed by Robert M. Fowler, who was chairman of the 1957 Royal Commission on Broadcasting, is to have its report ready early next year.

International film sales...

The Lucy Show (Desilu Sales): Associated Rediffusion, England; CTV Network, Toronto.

Glynis (Desilu Sales): RAI, Rome.

You Asked for It (You-Asked-For-It Productions): V.N. Enterprises Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.

Abroad in brief...

More sets - The number of registered television sets in Austria on Aug. 1 was 537,280, an increase of 4,375 in one month. In Holland, 1,729,297 sets were registered on Aug. 1, an increase of 282,178 since August 1963.

Music in the air - Columbia Records Division of CBS has announced its acquisition of Oriole Records Ltd. and Levy Sound Studios, both English firms based in London.

Brighter view - TV will come to Saudi Arabia on April 1, 1965, NBC International said in noting it will open two stations on that date. The stations, to be located in Jidda and Riyadh, are the first of 13 that NBC International plans to build in the country.

Canadian radio-TV has good first half

Canadian radio and television advertising expenditures in the first half of 1964 were well ahead of last year, according to estimates of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto market research firm, published in the Toronto advertising weekly Marketing.

Radio expenditures were estimated at $13,120,444 for the first half of the year, up 17.6% in the year, while TV advertising expenditures were up 19.1% at $37,828,659.

Largest advertising group in both media was foods and food products with $3,624,454 in radio and $9,709,047 in TV, the latter up 33.9% in the year. Drugs and toilet goods were second in both media with $1,604,195 in radio and $8,988,298 in TV.

Dutch crack down

The lower house of the Dutch legislature has approved by a 114-19 vote a bill giving the government power to act against a private commercial television station broadcasting from an artificial concrete island in the North Sea just outside Holland's territorial waters. If the Senate passes the bill, the island structure will come under Dutch jurisdiction.

The station, called TV North Sea, started operating Sept. 1. It broadcasts only in the evenings. The government believes it can control the station because the structure is not a ship protected by a foreign flag. The government has not interfered with the offshore radio station Veronica, which has been on the air from a former lightship for more than five years.

Multi-Purpose TV Tower

The "bulge" you see in WSYE-TV's new 843' STAINLESS tower is a 25' platform supporting Elmira's CATV system. This called for a custom tailored tower, as all STAINLESS' towers are—at no extra cost.

Write today for information

Stainless, inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
IN CANADA: WALCAN, LTD., CARLETON PLACE, ONTARIO
Ad Council drives get $100 million in time

More than $234 million in time and space was given to major public service campaigns by broadcasters and the print media (as well as outdoor and transit advertising) in support of The Advertising Council’s activities during the 1963-64 fiscal year.

The council, in releasing last week its annual report for the year ended June 30, 1964, said the media broke previous peace-time records in their contributions in 1963-64 to the public service advertising campaign of the council. For the previous comparable year, advertising support was estimated at $187 million.

The Advertising Council by policy does not break down its time and space estimates. But it’s estimated that more than $100 million of the $234 million represented the value of radio and TV time donated.

Among next year’s campaigns, special emphasis will be placed on two national problems, “job opportunities” and “mental retardation.”

The chief concerns of the job opportunities campaign will be to alert members of minority groups to the availability of jobs, and to encourage small business firms to follow the lead of many larger firms in endorsing and making available equal job opportunities for all.

The mental retardation campaign will attempt to remove the stigma usually attached to mental retardation by parents, and to help parents of retarded children in solving their problems.

The Advertising Council will sponsor approximately 80 causes next year. The council is a private, nonprofit organization supported by American business. Through volunteer advertising agencies and campaign coordinators it conducts national ad campaigns on noncontroversial programs in national problem areas.

Mutual affiliates OK

Hurleigh promotion plan

The Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee last week approved a proposal made several weeks ago by MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh. Under the plan, local radio stations will use their airwaves to promote radio as an advertising and communications medium (Broadcasting, Sept. 21).

An MBS spokesman said approval by MAAC is tantamount to acceptance of the proposal by the network’s 490-odd affiliates. In addition, he said, more than 100 stations not affiliates with MBS have written or wired that they will participate in the undertaking.

Mutual is in the process of creating “sell radio” spots, using its own talent as performers. In two weeks, it will make them available to its affiliates and permit other stations in the market to make use of them. Mr. Hurleigh suggested that radio stations allocate at least 10 minutes a day to announcements pointing up the value of the medium.

TVB aids big spenders

The Television Bureau of Advertising is sending TV stations a one-minute filmed spot in support of a “Food is a Bargain” campaign scheduled for Oct. 19-31.

TVB produced the announcement which offers an international comparison of the relative value which food products represent to the consumer. In the U. S., according to the spot, only 19% of after-tax income is spent for food.
FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Frank M. Nolan, account executive at Kudner Agency, New York, named senior media buyer for special assignments. He will report directly to Kudner's VP and media director, Donald E. Leonard.

Quentin H. McDonald, VP, named management supervisor at Benton & Bowles, New York. Mr. McDonald is supervisor of Post cereals and Shulton accounts.

Donald Stone, associate creative director, elected VP at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York.

John T. Hartigan joins The Katz Agency, Detroit sales staff. He was formerly VP, sales, for Keystone Broadcasting System, Chicago.

John L. Zimmer, formerly senior radio-TV producer for Cunningham & Walsh, joins broadcast department of Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland, in same capacity.

Mr. Zimmer

Mr. Lefton

Al Paul Lefton Jr., formerly VP and secretary-treasurer, elected president and chief executive officer of the Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia. He succeeds his father, Al Paul Lefton, who died Sept. 19 (Broadcasting, Sept. 28).

Thomas Heapes, account executive at WIL St. Louis, promoted to local sales manager. Before joining WIL in 1962, he was divisional manager for Philip Morris Ltd.

John E. Rowan promoted to VP in copy department of Street & Finney, New York. He has been with agency since 1962.

Donaldson B. Thorburn, senior VP and director of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, retires Jan. 1, 1965, after 25 years with company. Mr. Thorburn has been management supervisor on RCA and Phillips Petroleum Co. accounts.

George E. Walker, manager, sales development for NBC-TV, New York, assigned overall supervision of sales development for network. Mr. Walker replaces Nicholas Gordon who was named account executive in eastern division of NBC-TV sales department.

Gerry Mulderrig appointed manager of Metro TV Sales' Chicago office. Mr. Mulderrig has been with company since its founding two-and-a-half years ago.

Allyn J. Marsh, formerly sales executive for CBS, joins Radio TV Reports, New York broadcast monitoring service, as account and agency representative.

Hugh MacPherson promoted from sales staff to local sales manager of KLIV San Jose, Calif.

Stephen Potter, formerly on creative staff of Benton & Bowles, joins Compton Advertising Inc., New York, as copy group head.


Margaret McNamara, formerly with Young & Rubicam and Ted Bates & Co., both New York, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as assistant merchandising supervisor.

Elwood J. Robinson, president and principal owner of Robinson & Haynes, Los Angeles, closed that agency Oct. 1 to join MacManus, John & Adams, Los Angeles, as VP and account supervisor. Other R&H personnel moving to MJ&A are: Robert C. Neuman and Jerry Mathal, account executives; Eola E. Gass, food publicist, and Rex Grillo, art director. Former R&H accounts will be handled by MJ&A.

William J. Dobbins, formerly with Reach, McClinton Co., Boston, joins WNAC-TV Boston as account executive.

Dean Behrend, formerly administrator, client presentations, sales planning at NBC-TV, New York, promoted to manager, sales promotions. Paul Klempner, formerly manager, sales promotion, named manager, client presentations for drain.

Mr. Fogarty

For your tower requirements check ROHN SYSTEMS

A complete tower erection service that has these special advantages:

- DEPENDABILITY
- RELIABILITY
- COMPLETE ENGINEERING
- COAST TO COAST SERVICE

Be sure to obtain price quotations and engineering assistance for your complete tower needs from America's foremost tower erection service.

Nebraskans elect Fogarty

Frank P. Fogarty, executive VP, Meredith Broadcasting Co., elected president of Nebraska Broadcasters Association succeeding A. James Ebel, VP-general manager, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. Roger Larson, KFOR Lincoln, elected VP and Dick Chapin, Stuart Stations, is new treasurer of association. Elected directors: Joe DiNatale, KODY North Platte; Harvey Swenson, KLMN Lincoln; Ken Hedrick, KFAB Omaha; Max Brown, KVRN Lexington, and Vern Stedry, KHub Fremont.

Dean Behrend, formerly administrator, client presentations, sales planning at NBC-TV, New York, promoted to manager, sales promotions. Paul Klempner, formerly manager, sales promotion, named manager, client presentations for drain.
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How Fairchild puts psycho-acoustics to work for your station!

Now you can fully utilize the listening capabilities of your audience! Scientists for years have investigated and tabulated the various phenomena that make people want to listen. These findings come under the broad category of psycho-acoustics. Now Fairchild has harnessed many of these findings and incorporated them into a line of unique world-renown audio control devices which produce a sound easier to listen to and easier to perceive...in short a bright, crisp, lively sound which keeps your audience listening. This is the sound you need to help you sell your station to your audience and to your sponsors.

THE DYNALIZER
The psycho-acoustic way to achieve a bright, full bodied easy-to-listen-to, easy-to-perceive station sound. The Dynalyzer contours your station’s frequency response to fully utilize the listening capabilities of your audience. Makes your station sound really big, big, big even on the smallest pocket receivers.

THE CONAX
The world-accepted way to control high frequency spillovers in FM due to preemphasis. Lets your station maintain real high levels even with brass and crashing cymbals and still avoid FCC citations.

THE REVERBERTRON
The new compact reverberation system which gives your station that real big voice. With the Reverbertron you can have that Carnegie Hall effect as close as the gain control on the Reverbertron. And there’s the added plus of an increase in apparent loudness of your station sound due to reverberation, as originally described by Dr. Maxfield.

NBC-TV network.

Marshall Harris, formerly with WPPO
Hartford, Conn., named sales representative at WMER Silver Spring, Md., and WOAY-FM Washington.

James B. Daly, formerly media and research associate at Lamberti & Feasley, New York, and Mrs. Elin C. Danien, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, named media director and senior copywriter, respectively, at S. E. Zubrow Co., Philadelphia.


John E. Rhone joins radio-TV department of McCann-Erickson Inc., Los Angeles. Mr. Rhone had been with Filmways Inc. as assistant producer of Petticoat Junction.

Charles Adell, Don H. Jumisco and Thomas Gorman appointed account executives, CBS Radio network sales. Mr. Adell has been transferred from New York to Chicago where he served since 1952. Mr. Jumisco, formerly with Maxon Advertising, New York, will work for Detroit sales staff, while Mr. Gorman will move from CBS, New York, to succeed Mr. Adell in Chicago.

Lex Diamond, formerly sales manager of KSBY-TV San Luis Obispo, Calif., joins KRLA Pasadena, Calif., sales staff.

Wilbur A. Thomas, formerly western divisional manager of Allied Artists TV Corp., Los Angeles, joins KXYZ San Francisco as account executive.

Morton Slakoff joins NBC Films as director of advertising and sales promotion. He formerly was advertising and promotion manager at Allied Artists Television Corp. the past two years and before that was sales promotion manager at WNTA-TV (now ETV station WNDT-TV) Newark (New York).

Shirley Fell joins KOFJ Hollywood as commercial business manager. Miss Fell had been business manager of KHJ Los Angeles for three years. Doug Campbell, formerly sales manager of KABC Los Angeles, joins sales staff of KOFJ.

THE MEDIA

Frank D. Ward, formerly general manager, has been named executive VP of WWRX New York.

Mr. Ward

Mr. Keenan

John J. Keenan appointed station manager of KNOX Monroe, La., and general commercial manager of KNOX-AM-TV. Mr. Keenan was commercial manager of WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., for the past seven years.


Henry H. Franz, station manager at WFPM Indianapolis, joins WFBO Altoona, Pa., as assistant to general manager in charge of radio.

Ken Goldblatt, operations and sales manager of WAOK Atlanta, appointed station manager.

PROGRAMING

Harold Graham Jr. appointed senior VP of TV Division of General Artists Corp., New York. Mr. Graham was formerly CBS-TV VP, programs, New York, and before that senior VP TV programming at McCann-Erickson.

William R. Gibbs joins MGM Tele-studios, New York, as VP in charge of sales. Mr. Gibbs, who for past three and a half years was VP at Walter Thompson, that city, replaces Jerry Salzer as sales manager. Mr. Gibbs managed JT's film and tape productions groups and traffic department.

Wayne Upchurch, formerly at WUNC-
Jones named to fill FTC vacancy

Mary Gardiner Jones, New York lawyer, last week was nominated by President Johnson to fill vacancy on Federal Trade Commission left by resignation of Republican member Sigurd Anderson, who left March 1 to make unsuccessful bid for third term as governor of South Dakota (Broadcasting, Feb. 17). She will fill Mr. Anderson’s unexpired seven-year term, which began Sept. 26, 1959.

Formal announcement of Miss Jones’s nomination confirmed earlier reports she was in line for job (Broadcasting, Aug. 24). She is now with law firm of Webster, Sheffield, Fleischmann, Hitchcock & Christie. Miss Jones, 43, is graduate of Yale Law School and has extensive experience dealing with antitrust and restraint-of-trade matters. From 1953-61 she was chief trial attorney in Justice Department’s New York Regional Antitrust Office.

Senate Commerce Committee is panel to which Miss Jones’s nomination was sent, and sources indicated last week hearing likely will not be held until next Congress convenes this coming January. In that case, President could give Miss Jones recess appointment until Senate acts.

Ray J. Moloney joins ABC News London bureau as correspondent Oct. 5. Mr. Moloney had been with United Press International for past 12 years.

Joe Wagoner named regional manager of Jerrold distributor sales division’s northeastern territories.

Frank Kinsman, formerly news director at wkni Dearborn, Mich., joins news department of kkw St. Louis.

Ken Alvord joins news department of wbat-wbtv(TV) Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Alvord had been serving in Peace Corps, Lima, Peru, working on production of ETV programs.

Robert E. Shay, formerly producer-director of news and sports at WBZ-TV Boston joins WLWT(TV) Cincinnati as production manager.

Charles J. Ticho, formerly general manager of Fred A. Niles Communications Center Inc., New York, promoted to VP of that firm.

Ray J. Moloney joins ABC News London bureau as correspondent Oct. 5. Mr. Moloney had been with United Press International for past 12 years.

George Fischer, former assistant news director and assignment editor of knxt(TV) Los Angeles, appointed director of news operations, executive producer of News Makers and managing editor of The Big News, Monday-Friday, 6-7:30 p.m. Staffer Chuck Riley succeeds Mr. Fischer as news assignment editor. Chuck Stokes is new member of knxt news staff, replacing Jim Wilson, transferred to knxt news bureau in Washington.

Frank Kinsman, formerly news director at wkni Dearborn, Mich., joins news department of kkw St. Louis.

Ken Alvord joins news department of wbat-wbtv(TV) Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Alvord had been serving in Peace Corps, Lima, Peru, working on production of ETV programs.

Stephen Ferdo, former faculty member of Delaware Valley College of Science and Agriculture, Doylestown, Pa., appointed farm director for WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y. Mr. Ferdo replaces Wally Wagoner named farm consultant of station.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Ethan M. Stille, manager of engineering services for Eastman Kodak motion-picture products sales department’s east coast division, New York, elected president of Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.

Gerard J. White, regional product manager for the Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, named regional manager of Jerrold’s distributor sales division’s northeastern territories.

Frank Thompson, formerly senior development engineer at Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., joins Logos Ltd. as chief engineer. Also joining Logos from Ampex are Bob Day, video market supervisor and Tom Washburn, shows and exhibits supervisor, who are named director of programs and production...
Here's the Answer To Libel Suits:

One slip of the lip, however accidental, can bring about court action—with you as the defendant in a libel suit. It can be costly enough to be disastrous. Now you can hold your loss on any claim to an agreed amount you carry yourself, and let Employers Reinsurance handle the excess. This specially designed policy provides economical protection against losses due to libel, slander, invasion of privacy, piracy, violation of copyright. For details and rates, contact:

EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORP.
21 West 10th., KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEW YORK, N.Y.; MONTREAL, Que.; CHICAGO, 173 W. Jackson; NEW ORLEANS, La.; ATLANTA, 34 Peachtree, N.E.

BINGO
Bingo Cards Omaha
PHONE: 651-4426 AREA CODE 402
6502 MILITARY AVENUE
OMAHA 4, NEBRASKA
OMAHA—The Personalized Bingo Card Printing Capital of the World

FANFARE
Martin Greenberg, member of sales promotion department at WMCA New York, joins WXVZ Detroit as director of sales promotion and advertising. He succeeds David R. Klemm recently named director of operations of WXVZ.

INTERNATIONAL
George G. Sinclair, general manager of MacLaren Advertising Ltd., Toronto, named president of agency, succeeding Einar V. Rechnitzer, who becomes chairman of board. C. Edmund Brown, executive VP, to vice-chairman of board. Hugh Horler, formerly radio-TV director, moves to general manager, and William H. Graham to executive VP.

Norman P. Aldred, formerly program-production manager, promoted to sales manager at CKWW Windsor, Ont.

David Levy, Canadian specialist in Russian history and language, has been appointed first Canadian Broadcasting Corp. correspondent at Moscow, effective mid-October.

Benoit Jobin named to radio-TV producer in French-language at Montreal office of Spitzer, Mills & Bates Ltd., Toronto agency.

Allan S. Watanabe moves to senior radio-TV producer of Cockfield, Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto agency.

Jacqueline La Perriere appointed assistant secretary to the Board of Broadcast Governors, Ottawa, succeeding G. A. Plante.

Don MacDonald, general news editor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, named CBC television news director and deputy head of CBC news service. Robert H. Buchanan to assistant to chief news editor of CBC, Toronto.

John Lant, CBC television news director, to manage of CFTV(TV), Toronto, succeeding Len Starmer, who has been moved to CBC national supervisor of light entertainment.

Stewart wants to leave
Dr. Andrew Stewart, chairman of Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors, Ottawa, wants to retire for personal reasons, when his term of office is up next year, according to Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson. Dr. Stewart became chairman of Canada's broadcasting regulatory body when it was formed in 1958.

DEATHS
George A. Donham, 60, VP of Cunningham & Walsh, New York, died Sept. 24 in Northern Westchester hospital, Mount Kisco, N. Y. Mr. Donham had been with Cunningham & Walsh and its predecessor agency, Newell-Emmett, for past 22 years. Before that he was at J. Walter Thompson and T. J. Maloney Inc. Survivors include wife, Mary, and daughter, Sandra.

John W. Pauling Jr., 40, manager of Liller Neal Battle & Lindsey's Dallas office, died Sept. 22 in Dallas following heart attack. Mr. Pauling had been with LNB&L since February 1963 and before that with Stevenson Advertising Co., and Sanders Advertising Agency, both Dallas.
ON THE NETWORKS THIS FALL

Networks are listed alphabetically with the following information: time, program title in italics, followed by sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: (C) color; (sust.) sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor; co-op, cooperative local sponsorships; cont., continued. All times Eastern. Showsheets are published in the first issue in each quarter.

SUNDAY MORNING

10 a.m.-Noon

ABC-TV 10-11:30 No network service; 10:30-
11:30 Palm the Nation, part.; 11:30-12:30 Discover 'Ya, part.

NBC-TV No network service.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON-EVENING

 Noon-1 p.m.

ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 12-12:30 No network service; 12:30-
1 Watch Mr. Wizard, part.

1-2 p.m.

ABC-TV 1-1:30 Directions '65, part; 1-2:30
Annie, sus; and Annie, sus.
CBS-TV 1-1:45 No network service; 1:45 con-
clusion NFL Spectacular, part.

NBC-TV 1-1:30 No network service; 1:30-2
Religious programs & public affairs, part.

2-5 p.m.

ABC-TV 2-3:30 No network service: 2:30-5:45
All pro football, part.

CBS-TV NFL, part.

NBC-TV 2-4 No network service; 4-5 Sunday,
part.

5-6 p.m.

ABC-TV APL, part.
CBS-TV 5-5:30 Sunday with Jack Benny, part.

NBC-TV 5:30 Wild Kingdom (C), Mutual of
Omaha; 5:30-6 GE College Bowl (C), Gen-
eral Electric.

6-7 p.m.

ABC-TV 6-6:15 APL, part; 6:15-6:30 All-Pro
Scoreboard, Gen. Mills, Skil, Bristol-Myers;
6:30-7 No network service.

CBS-TV 6-6:30 Twentieth Century, Pruden-
tial; 6:30-7 Mercury, part.

NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press (C), co-op,
part.; 6:30-7 Profiles in Courage, part.
(stars 11/8).

7-8 p.m.

ABC-TV 7-7:30 No network service: 7:30-
8:30 Wagon Train, part.

CBS-TV 7-7:30 Lassie, part; 7:30-8 My
Pillow, part.

NBC-TV 7-7:30 Profiles in Courage, part.
(stars 7-8).

8-9 p.m.

ABC-TV Wagon Train, part; 8:30-9 Broad-
side, part.

CBS-TV Ed Sullivan, Pilsbury, P. Lorillard,
Whitehall, part.

NBC-TV 8-8:30 Walt Disney, cont.; 8:30-9
Bill Dana Show, P&G.
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### TV specials in October, November and December

#### ABC-TV
- **Oct. 7:** 7:10-11 p.m. *Politics ’64, Xerox.*
- **Oct. 12:** 8:30-9:30 p.m. *Dinah Shore Show, Purex.*
- **Oct. 21:** 10:30-11 p.m. *Politics ’64, Xerox.*
- **Oct. 22:** 11 p.m.-11:30 p.m. *Campaignt Wrap-Up, part.*
- **Nov. 1:** 7 p.m.-conclusion: *Election Coverage, part.*
- **Nov. 4:** 10:30-11:15 p.m. *Election Wrap-Up, part.*
- **Nov. 15:** 8:30-9:30 p.m. *The Three Tomatoes Show, ABC.*
- **Nov. 22:** 8:30-9:30 p.m. *The Thanksgiving Day Parade, NBC.*
- **Nov. 26:** 8:30-11 p.m. *Campaignt and the Candidates (see Oct. 15).*
- **Nov. 27:** 9-10 p.m. *Democratic National Committee, paid political.*
- **Nov. 30:** 7:30-8:30 p.m. *Young People’s Concert, Bell Telephone.*

#### NBC-TV
- **Oct. 11:** 5-5:30 p.m. *British Election Special.*
- **Oct. 16:** 7-7:30 p.m. *ABC-764 Tokyo Olympics (see Oct. 14).*
- **Oct. 17:** 7:30-8:30 p.m. *Campaign and the Candidates (see Oct. 15).*
- **Oct. 21:** 7:30-9 p.m. *Campaign and the Candidates (see Oct. 15).*
- **Oct. 28:** 10-11 p.m. *Democratic National Committee, paid political.*
- **Nov. 4:** 11:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. *Election Wrap-Up.*
- **Nov. 13:** 8-9:30 p.m. *Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade, M&M, Vick. P&G.*
- **Nov. 28:** 5-6:30 p.m. *Your All Time Favorite Songs, Mohawk.*

#### CBS-TV
- **Oct. 17:** 7:30-8:30 p.m. *The Menace of the Age, Purex.*
- **Nov. 12:** 6:30-7:30 p.m. *JFK, Two Worlds.*
- **Dec. 10:** 3-4 p.m. *The Menace of the Age, Purex.*
- **Dec. 12:** 7:30-8:30 p.m. *Nobel Prize Ceremonies, Zenith.*
- **Dec. 13:** 7-8 p.m. *Liberty Bowl Game, United Motors.*
- **Dec. 15:** 3:30 p.m.-conclusion. *Blue Bonnet Bowl, United Motors, Carter-Bristol-Meyers.*
- **Dec. 25:** 3 p.m.-conclusion. *North-South Shrine Game, see Dec. 19.*
- **Dec. 26:** 8-9 p.m. *Winterland on Ice, Independent Electric Light & Power Co.’s.*
- **Dec. 27:** 10:15-11 p.m. *Year-end Report, Rural Electronics.*

#### CBS-News
- **Nov. 1:** 8-9:30 p.m. *CBS News Special, Fed. Savings & Loan Assn.*
- **Nov. 7:** 7-8 p.m. *The William-sons for Congress.*
- **Nov. 12:** 8:30-9:30 p.m. *Teen-age America, ABC.*
- **Nov. 14:** 8-9:30 p.m. *Once Upon a Mattress, Lipon.*

#### WEDNESDAY EVENING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>SHOW/MOVIE/SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30-8 p.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>The Flintstones (C), Best Foods, Welch’s.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 p.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>My Three Sons, Hunt Foods, Quaker Oats.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-764</td>
<td><em>Daniel Boone, Part 1.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10 p.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>The Defender’s, Brown &amp; Williamson.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-764</td>
<td><em>The Defender’s, Brown &amp; Williamson.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-764</td>
<td><em>Wednesday Night at the Movies,</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### THURSDAY EVENING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>SHOW/MOVIE/SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30-8 p.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>The Flintstones (C), Best Foods, Welch’s.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-764</td>
<td><em>Daniel Boone, Part 1.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FRIDAY EVENING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>SHOW/MOVIE/SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30-9 p.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>Young Jonny Quest, part.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SATURDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>SHOW/MOVIE/SPORTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-10 a.m.</td>
<td>ABC-764</td>
<td><em>Network show, 9:30-9:45 Bob Hope.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-764</td>
<td><em>The Entertainers.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-764</td>
<td><em>Network show, 9:30-9:45 Bob Hope.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Willamson, Ed. Dalton, Menley & James, Noxzema NBC TV, Bell Telephone Hour (C), Bell Tel/News Specials, Fed. Savings & Loan Assn.**
FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Sept. 24 through Sept. 30, and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules and standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.

Abbreviations: Ann.—announced, ant.—antenna, au.—aural, CATV—community antennae television, CP—construction permit, d.—day, D.—directional, ERP—effective radiated power, kw.—kilowatts, loc.—local, mc.—megacycles, mod.—modification, n.—night, RCA—regional communications authorization, SHA—special service authorization, STA—special temporary authorization, trans.—transmitter, unique—unlabeled, VHF—very high frequency, vis.—visual, w.—watts, —educational.

New TV stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
San Jose, Calif.—Urban Television Corp. Granted CP for new TV on UHF channel 48 (674.480 mc); ERP 46.8 kw vis., 23.1 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 217 feet, above ground 322 feet, P.O. address c/o Edwin D. Jones Jr., 20 North First Street, San Jose. Estimated construction cost $229,000; first year operating cost $440,000; revenue: $216,000. Studio location San Jose. Estimated coordinates: 37° 10' 08" north latitude, 121° 45' 11" west longitude. Type trans. RCA T2U2A, type ant. RCA T2U2G. Legal counsel Vincent B. Welch; consulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger, both in Washington. Principals: Vincent B. Welch (27.5%), Edward P. Morgan (27.5%), Lawrence J. Henderson Jr. (22.5%) and James L. McIlvaine (12.5%).

Sacramento, Calif.—American Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new TV on UHF channel 38 (385.380 mc); ERP 12 kw vis., 15 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 1,377 feet, above ground 1,195 feet. P.O. address c/o Edwin D. Jones Jr., 20 North First Street, San Jose. Estimated construction cost $240,000; first year operating cost $415,000; revenue: $220,000. Studio location San Jose. Estimated coordinates: 37° 02' 30" north latitude, 121° 43' 39" west longitude. Type trans. RCA T2U2A, type ant. RCA T2U2G. Legal counsel Vincent B. Welch; consulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger, both in Washington. Principals: Vincent B. Welch (27.5%), Edward P. Morgan (27.5%), Lawrence J. Henderson Jr. (22.5%) and James L. McIlvaine (12.5%).

Miami—Gateway Television Corp. Granted CP for new TV on UHF channel 50 (573.510 mc); ERP 120 kw vis., 61 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 317 feet, above ground 306 feet. P.O. address c/o Vincent B. Welch, 508 Farragut Building, 900 17th Street, N.W., Washington. Estimated construction cost $350,000; first year operating cost $500,000; revenue: $270,000. Studio and trans. locations both Miami, Geographical coordinates: 25° 54' 28" north latitude, 87° 56' 21" west longitude. Type trans. RCA T2U2A, type ant. RCA T2U2G. Legal counsel Vincent B. Welch; consulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger, both in Washington. Principals: Vincent B. Welch (27.5%), Edward P. Morgan (27.5%), Esterly C. Page (20%), Lawrence J. Henderson Jr. (12.5%) and James L. McIlvaine (12.5%).


APPLICATIONS


New FM stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Madison, Ill.—Charles H. Norman, Granted CP for new FM on 91.2 mc, channel 231, 2.67 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 121 feet. P.O. address Box 1818, Victoria. Estimated construction cost $7,000.
APPLICATIONS

Bishop, Calif.—Southern-Southern Broadcast- ing Corp. 100.7 mc, channel 294, 12.1 kw VHF broadcasting station. Iowa City, Iowa—Johnson County Broadcast- ing Co. channel 31, horizontal, 2.3 kw vertical. Ant. height above average terrain minus 94 feet. P.O. address Box 1080. Licensee cost $24,961; first year operating cost $12,000; revenue $264,000. Principals: Mrs. L. T. and Edward T. Tibbets (50%) and Edward T. Tibbets is student, F. J. Tibbets is lawyer. Action Sept. 23.

CATV BOXSCORE

Permits granted

WJPS Evansville, Ind.—Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, WJPS Inc., by Robert S. Davis (49.6% before) through purchase of stock from estate of J. L. Kennard (2.4% before, none after). Consideration $3,504.

VHS Demo

John Karoly (20%) and George J. Moran (30%) to Norman Broadcasting Co. owned by Clarence F. K. Moran (40%); and George J. Moran (30%). Consideration $12,000. Action Sept. 23.

WJPS Evansville, Ind.—Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, WJPS Inc., by Robert S. Davis (49.6% before) through purchase of stock from estate of J. L. Kennard (2.4% before, none after). Consideration $3,504.

APPLICATIONS

Bishop, Calif.—Southern-Southern Broadcast- ing Corp. 100.7 mc, channel 294, 12.1 kw VHF broadcasting station. Iowa City, Iowa—Johnson County Broadcast- ing Co. channel 31, horizontal, 2.3 kw vertical. Ant. height above average terrain minus 94 feet. P.O. address Box 1080. Licensee cost $24,961; first year operating cost $12,000; revenue $264,000. Principals: Mrs. L. T. and Edward T. Tibbets (50%) and Edward T. Tibbets is student, F. J. Tibbets is lawyer. Action Sept. 23.

CATV BOXSCORE

Permits granted

WJPS Evansville, Ind.—Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, WJPS Inc., by Robert S. Davis (49.6% before) through purchase of stock from estate of J. L. Kennard (2.4% before, none after). Consideration $3,504.

VHS Demo

John Karoly (20%) and George J. Moran (30%) to Norman Broadcasting Co. owned by Clarence F. K. Moran (40%); and George J. Moran (30%). Consideration $12,000. Action Sept. 23.

WJPS Evansville, Ind.—Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, WJPS Inc., by Robert S. Davis (49.6% before) through purchase of stock from estate of J. L. Kennard (2.4% before, none after). Consideration $3,504.
has refunded all fee overpayments irrespective of amount involved. Great number of overpayments has been due during first six months of effectiveness of fee schedule may be attributed mainly to facts, e.g., failure of applicants to file with fee schedule. However, by this time applicants had no prospect of being able to demonstrate correct amount of fees. Action Sept. 30.

* * *

By report and order in Doc. 15598, Commission reopened proceeding on applications of WLWT Cincinnati; WLWD Dayton, and WLWC Columbus, without prejudice to whatever action may be taken in result of proceeding in Doc. 15415. Commissioner Bartley dissented to condition. Action Sept. 30.

**TV fund grants**

Following grants for educational television approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

**New Orleans—Greater New Orleans Educational Televisio-**

Foundation, $381,000 for construction of channel 8; total project cost $628,000.

**Sundial Broadcasting**

Inc., $550,000 to expand facilities of channel 30; total project cost $850,538.

**Educational Television Association of Metropol-**

tal Cleveland, $250,000 to activate channel 25.

**Applications**

Following applications for educational television broadcast-**

ing approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted peti-**


*By memorandum opinion and order, commission dismissed By-**

nond hearing on applications of North Carolina Educational Tele-**

vision Commission on two substantive issues of its proceeding in Doc. 12488. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted petition of ETV of Ohio to extend period of condition of license for its television station in Portageville, Ohio, until Oct. 1. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted petition of Appalachian Educational Television Network Inc., to reopen record and add issues in proceeding on petition for license to operate educational television station in Elizabethton, Tenn. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission reversed and vacated By 7, total project cost $634,634.

standing authorization of South Central Educational Broadcasting Council to specify operation of its AM station to change from channel 85 to channel 86. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition of WXXX Inc. to change from channel 7 to channel 65, New York. Action Sept. 30.

**ETV fund grants**

Following grants for educational television approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

**New Orleans—Greater New Orleans Educational Televisio-**

Foundation, $381,000 for construction of channel 8; total project cost $628,000.

**Sundial Broadcasting**

Inc., $550,000 to expand facilities of channel 30; total project cost $850,538.

**Educational Television Association of Metropol-**

tal Cleveland, $250,000 to activate channel 25.

**Applications**

Following applications for educational television broadcast-**

ing approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted peti-**

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission dismissed By-**

nond hearing on applications of North Carolina Educational Tele-**

vision Commission on two substantive issues of its proceeding in Doc. 12488. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted petition of ETV of Ohio to extend period of condition of license for its television station in Portageville, Ohio, until Oct. 1. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission reversed and vacated By 7, total project cost $634,634.

standing authorization of South Central Educational Broadcasting Council to specify operation of its AM station to change from channel 85 to channel 86. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition of WXXX Inc. to change from channel 7 to channel 65, New York. Action Sept. 30.

**ETV fund grants**

Following grants for educational television approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

**New Orleans—Greater New Orleans Educational Televisio-**

Foundation, $381,000 for construction of channel 8; total project cost $628,000.

**Sundial Broadcasting**

Inc., $550,000 to expand facilities of channel 30; total project cost $850,538.

**Educational Television Association of Metropol-**

tal Cleveland, $250,000 to activate channel 25.

**Applications**

Following applications for educational television broadcast-**

ing approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted peti-**

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission dismissed By-**

nond hearing on applications of North Carolina Educational Tele-**

vision Commission on two substantive issues of its proceeding in Doc. 12488. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted petition of ETV of Ohio to extend period of condition of license for its television station in Portageville, Ohio, until Oct. 1. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission reversed and vacated By 7, total project cost $634,634.

standing authorization of South Central Educational Broadcasting Council to specify operation of its AM station to change from channel 85 to channel 86. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition of WXXX Inc. to change from channel 7 to channel 65, New York. Action Sept. 30.

**ETF fund grants**

Following grants for educational television approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

**New Orleans—Greater New Orleans Educational Televisio-**

Foundation, $381,000 for construction of channel 8; total project cost $628,000.

**Sundial Broadcasting**

Inc., $550,000 to expand facilities of channel 30; total project cost $850,538.

**Educational Television Association of Metropol-**

tal Cleveland, $250,000 to activate channel 25.

**Applications**

Following applications for educational television broadcast-**

ing approved by Department of Health, Education and Welfare:

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted peti-**

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission dismissed By-**

nond hearing on applications of North Carolina Educational Tele-**

vision Commission on two substantive issues of its proceeding in Doc. 12488. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission granted petition of ETV of Ohio to extend period of condition of license for its television station in Portageville, Ohio, until Oct. 1. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission reversed and vacated By 7, total project cost $634,634.

standing authorization of South Central Educational Broadcasting Council to specify operation of its AM station to change from channel 85 to channel 86. Action Sept. 30.

*By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition of WXXX Inc. to change from channel 7 to channel 65, New York. Action Sept. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick

- In proceeding on applications of Nelson Broadcasting Co. and Ubiquitous Frequency Modulation Inc. for new FM's in Kingston and Hyde Park, N. Y., respectively, in Dec. 15535-6, granted Ubiquitous request for leave to amend application by correcting exhibit to show ant. height as 141 feet instead of 157 feet, Action Sept. 26.
- In proceeding on revocation of license of Radio Station WTIF Inc. (WTIF), Tifton, Ga., WDMG Inc. for renewal of license of WDMG Douglas, Ga., WMEN Inc. for renewal of license of WMEN Balhames, Fla., and B. F. J. Timm for new AM in Jacksonville, Fla., upon request by Broadcast Bureau, converted Sept. 29 hearing to further hearing conference and continued same to date not later than Oct. 20 to be ordered by examiner after informal consultation with all counsel. Action Sept. 26.
- Formalized by order ruling made at Sept. 24 hearing in proceeding on applications of Nelson Broadcasting Co. and Ubiquitous Frequency Modulation Inc. for new FM's in Kingston and Hyde Park, N. Y., respectively, in Dec. 15535-6, and denied Ubiquitous motion to postpone hearing and other. Action Sept. 23.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

- In proceeding on AM applications of KWEN Broadcasting Co., Port Arthur, and Woodland Broadcasting Co., Vidor, both Texas, granted KWEN request to extend time from Sept. 24 to Oct. 1 to file reply findings and conclusions. Action Sept. 25.

By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClennan

- In proceeding on applications of Lake- land FM Broadcasting Co. and Sentinel Broadcasting Co. for new FM's in Lakeland, Fla., in Dec. 15546-1, granted Lakeland request to continue indefinitely Sept. 24 date for exchange of exhibits, and Oct. 8 date for notification of witnesses to be called for cross-examination, and continued without date Oct. 19 hearing. Action Sept. 23.

By Hearing Examiner Soli Schildhaus

- Canceled all prehearing schedules and hearing dates in Houston, and Boston UHF-TV proceedings pending further rescheduling. Action Sept. 23.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman

- Granted joint motion by Central Coast Television, (KCOY-TV) Santa Maria, Calif., and Lompoc Valley Cable TV Inc. to correct transcript in proceeding on latter's application for operational fixed stations in business radio service. Action Sept. 25.
- Granted request by Symphony Network Association Inc. to continue Oct. 5 hearing to Oct. 7 in proceeding on its application and that of Chapman Radio and Television Co. for new TV's on channel 34 in Fairfield and Homewood, Ala., respectively. Action Sept. 23.

By Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumowicz Jr.

- Formalized by order certain agreements reached and rulings made at Sept. 23 prehearing conference in proceeding on FM applications of WPFA Radio Inc., WPAX Inc. (WTAX), and Capital Broadcasting Co. at Springfield, Ill., in Dec. 15565-7 and scheduled certain procedural dates, and continued Oct. 15 hearing to Nov. 30. Action Sept. 23.
- Granted request by Symphony Network Association Inc. to continue Oct. 5 hearing to Oct. 7 in proceeding on its application and that of Chapman Radio and Television Co. for new TV's on channel 34 in Fairfield and Homewood, Ala., respectively. Action Sept. 23.

BROADCASTERS PROMOTION ASSOCIATION, INC.

1964 SEMINAR
NOV. 16-17-18 CHICAGO PICK-CongRESS HOTEL

This year's B.P.A. Seminar is a "Must" for anyone in the Broadcasting Promotion Field.
“Work” sessions packed into three informative days.
Entertainment for the wives.
Bring your ideas and questions.
Chicago holds information and enjoyment for all.

SEND THIS COUPON FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION
TO: B.P.A. SECRETARY/TREASURER
215 East 49th Street
New York 17, New York
Plaza 2-4255

PLEASE RUSH ME REGISTRATION AND PROGRAM
INFORMATION ON THE 1964 B.P.A. SEMINAR.

name__________________________
company__________________________
street address__________________________
city, state__________________________
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Continued on page 94
### Classified Advertisements

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—MONDAY preceding publication date.)

- **SITUATIONS WANTED**: 26¢ per word—$2.00 minimum, 25¢ included.
- **DISPLAY ads**: $20.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED TO BUY STATIONS and EMPLOYMENT AGENT.
- **Classified ads**: 3¢ per word—$3.00 minimum.
- **No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036.
- **APPLICATIONS**: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at sender's risk. BROADCASTING expressly reserves the right to refuse any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

#### RADIO—Help Wanted

**Management**

Multi-Station operation needs man to assume management of small market, profit-making station. Resume to Box J-341, BROADCASTING.


Leading Montana radio station needs Manager-Sales. Pay one of the nation's leading disk jockeys to do promotional work. Number one pulse. Salary plus profit-sharing plan. Opportunity for growth. Send resume to Box K-59, BROADCASTING.

**Sales**

KMU6, Muskogee, Okla., needs experienced salesman. Contact Horace Boren, Owner, Box G-314, BROADCASTING.

South ... immediate opening for a salesman with personality and potential for Negro appeal radio station. Can grow. Salary with liberal compensation plan. Write Box J-46, BROADCASTING.

Young, aggressive salesman for single station market. Present billing assures above average income. Station located in progressive, upper-Midwest city. Character reference and resume only. Box J-294, BROADCASTING.

We need a salesman ... if you're a piddler, peddler or order taker, don't apply. We want a genuine salesman to sell the No. 1 station in a growing, scenic, Western market. Must be a high-class, good-voice man. The business is here and just ripe for pickin'. Prefer 25 to 35 years of age, experience and plenty of enthusiasm! Include resume and references with replies. Larry LaVerne, Sales manager, KIMM RADIO, P.O. Box 8006, Rapid City, South Dakota.

**Announcers**

California call! First phone man needed to help keep us #1 in highly competitive market. Excellent complete resume, and photo to Box J-45, BROADCASTING.

Announcer needed immediately. 3rd ticket and endorsement required. Old established middle-of-the-road station. Mid-Atlantic area. Box J-223, BROADCASTING.


Negro station with modern programing in one of the Top 10 markets. Needs experienced announcer-soundman to handle modern rhythm and blues format. First class ticket holder if necessary. Solid opportunity for the right party. Send tape and resume to Box J-322, BROADCASTING.

**Play-by-play man. Some announcing. Sales combinations possible.** Great Plains area. Start $100 Weekly. Box J-388, BROADCASTING.

All around men—music, commercial, news, Mid-America. Top pay. Entry level, fts 40 hour week. Eastern Canada—10 kw. Apply Box J-278, BROADCASTING.

#### Announcers—(Cont'd)

Negro format station needs dependable man who can handle the evening R&B format. Must be able to handle first-class, top-notch news and sales job. Opportunity to grow along with one of the countries fastest growing radio chains. Send tape, photo, resume and references to Box J-286, BROADCASTING.

Professional, adult sounding DJ with strong teen appeal wanted for evening shift at one of the Midwest's best Top 40 stations. Salary open. 1st class ticket and good voice required. Rush aircheck, photo, resume & references to Box K-261, BROADCASTING.

Top grade announcer for major Michigan market modern formula station. Needs dependable, experienced man able to do production and voice acting. Good salary, excellent future. Send tape, resume, photo, recent earnings to Box J-261, BROADCASTING.

Large Northeast market seeks wide awake man with bright sound for tight board. Middle of the road music policy. Heavy on local news, Special complete resume, salary requirements, photo, and air check to Box K-3, BROADCASTING.

Newman for medium market New York radio/TV operation. Must have college plus several years experience in broadcast journalism. Needs aggressive, hard-working aggressive news team offering unlimited personal and professional advancement. Send resume and tape at once. Box K-265, BROADCASTING.

**WANTED** ... Mature first class announcer with 1st class ticket for modern, middle of the road, adult station in one of the nation's fastest growing metropolitan areas. No one has left. We're expanding. If your good, grow with us. Send air check and resume. Tapes will not be returned. Box K-31, BROADCASTING.

Tired of Top 40? We need an experienced man for a good music format. Prefer one who wants opportunity to work in a large metropolitan, radio and television station in Minnesota's land of lakes and forests. Box K-24, BROADCASTING.

**Florida**: Immediate opening—expanding staff—announcer with 1st phone—regional good music, fun, and sales potential for top man—this is a progressive organization—many opportunities. Resume and tape to Box K-37, BROADCASTING.

**Country Music** announcer willing to sell, ambitious. Good character. $500 weekly station East. Box K-42, BROADCASTING.

Ann Arbor, Michigan garden spot! WAAM needs first phone announcers! Better than average pay for deserving talent. Middle-road music. Top 40. 7 p.m. to midnight. Rush tape and resume! Box 658, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

**KSFR** San Francisco—seeks two concert music announcer-programmers. Interested in good pay? Worthful in your delivery? Ideas of your own? Have program ideas and a very good background heavy in classical music, very and select from our lim- ited material? We are an unusual highly special station. Box J-332 or send resume to 10 Claude Lane, San Francisco. If you know our kind of programming well.

**Negro disc jockey ... WAME wants top notch rhythm and blues personality. Send air check and resume to 180 W. LeJeune Road, Miami, Florida**

**WBCM**, Bay City, Michigan accepting applications for staff announcer with experience. Send resume and photo to Leon Yunits, Manager.

**Immediate opening for intelligent, enthusiastic personality to handle suburban Detroit personality AM station in Michigan's fastest growing market. Advancement opportunities in growing chain. Rush tape and resume to WXGB, P. O. Box 489, Mount Clemens, Michigan.**

We need a qualified first phone, 1000 watt daytimer, WCAE, Carthage, Illinois.

**Experienced announcer for Florida 5 kilowatt middle road format. Must have good voice quality. Send tape, salary requirements and resume to WORR, P. O. Box 608, Clearwater, Florida.**

**Immediate opening for morning man, capable on news, sports and announcing. Permanent position. Send tape and resume, WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia.**

**Enlarging staff. Looking for all around man. News, sales, programming. Contact Rick Rawlins, Program director, WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.**

**Announcer-newscaster. Immediate opening. Production—programming—man who can do some announcing. Send resume and photo to WMRT RADIO, Shenandoah, Pa.**

**Immediate opening for mature announcer with better-than-average ability on news and commercials, capable of running own commercials and with a third class ticket. Also need combination announcer-soundman to handle weekend air shift and sell to area accounts. Experience in radio sales a must. Send tape, photo, resume in first letter to WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois, or Contact Robert L. Whitaker, Vice-President.**

**Immediate opening for top notch air personality at one of America's highest rated spots. Part ownership possible. Send resume, and tape to WMRT K-42, BROADCASTING.**


#### Technical

**Mature chief engineer with sports or news background available.** Good character. Salary range starts at $600.00 monthly. You will live in a modern progressive upper-Midwest community. References will be thoroughly investigated. Box J-256, BROADCASTING.

**Engineer with FM multiplex experience for headquarters staff of major market AM chain. Write Box K-41, BROADCASTING.**

**Production—Programming, Others**

**Administrator**, with background in programing, publicity writing and marketing for major diversified group. Complete resume to Box J-153, BROADCASTING.

**We need right now, experienced, aggressive, program—production man who can do some football and basketball play-by-play. Box J-258, BROADCASTING.**

**Midwest daytimer has immediate opening for copywriter. Announcing experience also necessary. Send tape, photo, resume and opportunity for advancement in production and program department. Box J-279, BROADCASTING.**
California-Arizona . . . 1st phone, Broadcasting school graduate (12 month course), trained in all phases of many different media, former Deputy Sheriff, 30 years. Married. Local contact for first broadcast position anywhere. Box K-38, BROADCASTING.

Negro dJ, bright delivery, specialty R&B, third phone, no personal reference. Prefer small market, will consider all. Box H-301, BROADCASTING.

Southern majors: Dependent format radio personality, will be local. Box J-135, BROADCASTING.

Available now, Announcer/dj/news/board. $25, 2nd class, 6 years experience. Box J-215, BROADCASTING.

Top notch modern music pro looking to move presently PD in Florida and one of the most versatile cats in the biz. Want PD post but will consider top jock spot in Top 100 market and heavy music. A solid, all around man that eats, drinks, and sleeps radio 24 hours a day. Box J-227, BROADCASTING.

Fun personality jock, voices, 1st phone, etc. Available $150 wk. Box J-259, BROADCASTING.

Ambitious young announcer seeks permanent connection metropolitan New York-New Jersey area. Board experience includes network, newscast, commercials, sportscasts, special announcements, mid-day light/read music forms. Third class ticket with endorsement. Box J-371, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 dj with 1st phone. Currently employed, but like to Join swinging Top 40 station. Willing to travel. Box J-280, BROADCASTING.

Straight announcer-sales for C/W slot. PD's promotion, C/W artist, twenty years experience, top 100 market. Box J-284, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, dj, bright personality, fast board, will settle down, married. Box K-9, BROADCASTING.

DJ/announcer, experienced, bright personality, tight board, professional attitude, no b.s., Top 100 market, third phone. Box K-8, BROADCASTING.

Versatile announcer looking for West coast challenge. 6 years radio including network and local years. Will consider any market. Box K-48, BROADCASTING.

Contact Robert L. Whitaker, Vice President, WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.

Situation Wanted—Management

One of best known, knowledgeable, respected Group administrators in broadcasting available soon. Excellent rating, billing, imaging, and production. Box J-740, BROADCASTING.

General manager—recently upgraded metro station to highest income and ratings. Station has highest income and ratings. Swell station, highest income and ratings. Strong personal sales, sales management, programming and management references. Box J-273, BROADCASTING.

Working manager, mature, experienced on sales, 1st class license. Salary secondary to opportunity. Will take a dog and build it up. Box K-50, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Newsman to write, gather, and broadcast local news. Good solid experience preferred. Metropolitan market upstate New York. Box J-281, BROADCASTING.

Negro newsmen who knows how to dig out local news & deliver it with authority is needed now by headquarters station in fast growing market. Send complete resume, references, phone and salary needed to: Box J-288, BROADCASTING.

Newsman—Good opportunity for all around newsman in Northeast market. Must have several years experience in gathering and writing news. Advancement possible. Live wiring a plus with large personal market. Send complete resume, photo, salary required. Check in 1st letter. Box K-1, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for a full time newsmen who is more than average. Swinging modern music station that lacks local news coverage. Married, mature and able to deliver news with authority. Identifying news, writing news, handling copy, including resume, news work, picture and tape. Box K-6, BROADCASTING.

Negro newsmen with non-etnic sound, for fast-paced PD's concept in Top 5 market. Must be able to write—not just read! Excellent eye for news, excellent voice and resume to Box K-15, BROADCASTING.

Copy writer wanted for one of Floridas top radio stations. Send information and sample copy. Box K-20, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—Young man with radio programming experience. Must have background in tape editing. Selling ability would be welcome addition to this personality. This job offers real executive future with up and coming station in the South. Box K-25, BROADCASTING.

News director/announcer: Who can dig out and write local news. $100 plus fringes. Send tape, photo, complete info. WPV'A AM-FM, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Need immediately to complete staff. Must gather, write, report. Heavy local news emphasis. Send complete resume and tape first letter. New station is going fast. Excellent opportunity for hard working personality. Box K-489, Broadway, Gary, Indiana 219-884-9460.

Immediate opening for experienced, thoroughly competent news director capable of handling complete local operation at this 5000 watt Midwest regional station. Must have excellent live presentation, must be able to write local news, and above all, dig it out. Ability to write editorials essential. Men without experience need not apply. Contact Robert L. Whitaker, Vice President, WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Situations Wanted

Technical—(Cont’d)

Chief engineer—salesman: 29 years experi-
ence. Excellent sales ability, college training.
In electrical and market experience. Send full
details. Box B-5, BROADCASTING.

Engineer—first class license, worked as radio
transmitter operator. Television studio engi-
nee. For information write William Thom-
asson KGRP, 211 Bland Street, Weston, West-
ern Virginia.

Production—Programming, Others

Newman—recent Missouri journalism gradu-
ate, with radio-TV writing experience desires
opportunity to break in on-the-air. Box J-
217, BROADCASTING.

Adopt, accurate reporting. Seasoned, search-

ing newsmen, TV/radio. $180. Family. Box K-
7, BROADCASTING.

Radio-TV programmer man with 5 years ex-
perience in writing, editing, layout, mar-
keting and merchandising seeking to reto-
roject, presently at WMZV, Boca Raton, Florida.

Box K-24, BROADCASTING.

Newman, 24, B.A. economics, 8 years air
experience radio, first phone. Recent news-
paper experience in promotion, copy writing.

Now writing for national magazine. Seeks new-
scasting and documentary writing position.

Sales manager. Box K-28, BROADCASTING.

For work abroad. Speak French, German, Italian. Extensive experience, an-

nouncer, director, radio, TV: Continuity; foreign and military experience, thorough

experience, music, theatre, line arts; AFRRA; MA. Box K-94, BROADCASTING.

Girl 23/announcer—clerical board control

news writing, clerical sales. Car please call 906-488-2524. Write A.P. Box 62, St. Louis, Missouri.

Needs challenge and advancement. 12 years
director/supervisor with present employer. Complete experience studio and remote-

technical knowledge. Excellent references.


TELEVISION—Help Wanted—Sales

Wanted: Account executive who wants to

grow with a top Southeastern NBC affiliate

located in North Carolina's finest living

area. Enjoy a wide variety of responsibilities, many

good practices in the future of this area. Salary plus commis-

sion. Experience should be up to the New

me man. Send resume to G. Earl Broome, Vice Pre-

sident—Sales, WITN-TV, Washington, N. Car-

olina.

Sales manager—aggressive, experienced in

selling area markets. Box 198, Bowling Green, Ky.

Technical

Transmitter supervisory needed for group

owned VHF maximum power station in

Rocky Mountain region. Send complete

resume, present experience, and salary desired to

Box J-222, BROADCASTING.

Midwest UHF needs an A ticket engineer-

swimming. Qualified radio man can convert

gain experience. Full details first letter, please. Box K-48, BROADCASTING.

Engineer experienced with TV-22/25 trans-

mitter and RCA microwave and terminal

equipment. Emphasis on maintenance. Box K-68, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for TV engineer, 1st

phone required. Send resume to Ray Kru-

kow 3000 Ping 16th St., Moline, Ill.

Production—Programming, Others

News director—for Radio-TV operation in

middle west. Should have photographic

ability, college journalism background, and TV

experience. Send information including approximate salary requirement. Box K-256, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Small market TV wants creative continuity

writer. He or she may also do some air

work. Send full details. Box K-49, BROADCASTING.

Newseum: photographer wanted by major

market TV station in the East. Aggressive, imaginative, experienced all phases. Write,

Box K-51, BROADCASTING.

Wanted-Newsman with reporting and pho-

tography background. On camera experi-

cence necessary. Send full details to WALLOW-

TV, Albany, Georgia.

Producoging director for imaginative, live

independent television programming. Ener-
gic, responsible person for smaller market. Box 1168, Bowing Green, Ky.

TELEVISION—Situations Wanted

Management

TV program manager—39, married. Seven-

teen years radio-television. Last 10 years

major market TV program specialist. Thor-

oughly familiar with program preparation. Pro-

gramming, Film buying, operations, production.

Top references. Box J-216, BROADCASTING.

Enthusiastic sales manager: 15 years VHF,

UHF, radio selling experience. Outstanding

record of success in top 50 market. Family man, 31, civic leader. Box J-275, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Aggressive small market radio sales man-

ager reached $12,000 ceiling. Desires tele-

cision opportunity. Box K-25, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Woman television personality available. In-

terviews, newscasts, sportscasts, experienced in all phases of broadcasting. Theatre

and music background. Attractive, mature

University degree. Box K-51, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Studio engineer—1st phone, RCA graduate,

experienced, prefer Southeast location. Box

J-179, BROADCASTING.

Experience—first phone TV studio, trans-

mitter, switching and radio, Tech school

graduate. Area looking for position, Indiana.

Box J-249, BROADCASTING.

Engineer experienced in TV, Transmitter

operation and maintenance. Box J-230,

BROADCASTING.

Need a supervisor or maintenance technician

who thinks "maintenance"? Four years xmr.

Supervisor, six years studio maintenance.

Box J-236, BROADCASTING.

Video technician—Seven years experience

all phases studio operation. Excellent refer-

ences. Available now. Box K-14, BROAD-

CASTING.

1st phone, RCA graduate, experienced in

operation and maintenance, prefer East-

coast. Box K-38, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Newman—recent Missouri journalism gradu-

ate, with radio-TV writing experience desires

opportunity to break in on-the-air. Box J-

218, BROADCASTING.

Producer-director, seven years experience

desires step up to larger market in East, in-

creased responsibility. B.S., JCLS, 225, BROAD-

CASTING.

Director/switcher, 6 years experience. Ist

phone if needed. Box K-19, BROADCAST-

ING.

Producer-director presently employed. Ten

years live/air. production experience. Desire
change to programming position, tele-

vision. Send resume, references, and refer-

cences. Box K-35, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO Buy—Equipment

Video tape (used) all sizes, incl. empty reels

and storage cabinets. Box K-3, BROAD-

CASTING.

FM monitor and RCA BST 1B generator.

KJAZ, 2328 Santa Clara, Alameda, California.

FOR SALE—Equipment

Television/radio transmitters, monitors, tubes, microphones, amplifiers, studio. Electra-

find, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Parabolic antennas, six foot dia., new, solid

surface, with hardware, dipole, etc. $100.00 each. S-W Electric Cable Company, Wil-

low & Twenty-Fourth Streets, Oakland California, 823-3357.

Antenna—RCA TF6AH adjustable to any

channel 7 through 13. Completely assembled on ground for your inspection. Also 91a-

inch transmission line. Sandy Terry, XVWA TV, P.O. Box 707, Rohnert Park, Calif.

Complete stock model 458 tape reproducer

spares. Used 650's bought and sold. VIF

Int. P. O. Box 1585, Mtn. View, Calif.

FM transmitter, Gates BFE-10A recom-

pended, write LR, Drawer E, Alamobordo, N. Mexico.

For Sale: Towers, Type (K)wedged. 4-400',

3-300', 3-900'. V. S. Towers and Con-

struction, 240 Bartow Lane. Petersburg, Va.

PT-4 transport and amplifier. First check for

$125.00. WXVA, P. O. Box 188, Charles

Town, W. Va. Complete with carrying case.

Wonderful Gates, mod. BC-359GY, 250 watt

power amplifier, condition—$500. Draw-

er 8, Lake Charles, La.

Good used ST-161 spot receiver. Contact

WCPI—Elythaw, Tennessee, Phone 293-7401.

Buy, Sell or Trade Used Towers $4.00 per

foot, new $5.00 and up. Bill Angle, 309

Hillsboro St., Raleigh, N. C. Phone 843-3326.

Everything in used broadcast equipment.

Write for complete listings. Broadcast

Equipment and Supply Co., Box 341, Bristol,

Tennessee.

Westinghouse TYPE HG 50 kw transmitter

complete except blowers and voltage regu-

lators. Converted to 2511 tubes in modula-

tors and PA. Spare set of tubes and num-

ber of spare parts included. Good condition

and operating at present. Chief Engineer,

WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.

Helix coaxial cable, HJ2-50 type, new $65

FOB, E.E.E.E., P.O. Box 2625, La Mesa, Cali-

fornia.

Commercial Crystals and new or replace-

ment crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Biley

and J-K holders; regrinding, repair etc. BC-

694 crystal; also service FM monitors and

H-P 336B FM Monitors. Nationwide un-

solicited testimonials praise our products and

fast service. Eidon Electric Com-

pany, Box 90, Temple, Texas.

New and used towers for sale. Also tower

errection and maintenance. Southern States

Tower Co., Phone 1261, Central City, Ken-

ucky.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Managing partner—Radio. Seasoned radio

man will invest up to $100,000 on terms for

10 to 50% interest in dominant money

maker. Desire Northeast. Box K-43, BROAD-

CASTING.

MISCELLANEOUS

34,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical

service featuring current humor. Introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy

Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Need help? 1000 Super dooper, hooper

comedy lines for your market. Free sample. Lyn Publications, 2221

Stoner St., San Francisco.
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INSTRUCTIONS

FCC first phone license preparation by correspondence or in resident classes. Grantham Schools are located in Los Angeles, Seattle, Kansas City and Washington for free 44-page brochure write Dept. 4-K, Grantham Schools, 1806 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

Be prepared; First class FCC license in six weeks. Includes theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, 1129 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory leading to the FCC First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Elkins Radio License School of Minneapolis now has Elkins' famous six week course in First Class FCC License preparation through proven theory and laboratory methods and equipment. Elkins Radio License School, 4119 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minn.


Minneapolis now has Elkins' famous six week course in First Class FCC License preparation through proven theory and laboratory methods and equipment. Elkins Radio License School, 4119 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

INSTRUCTIONS (Cont'd)

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory leading to the FCC First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Elkins Radio License School of Minneapolis now has Elkins' famous six week course in First Class FCC License preparation through proven theory and laboratory methods and equipment. Elkins Radio License School, 4119 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

ANNOUNCER One of America's foremost good music radio stations (50kw) seeking smooth, professional and dedicated announcer capable of top performance on music and news programs. Personality must have local or national network exposure. Send complete resume and air checks immediately.

ELKINS RADIO LICENSE SCHOOL

NEWSPAPER

The best radio news operation in the nation is searching for a "one-in-a-million" newsman—the kind we want is a solid, NEWSMAN who writes his own copy with style and verve. He is accustomed to fast, deadline writing. His voice and delivery will stand out, even in the highly-competitive New York City market. He can adapt intelligently because he does his homework and knows his subject.

If you are this man, of know him, write:

Box K-17, BROADCASTING

Radio—PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Pioneer NBC Affiliated Midwest 5 kilowatt operation with TV associate has good opportunity for experienced production person with dedication to, and belief in, good contemporary radio. Address Resume, shapshot, and requirements.

(Box J-269, BROADCASTING

Production—Programming, Others

NEWSPAPER

The best radio news operation in the nation is searching for a "one-in-a-million" newsman—the kind we want is a solid, NEWSMAN who writes his own copy with style and verve. He is accustomed to fast, deadline writing. His voice and delivery will stand out, even in the highly-competitive New York City market. He can adapt intelligently because he does his homework and knows his subject.

If you are this man, of know him, write:

Box K-17, BROADCASTING

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Florida—First phone preferred—good music 5 kw full-time—looking for top man—salary open—send resume and tape.

Box K-38, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted—Announcers

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Management

"MAN FRIDAY" WANTED

President of dynamic newly-forming 6-sta-
tion Television group requires the services of a "MAN FRIDAY" to handle setting-up operations. Unlimited future, professionally and financially.

Possibility of single or group-station man-

in.

age.

MENT.

MENT.

MUST be imaginative, highly competent, ag-

gressive, willing to travel. Should have TV expe-
rance (sales and programming), prefers-

ibly UHF.

Excellent opportunity for young executive type with ambition, willing to spend an 8-
day week.

Prompters and prospective return commen-
surate with experience.

HELP WANTED—Announcers

Box J-266, BROADCASTING

TV Situations Wanted—Management

General Sales Manager

Major market. Experienced Sales Manager to prove success in New York, Chicago and National TV spot. Contact and refer-
ences will demonstrate past capabilities to direct powerful sales drive.

Box J-267, BROADCASTING

Hollywood TV

Agency Representative

Currently employed by top N. Y. agency, has 50% of time open. Seeks one other major client. Thoroughly experi-
enced as Producer/Dirctor of TV and Radio Commercials. Member of D. G. A. Well known at all three networks. Top qualifications and references.

Box K-21, BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

MOVE TO THE ROCKIES!!!

We are the only agency in the seven-
state Rocky Mountain area specializing in radio and TV personnel. Immediate openings for managers, sales-
men, Engineers, Traffic, Copy, and other categories. Send inquiry and re-
sume to:

RADIO AND TV DIVISION

COLORADO BUSINESS INSTITUTE

SUITE 641 EQUITABLE BLDG.

DENVER, COLORADO 80202

MISCELLANEOUS

Attention

Los Angeles area Radio Stations

Join the fun this season and get your one hour Saturday afternoon program with a Southside format—Disco, R&B, Outlaw music. A fun show for the entire family.

Write: Bill Stetson—Box 3-5070, 14015 Stein-

ing Ave., Gardena, Calif.
CALIFORNIA DAYTIMES

Single station market. Equipment and improvements paid for, including xmitter site lease. 3 yrs. old. Low operating cost. Now 250w, can go 5 kw. Station in black, orange owner asking $80,000.

Box K-11, BROADCASTING

GUNZENDORF

NEVADA NEW DAYTIME STATION Top Mkt. asking $200,000

CALIFORNIA SINGLE STATION Mkt. Fulltim asking $130,000. 25% down.

ARIZONA "TOP" DAYTIMER $25,000 down. Asking $55,000. Exclusive FM’s $255,000 and $115,000.

WITL GUNZENDORF

AND ASSOCIATES

Licensed Brokers Phoenix, PC-8400 South Los Angeles, Calif.

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact:

PATT McDONALD CO.

P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78756

1. Pa. single daytime $15M terms
2. Va. medium daytime $115M 25%
3. N. Carolina FM $65M 30%
4. Conn. metro FM $15M 50%

buying and selling, check with

V CHAPMAN COMPANY INC

2649 PEACHTREE RD., ATLANTA, GA 30308

Continued from page 89

KLUCY, KOMIN, KOBG, K2BO, County of Wayne, Hanksville, Los. rural county area and Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 10 kw. Webster County School District, Huntsville, Utah; K121Q, County of Wayne, Hanksville, Utah.

- Licensed grants covering changes for following TV’s: WJWX-TV Panama City, Fla.; WTVY, Dothan, Ala., WFLP, Spartanburg, S.C.; WORF-TV Bloomington, Ind.; WAPT-TV Jackson, Miss.

- Licensed grants for following VHF-TV translator’s: K108L, Spotted Horse Booster Club, Bitter Creek area, Bechise area, Wildcat and Spotted Horse areas, WYDP.

- Licensed grants for following VHF-TV trans.; K108L, Spotted Horse Booster Club, Bitter Creek area, Bechise area, Wildcat and Spotted Horse areas, WYDP.

- Licensed grants for following TV’s: WJWX-TV Panama City, Fla.; WTVY, Dothan, Ala., WFLP, Spartanburg, S.C.; WORF-TV Bloomington, Ind.; WAPT-TV Jackson, Miss.

We have a number of qualified interested buyers interested in AM; FM; TV or CATV.

Your inquiry or listing treated in complete confidence.

La Rue & Associates Inc.

Media Brokers

440 EAST 62ND STREET

NEW YORK CITY

TE 2-0962

(2) Continuation of page 83

CHAPMAN COMPANY INC

2649 PEACHTREE RD., ATLANTA, GA 30308

with 45 days thereafter.

WITA-FM San Juan, P. R.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 50 kw at same height to 115 feet, continued operation on station for six months, and new ant. and make changes in ant. height.

WVOR(FM) Rochester, N. Y.—Licensed license covering changes for following TV’s: WGIW-TV Milwaukee, Wis., and Randolph, Ind., and new ant. and make changes in ant. height.

WVNA Tuscumbia, Ala.—Licensed license covering change in ant., trans., and changes in ERP and ant. height.

2. Top market. Daytime. $30,000, 60 days, daypart.

3. SOUTH WEST. Major market. Daytime.

4. FAR WEST. Medium market. Volume $90,000. Excellent terms.

JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles 28, California
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Complied by BROADCASTING, Sept. 30

ON AIR CP's NOT ON AIR TOTAL APPLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lic.</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>3,967</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>1,172</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>543²</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS

Complied by BROADCASTING, Sept. 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>599*</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommercial</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Complied by FCC, Aug. 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,338</td>
<td>1,155</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KODE-AM-TV: Granted CP to take station off air.

COMMENTS

- Granted CPs for new VHF-FM transmitters.
- Granted CPs for new VHF-TV transmitters.
- Granted CPs for new UHF-FM transmitters.
- Granted CPs for new UHF-TV transmitters.
- Granted CPs for new translators.

- Request for CP to change station type.
- Request for CP to change channel.
- Request for CP to change ERP.

- Conditions for CPs to be fulfilled.
- Conditions for CPs to be suspended.

- Applications for new stations.
- Applications for new translators.

- Licenses awarded.
- Licenses denied.
- Licenses expired.

- Applications for new stations (not in hearing).

- Applications for new stations (in hearing).

- Licenses issued.

- CPs deleted.

* Does not include seven licensed stations off air.

² Includes three noncommercial stations on commercial channels.
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What's new in radio audience measurement?

Overnight radio surveys from ARB!

Write today for complete information...

To: Overnight Surveys Department
American Research Bureau
Beltsville, Maryland

Please send me complete information on ARB’s new Overnight Radio Surveys.
Name..................................................................................................................
Title...................................................................................................................
Company...........................................................................................................
Street................................................................................................................
City & State....................................................................................................

--
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Wallis is one of those broadcast veterans who always has retained a youthful enthusiasm about radio's dynamic dimensions and its ever-expanding vitality.

Even at a very "tender age," he remembers, "I was just in love with radio." He wanted it to be his life, but he didn't dream then his career would include running one of the nation's most prominent independent stations.

Now general manager of Westinghouse-owned WIND Chicago, Mr. Wallis not only has a good decade of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station assignments under his belt but he preceded that with two decades of diversified accomplishment, chiefly at WIP Philadelphia. In fact about the only job Mr. Wallis hasn't done around a station is engineering.

"When it comes to wires and tubes, I know when to leave well enough alone," he says.

**Basics Are a 'Must'** Just like many other boys who made receiving sets out of old Mother's Oats boxes, young Ed Wallis dreamed of some day commanding the "mike" at the other end of that magic wireless link. He especially wanted to do radio sports.

The motivation may have been the breathless air delivery of Joe Tumeltee, sports commentator for Cities Service, or the fact that while still in school he made some pin money writing for the Germantown Telegraph, a suburban weekly, and as high school sports stringer for the Philadelphia Record. Today, Mr. Wallis isn't quite sure of the specific inspiration.

But he does recall that when a friend working at the Germantown studio of WIBG Philadelphia offered him the chance to read sports news one evening when the regular man was missing, he didn't hesitate a moment. Soon he had the evening job for good and it was followed by summer relief and part-time work there and at WIP.

Mr. Wallis doesn't hesitate to explain how essential such early practical grounding in all phases of the creative side of radio will always be. It was this broad grasp of fundamentals, he believes, which helped him to better understand the relative importance of sales promotion, public relations and advertising in station operation as well as the various responsibilities of management.

**Need for Empathy** When writers of WIND's numerous documentaries and news specials appear to be battling a critical deadline, Mr. Wallis sympathetically can recall his early years at WIP. He wrote weekly drama scripts for the house stock company as well as the weekly dramatization of the news plus various daily features. There was no preconceiving when he points out; every line went "live."

Taking over as manager of WIND in May 1961 after the station's years of outstanding achievements and its colorful history might have given pause to men of less extensive background. But he bit into this challenge with his usual zest: "The problem is not how to keep the station on top, but 'where do you go from up?'

Mr. Wallis firmly believes "everything is local." He feels that most people today have a much stronger identification with their immediate suburb or community than they do with the great metropolis which contains them.

Because of this understanding of the orientation and loyalty of his audience, Mr. Wallis has guided WIND into a year-round continuing series of "umbrella" promotions designed to establish identification of the station intimately at the neighborhood level. One recent example was the theme "Nice Things Happen to People Who Listen to WIND."

All Chicagoans heard and read about it for three months through the heavy advertising in many media, but many of them became personally involved with WIND in their own local area.

To cite a few typical examples, WIND paid for all the milk purchased in a supermarket, bought up all the parking meters in another area and fed the coin slots of a laundromat. It also bought all the fares on a Chicago River commuter boat (used by many Michigan Avenue agency and advertising executives) and paid for marriage licenses at city hall.

**Radio Listens, Too** Each month for more than three years Mr. Wallis and his department executives have individually visited radio stations in different communities in the greater Chicago area. They talk to officials, civic, religious, educational and business leaders there.

A recent serious problem in Elmhurst, Ill., concerned its sewer system. WIND's series of documentaries and news reports on this otherwise mundane subject were cited for helping to produce an overwhelming three-to-one vote in a referendum which met the need and which, but a short while earlier, had been expected to be impossible to carry.

"WIND's shows were more than just "about" the sewer problem. They engaged the city officials and citizens in two-way radio talks and included the staging of a major straw vote preceding the referendum."

This is the kind of "listener action" that Mr. Wallis tries to inject into all of the station's wide range of editorials, news and feature documentaries. It holds for WIND's interpretation locally of the Westinghouse station projects such as the Focal Point series on basic public issues.

**Glamour and Fun** He pumps his flair for showmanship into entertainment programming too. A station like WIND with a lineup of strong air personalities may pose a challenge at vacation time. But last year Mr. Wallis solved this by replacing each disk jockey with stars like Eddy Arnold, Sebastian Cabot, Mort Sahl, Phyllis Diller, Charles Farrer, George Jessel, Phil Foster, Les Paul and Frank Parker.

It was such a hit with listeners and advertisers that Mr. Wallis repeated the format this summer. The success of the repeat quite likely assures the idea as a regular feature, he feels.
EDITORIALS

Enlightened self-help

IN tackling the ratings problem broadcasters have gone a long way toward proving that self-regulation as a means of avoiding government intervention sometimes can work.

Only months ago the outlook was bleak for all rating services. It looked very much as if legislation would be enacted to saddle them with direct government control.

Although they are not out of the woods yet, there are hopeful signs, thanks to plans evolved by the Broadcast Rating Council Inc., which remain to be implemented. The plans, outlined to the House investigating subcommittee by Donald H. McCannon, council chairman and president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., provide for minimum standards for ratings services, accreditation and audits. Committee members, led by Chairman Oren Harris, praised the council for "remarkable and encouraging progress." Only months before they had thrown the book at the rating services and at broadcasters who were not "masters of their own house."

To work, self-regulation must be enlightened. Rating services are not government licensees. Broadcasters, as their primary customers, are in a unique position to call the plays.

Compare the ratings posture with that of the NAB's self-regulation codes. Here, broadcasters as licensees, saw the regulatory authority, the FCC, attempt to adopt the commercial time provisions of the codes as part of its own rules and thereby destroy the very essence of self-regulation.

It took Congress to vitiate that action. In the ratings situation the dealings are with Congress and not with an agency seeking to make work and garner headlines.

Fruits of competition

ALTHOUGH early ratings in a new television season are by nature inconclusive, the audience measurements of the past couple of weeks suggest the possibility of a real three-way network race in 1964-65.

The true state of competition among the networks will not be known until all the new shows have been introduced and new audience habits have been formed and measured by more comprehensive surveys than the overnight Trendexes and Arbitrons that are so far the only "national" ratings that are available. Yet the evidence at hand indicates little likelihood that any one network is headed for the kind of one-sided dominance that has characterized some seasons in the past.

On the whole the equalization of network competition for the mass audience must be considered a healthy sign of a maturing enterprise. It has been made possible by the availability, to all three networks, of enough advertising support to finance the very great investment of risk capital in new program ventures. The intensifying competition tends to generate both the incentive and the means to search for new program forms and treatments. It can result only in a diversification of program types and an improvement in program quality.

The more nearly even distribution of total audience among the networks will also accelerate the sophistication of advertising placement. Mass alone will no longer be the dominant factor in the advertiser's choice of show. The nature of the audience, its age, its economic status, its educational level, will become at least as important in the selection of the television advertising vehicle as its total size has been. In such a climate shows that attract relatively smaller audiences of relatively higher buying power may in turn have stronger chances of attracting advertising revenue.

From the strong competition that is now developing among the networks, it is the viewing public that emerges as the winner.

Unfinished report

THE Warren Commission report on the assassination of President Kennedy and the incredible events that followed is now official. It will be text for students and historians from now on.

No one can fault the logic of the basic findings. But posterity will learn from the official report, standing alone, that the news media were in "general disorder" and that they lacked "self-discipline."

It is this part of the report that should not forever stand without amplification. Particularly is this so in the case of the broadcast media, and notably television which won the plaudits of all for its restrained and faithful coverage of those four days in November. Walter Lippman, the eminent columnist, recently described the television camera as "the truth machine."

The job of a reporter, whether he works for newspapers or for broadcasting, is to report. He must dig and probe. These reporters covered the biggest story of their time in Dallas during those four fateful days. They didn't make the ground rules. These were the responsibility of the Dallas law enforcement authorities. They erred. The news media simply mirrored those errors.

Steps already have been taken to implement the Warren Commission recommendation that a code of professional conduct for all news media be considered. All news media and news associations (including the networks which are news associations, too) should participate.

We may be pardoned if we have misgivings about participation of lawyers in this project through a committee of the American Bar Association. The bar, with certain notable exceptions, lives in the dark ages where news media are concerned. Witness, for example, Canon 35 which for decades has precluded access of other than pencil-and-pad-reporters to the courts.

Implicit in any effort to control coverage of the news is the danger of tampering with freedom in our democratic society. The kind of controls that can be invoked to avoid overcrowding without endangering freedom are those which presently are used, for example, in covering trips by the President. Plane capacity is limited so that all who might wish to can't go. The pool arrangement has worked for newspapers, newsmagazines, press associations, as well as for radio and television.

"In my case the school was a drop-out. . . . I was enrolled in Continental Classroom!"

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
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When KSTP-TV says "Go out and buy it", people go out and buy it.
The trouble started with lobsters.

Harry Malone’s railroad let them go to pot.

Attorney George Denham wins suit against Harry

...and loses his heart to client Jane Osgood.

It all happens in “It Happened to Jane,” a wildly funny film in color, with a great cast headed by Doris Day, Jack Lemmon, and Ernie Kovacs. It’s one of 60 outstanding hits from the Columbia Post-'50 Group II, distributed exclusively by Screen Gen...